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, _____ _ 




<" l ' 
"Some companies operate ·under ·the erroneous a_ssump_tion ___ ..tha_t_____.._~_·:~.;J:_,.'r"'._··-· 
···--·----------·- - --- ··--- -· ~--- ~,~· _____ ..:. -~---- ---- - ------- ----
------· ---- -- -~----- ' 
--- ----,---·· -~-----"'" ... 
-the more . information av-ailable to the· manager, the bette'r . 
must be the decisio·n reached. "2 
. - ·./P-·• ... ., •. ----·. ____ .. __:__ ____ ~----···------L--7.------ -- ---· - ,.. . 
. 
=::_:::~:=: .. ::·· -.··-· ·~~-~~- :· .. ::~:'.~=~:~.~~·-===:~==:=~-· ... =~~~:::::~----~~~- : .... Th"i s .. , ''mare ... · i·rif-6rirra·ti.o·n·~b. e tter de c_ is i 0_ n., s I'.' .. phi l ~so .. ·ph,.y. ·- ..... :: _~_=:·~ ...... _ ::--~-~::=-~-:~;~-~~ ...... ....... '· . \ 
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·--· . 
.. · ::_:~-~--·_;~·=:-~_:: :=c:=~~::~:~~fi~~a- oeen···11e1·a··-in ··.check .~in the p·a~s-t~. because .. of techiiological.< · 
.. 
----. . ------- . 
----------~------------·--·---_-----:··· --.-,- _--:----. -·-- ---------·---~-- ---·--·--····--
::: ,- : ..... ,. 
• .t 
. - ·;' __ : _____ ~ ~~-------~--- . lJ. D. Aron~ ''Inf<;>rmation Systems· i·n Perspective, II 
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· -- · · Computing· ·surveys, December i96 7 ;· .p. · 219. 
2Peter P. Schoderbek, Management Systems, N~W York: 
- John Wiley and So·ns, In~., 1967, p. 43. ·_ 
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. However, as-~these limitations · are stripped . 
limitations. 
~.-·,>:~-:.- -.;away the q~est.,ion.--of economy- will. :become more, and mor~- -. . . ' . . 
' 
. -----··· ,---- --·- . 
·pertinent. It seems· obvious that the.re is a limit on the_'. .. · , -
- ·01 -amount_ of sophistica.t-icin that ca·n" be· built,· ec-onomically, -·, 
' , i-".,,,,.,{:·•,.• .. -\ .• _~. •;- ,···. ,.,.·~---.... _______ _ 
. . 
' . into an· information. system._ - Therefore, the. quest~on. arise.s . 
' 
. as to where.this-limit occu~§,.and how one proceeds to 
. 
' 
.- identify it .. 
--·-~~ 
-·-·-------- ---·-·--------·------ .---····---~--- ,. 
----:------:-- . 
- -- ~ --------- ---- ~----..__ ______ _ 
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' is __ \to attempt to compare t-1.:le cost of_ a proposed information 
system improveme·nt with the cost of· the ·existing· system. _ 
The improvement is justifi~d, . if the -·cost of. the improved 






pragmatic approach.to the justification of system improve: ___ -,.----..--
··----- --------·-----.----
- ---·------ ---- -- - ---------~ ---·- ----- - ---- ----- -· - ---
.........,-.,.,.-- _.:~en-t~s--,·--b-ecause-ffie--limlta~-fI:·ans of- technology have prohibited .. :. ---"'~,C.~--~ 
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. these· limitations are- being rapidl~ eliminated. 
There is evidence that emphasis is no~ .bei·n·g pla.ced 
- ( ------- -------·-
on a comparison between· iI1formation value· and·. information 
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a system to b~ compata.ble with the ''needs" of --~~~----¥~~±'-~- ~ -_ -_ -~---~!-~- -----~~---~-
---
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. .- to pUrsue a definition of that relatio~ship.5 Discussing ·• ·_ _ __ 




-c · tion system, M6r~vec poses the f·ollowing · quest'1i_on as a -- ·r _ 
. . . ' 
~-. 
··-- --·-·· :,;equir~ment t·o be met· in determini·ng how much information 
,. ···-. --.. --~--------------
-··-· should be provided by-a system: ''Does the cost difference--
. 
i "' .• 
- -·-----·--
·--· ·,-·· ··-·, ..... - .---~·.. ' . 
;-;;', 
1.--. ...... 
I.·•'./~· the user?'16 Unfortunately, he·does_ not_attempt to define 
------how this·· ''marginal ·utility"· is to be measured. 
. r 
., 
- A probable explanat,ion for the failure of management 
infonnation-scientists to pursue this_ problem is that they 
usual'ly attempt to equate utility with the need for informa-
~----'--~~--------r--t....-i orr··-wtthou t· ..... prc5ffe~: ___ r e g a r~a=~~~f or _____ t"Eie---·,regr e e -of ____ ne·e·cr·-··rnvol ve·d :·-
-----~:-
·Th·e prob,lenr ·~s· -f-urther c9111plic'ated by the fact -that it is 
difficult for a -mana.ger to adequately identify hi_s informa-
tion needs. 
- - ~.fr _:: ---·-- ---------- --
'.I 
Most MIS desig·ners "determi·ne" what i_nformation ·is need.~d by asking managers· what infonnation they would like to , _ " .. have. This is based on the assumption that managers knQ:w -. · u..----~-_,:--_ -:-,-:-. __ ---,--,-__ -:--. ___ w~=t _i-n-f orma_tion ____ t.h.ey ... ----ne-@d-----ana----[-t-ha-t------t·hey--J---wa·nt··---f·t-;-7--. ·- -- -· -~ -- -_: ----- -· · · -· . .. _.,.,_.:- ........... --~--- -- - --- -~-
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_ ~=-=·__: . . 6F. A. MoraVec, "Basic Concepts for Designing a · . ., < + ~: · ---, · -,~-------~-----F-undament.al Information Syst~m, '' Management Systems, edited· _ 
_ . _ by -Peter P. - ~choderbek, 'New York: -John Wiley and Sons, Inc., . 
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-7Russell L. Ackoff, --"Management ·Misinfo~ation 
·_systems,'' Manag~ment Scie,nces, December 1967, p~ - B-149. · 
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~of ~:ri~orina tioil -~ys~em desi@.~ .,_:Mor ave(!~ feels .. t.haJ: theit" ··········-.·-· __ ~--,-··--""------~~~ _:_ ____ .:. ' .",- - .. 
c~ncep·tion of n~ed· will be b~ased upon ~'habitual 'mode's~' which 
-0 • 
· can include either too much information. or else .the ,wrol'1g, __ 
·- -
- ·1-~·- - -·-~ ----
.. 
• 
--- '; -, ·--- _, ... :--,..-----·~- -·· .......... ·.--·--· 
. ; ,' -
. •- ~_:_~.; '\· ., kinds of .. infonilation ._8. · Daniel attributes · a --ar·f-ferent- cause;· 
........... ,~,:::.,iJ;, .. , •. • • • he [the manager] may .find it difficult to he B.Xticulate ',>~ · 
• \ 
O 
" , ~ • :· 
....... _ :' ·"i, -------·-
······ ,~~~:- --- . 
" 
becau·se the. organiza~ion of. ~s company is not clearly 
d-efined. ,,9 Recognizing the inability of managers to specify,-
.. ·····- -· -- _, ---·- ---·· '---- ---- . - ....... , .. 
-
----·-------
_ ,, .. _---- ........ -·-::_:;_~~~~-·· ~- -__ .• -_ :accura-tely, -what·--thei·r·- information- ·n·eeds are,··· it is· ·high.ly ______ ------·.- __ ---
·--------~--·-
unlikely that a manager's subjective ·evaluation of the. 
utility associated. with his ·needs could be .. Jl meaningful 
standard. for·-m:easuring the rate of return· on a costly system 
------iIJ?.provement or for designing specific f_e_atures into a system. · 
It is 
1
even less likely that a system designer's evaluation 




(; ti -r - -- - · <Y· . ,...,_ 
about the value-of information to a particular organization. 
The solution is to eliminate the subjectivity which 
is involved in the evaluation. This .. can be accomplished by 
developi·ng a-- method for quali.fyi-n-g the degree of ·need which 
w·ill reduce or eliminate -the subj~c-~iv_1=ty th~~ is __ ~~£JJFr~~-!~ -- - )_ - -----------------------=-=-----==-=-~=---=--: ___ - -=-=-... --- - --- __ _.:_:_..= ___ -- ____ _::_.:::_..:.:_:__ . ..: ____ - ---------~ ------- - - -- ---------E~==.--:..:._::::· -=======:=========::::=======-==:==-=-=-= . . -- ,. .. •' - . 
. 
---·--·--- ---···-···· 
unavoidable in the justification of sys~e~ design. Fprrester 
' 
emphasizes this problem: 
. t 
-·--- ·---~-:--- -·,- ··; .,.. 
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-
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.. - .. --· •. · .... ,·,.-_--;-_..,. "-=----- -::;, ·~ ·--·-- ~- - -
- -- --- -- ----------
--- - -- -
·- -------··· 
----~------------
- For 1-ack of any real- ~easure of the va ..lue_ of informati·on, __ 0~=~,~~~ -____ . ---------=-· ...... _._:_ -- -:a-··-- . -- this justificat"io·n is almost never~ m.:1de on the basi-s of ···· ·· ·· 
- ·. the relationship b.etween . inf·ormat:i--6n- CQ_st __ and iQfonnati-Qn ---· __ .:c~~. ----:-:':-=-=------~.:.=-. -~--- ------ ----- ----:-· ---, =--- ---va l·ue o 10 
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8Moravec, 11Desig11.ing Information Systems," p. 130. 
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·" . 9Ronald D. · Daniel, "Manage'ffient' Information Crisis, 11 
·_· ·Mana ement Infonnation Series Re rints from Harvard Business 'C 
·Review, Septem er=Octob~r 
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· : ·-If, there were a, · ... technique for measuring the ·val.ue of informa- : .
. . 
--.------ ---: .. ·_· . · tron; ~:tt-=would. be po~;ib1e to def:~~ine quantitatively how __ : __ ,, .>:.- -~ - - . - - ~\\, 
- . 
much illlprovement' a '~ys.tem can be subject-ed. to before the' ' . ' . __,__ 
' ' 
-·-·•'"' -- . 
. · ·-----'------
-'--c:~---- ··-increm.tantal return. n'o-:· 1on.ger justifies the . added investment. 
. ' 
. ·-~-- The problem is_ more than a mere academic exercise. The '. ~ .. 
. ·····_------·-~------~· '----p·resident. of ·Brandon· Systems,.· an i·ndepen~·ent·· software sup~. -
G, ••• 
plier, claims that ''. . • easily 60% of the· American compan:t~s. .· ' - ,l :, ' ~ ' 
-
.. . · · .. · · · . .- using comput_ers ~!··-~_TI_~:_t ge_tt_ing .... anywhere near this [ 13%] ,. -- ... ·---···-----=-~·-:~--~- '·:'--__ ... "'._--__ .... ::____,..:_:_ _____ . __ . _________ ...... -·-:----·-··-··--·····-·--···-·-···----·----······-···:-- .. ............ .. . ' . . . 
·'1:il 
· return on their investment. 1111 This i~ not to say that the 
improper evaluation of i·nformatio·n requirements is the only 
. f 
-ieason--for this failure, but it is certainly a contributor. 
·- The ''past cost versus proposed cost'' appr(:)ach to· · · 
y 
system ju~}tificatio·n cannot answer the question of how much __ . 
one.· ·should iilves t in i.mprq_~t!!g _____ a_n ____ inf_ormat .. i.on--sy-s-t-em.l-2. ___ :___T-h-e "'"· . -------------··-···_. ___ ..... ------~-·-···--- ---··--·--· ---~------ ----------···-------- ------·-----~----------· -
_____ ._·ans¥Ter .ca,n only' be founcl.-.by comparing investment costs with · -
. 
, 
what! some _authors loosely call "benefits from the inform.a-
. tion, ul3 but which I shall refer to as the ''utility of 






exists a func~ional relationship between· an increment of_ 
.. 
. ----- ---
,• .. ' -· 
-~~---
-----------·-----------· 
------ --- ------- - - -------
- ------- ---- ---
--------·-- ---------inves-tment in system improvement and some additional utility 
obtai·ned from having improved i·nforma-tion. The cos 1t of the-
---------- ( :-:,--___ . . 
.······--------------··---~---·---·--- ··----------~---Y------= -
--,-··-------- -----··---·--.- ·--···--·--------~~~-~----~:'.--=--· :--i'Q¥e..s~tmen~t is· a matte·r of-c -s-tand·ard· accoo.nti"~g · tec.hnique·s. 
--····--·· 
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- ~- -----·· ~·--~-
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-
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~ - ~..,,, 
--·-
-------------~.,....,-'--_~ __ -.:,,--____ __ _....._ ~, _·. - · ---rrc;-;~~g~-J~-Berkwi t, "Up-Tight W{th ·sOf fiv;~;,11 -----~--~ 
_____ __;__:-----:-.:........:-...:---:-.· __ -_-=---Dun's Review, October 1968, p. 128. -
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12Gregory and Van Horn, Data-Processing, p. · 574 . 
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The. problem -requiring investigation ·is that · of ". . . . ___ g:µc;1.n-: __ -~~-~~~ . . 
ti£Jing tliese. hfthertofore . 1 intangibl~' · be~~f its. nl4 
-It is evident that the development of a "co_st·· vers~--~- __ -__ 







-'----~- ---···- ---·· 
____ 'l_ -
plex prob-lem.. The ·practitioners have :recognized·_ a need for· 
~ 
<.this ·type- of approach,. ·bu~ ___ have not developed the techniques 
.to make it possible-. · There are techniques available fo-"E-c·---:·_: ___ 
measuring cost and for comparin.g cost with utility~- The 
missing lin-k--i-n the-·problem is a .method for measuring 
""' utility. 
·- ... - -·-·· 
.. -·· -·· - . . . . . 
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objective. of thi"s tlie-sis • l.S to identify 
functional between the utilit·y of information. 
and tne P.~rameters business environment which influence 
the value that can be derived from i:nformation. The accom-
plishment of this objective • IS the_~ essent·ial first ·step • in 
-the development of a methodolo·gy -for evaluating 
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.• -'l. 
· , The purpose 1of~th~s .~ectiori is ·to dev~lop
0
a--hypotheSts~-. --.. ---__ -_ --- , 
. 
. 
·-------~~~---~,--:=~-- ·=------- _ · about the utility of information base.d upon· the various -_ 
--·---- •' . 
theories "and approache_s of co·ntemporary practitio·ners. 
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-------·-··--"-------·------. ···•·-·-··-- -·-- - ------------- .......... -- .. ---····--
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--·· ....... ---·········-··-- -
............ ---- .. ··-·-·-·············---
-
-- - ·------·- ..
 ········--------.. ·-
···'-·-····-·-- ...• -·---·!' ...... _, _________ ----··-··· -······· 
-~ . . ~ . 
,· 
Several- theories have -evolved through the process of tr-ial 
·and error, but ·no·ne· has gai·ned universal acceptance becau~e · I • 
each dwells on limited aspects of the total probleJll. · In 
--spit-e--0f~their shortcomings, each---t-he-01;y~--is---the _p;.r;oduct o·f 
·practical experience with the p,~_9_P_l_~ll1. and- ·offers u~eful 
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.. .,.. - ~-, . f relevant aspects .9f .. these: ;theor~e,s and app1:i;oa_qJJes, l?royide __ _j~:__.:.,.. ___ ~--. ____ -
. -· '"·----.. ·-· ' - ·-· ,-. ···-- - - .. - - -
-- the basis for the hYPothesis to be inve·stiggte4 in this 
~ ..... 
~ . /. 
·thesis. 
A approach to the evaluation of information·-
utility is ... the "p·ast cost versus proposed cost" method wh_ich 
. I 
was--· ment·i-one·d·-·previ·ou·s-ly ·;·------·Tnis--·approac-rr·-ha-s- ---the·---·imp-1-i-ed----_ ----~~-~, 
premise that informatio·n is always worth more than the cost 
' . 
. -
-___ ... ~:~.:=:~_===--~=-~:~~~=-=~·~;;_~:"~~- .: -:Of . Clb.tai·ni-ng ,! t . The p_remise __ would appear inval~-~--_but., 
·-.-------·
·-'·---. 
.---·-·-,. •••4 ... 
-- ---------··----------~· - -- --
··· · eon·side~_i11:g~---:th.-~----.. hi~story of management infor,nation syst·eme-~-------"···- -·. · .----~~ -------~-~ 
•· .'1 • 
'I} ··t-· - ~·- - •· ~, r • '.' applications, it has been.pragmatic at least.· 
... . . . - .. - -- ---
--: ----·-----.-·-. -~----~:· _ _:; __ ._ .·.:.-~ 
. ···:'; 
. . . · .. :. ,:.~' 
·.: ... ·."-; ,, 
-•· • •• ,.---w - '" •- -·---~-- -.-.!.',/'·:·..;...:---_>·,-:'·.•=·~--•; 
': .. ..,--:. . ,·-,; . 
• ---·--·-·--·~--
·-·-- ·-
· •• 4 - ··-
.-·. •, 
_·The.primary costs of early applications were incurred 
..•. (\ : ' 
'' . 
.. ".· -·· . i 
·, through computerization of business functions tha-t were df · 
~- unquestionable. importance. · Financial records and payroll· 
. systems, which were absolutefy· essential to the existence· of-· 
., 
' ', "' ...• -_···i . 
L·· . 10 .. ·: ·_,. ' ., ... '· .... 
\,1 .. 
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clSSuinption. of a· very -high value .in. ·such case~ was -valid, I . ' ,· .. ---- . ·---·-- -----
. - ---- ·-·-' -----·----· 
\ 
·-. 
,, ·_ . there£ ore' was the. reduction of. collecting . and pro~ess-ing. - -·.-' ...... ~ .. :·:·'..·::·~·--·: ... : ... ·: '_--
costs. In tho.se cas~es, where ;tie assumption was valid,· ·the:. ~ , 
,• 
. ·-----. ...., .... -,_...... ~,-.. ...:.~ ... -~· 
- ':'past cost versus proposed cost" method was, likewise, -valid.-: · 
,,/' 
. --- -· ,. -------. - --·- ···---· ·-·-- . --- -
·-·····----·----. ~-----~--- . . 
. 
·-· ._;, 
and management' _s c9:ttention is· turn~_d toward production con-
tro-1, 'inventory management, sales for.ecasting, and si~ilar 
-fu·nctions, this method loses some of its effe·ctiveness. The --
concept of reducing informatie·n ~ystent costs may come· i·nto 
direct conflict with the primary aim of a business orga·niza-
~ - --------·- - ---- --- ----- ·- --·- - ··--- - - ~ - - - .--~ ---· - -----.-.., ------·--··--·-··----·· -·---·-···-----.---·- --
- . ' --- ---:----·-··-.. --··--····-····---·----·---·--·-·-------··--· -------
-· . 
. .. -.----· 
~---~~~=~-------t-i on, which is to make money. · The capabilities of electronic 
. 
··- -- _.,. -,· •. ------ ---· ,, __ --='· ._, - \ ~ . 
~, ~ ~ L "( . 
..--.,."""' data processing equipme·nt have -opened many new fields of 
------------appl,ica_tion whi~h were impossible before. This suggests that -
it may be.advantageous to increase-costs in some areas and 
exp·a·nd- the profit-making potential. rather than reduce ·cost . ( . 
~ 
. in o_rde_r ____ to · save money. Furthermo1;9_e, some types of inf orma- --~___,_-----,--_ _ · -----. ---·--------· -. ·---- -~------ -~---~-~--=--_:=-~------- -------· ------------·------·----····-·---------·---------------------·------·------·----- - r-----·--
tion and the-rat·ionale ___ for using them are r~ndered obsolete 
"-by the new technology. In such_ cas_e_:s_, ___ ... i~t ____ may. be. advan.tageous.--"'""':· ''"'~:·-.. : ... ,, ... ,. ]" • 1 
• 
' -
· · ----=j-==~== =-~~~ · -.~· tC> "-~1I;inate·c~; 1~ ~:1 ;. ~h~~ c011e~t{ng. ana pro.ce;~1~g ()f $_()]]1~ ~ c:··----~--- - -- .. -·-- -· . . ··- ·.: :.. ·=---·----- ·-· • 
- --- ----- - -·-----~~----~----···---
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.. --- - : _ types of inforinatioii'"rather tllan reduc~ the" cost of same. -
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., . Unless one is dealing with unprodu~1tive information that has .. ··-.::. .... ___ 
the si·ngttlar· purpose_ of satisfying ,.legal· or traditional· - . 
. . 
• f ··t.. 
.. . 
·-· ... ,. 
-
···1. -•. 
re.quirements, the ar~itrary assumptiot1; of value is unjust~- r·· 
-· .... ·l 
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can·· wo:rk. twg~w~ys_~t·o Re:tpetua·te the ___ ohs_oJ.~-t~e-or ·. to-re~t-ar<i-· -· ·. ---·-· ·.· .. · _____ .. ___ ·----------------------~ -- • • - ' t . 
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. ·, 
--.·· ·",/ · the ·pr1o~itable-~: · 
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, . ····-.-- : .·. ·.· , >,·· --••- U~·il.ity ·- is inf err~d . by -Bltiment·hal in his outline· of the ·_ ·:·:"_ --·----·-;-·""•·---~~-- .. ~---~----::--~----_-----·-..,__,.,,--····.- --.-. ' . ·. . . 
- -· . 
.. . ,. . 
.- ....... . 
preliminary analysis-phase of-information system planning. 




. He states tha-~ -one --of the point~ to be included in a .systems . 
: . _., : .. ··. -
proposal is, "A qualitative statement o-f the benefits 
. -.- . '-:- ~·--: 
~· . 
-·- ; ' ', . . . 
··--·-·-·----·----·- ---·-·--··-----=--- ------·-·----·-··;:,;_ ------·---. -:--- - . - -------.--· ..-~-_ .. -.. -·--:----expect'ed, -. in .order of importifnce (cost.· av:oi'd'a11ce, improved 
.. ·; ·-
.... 
·.· service, improved timelin.~ss, :increased accuraey, etc.) . n15 · 
His implication is that thes~ __ factors are, ,i·n some manner, · 




posed system improvement: . . ·t·t 1.·s a-f so implied that a busi·ne1SS 
.. 
manager, who is· resp.onsible for· approving· the investment \/ 
____ ..... -






~··· Sound Judgment. bas~d. on [these" factors. The premise of 
Blume·nthal '.s method is that the utility of infonnation. is 
. enhanced by improvi·ng service, timeliness., and accuracy and· 
-- ------by, ... reduc ing-- -cost.· In maI1.y cases this premise ha.s practica+ · 
merit, but it is ·not universally trg~_.!__ ... ----~-------_____ ·------,-· ----·-·.------~.: -. ----------'-:---- ---- u- -------- -- -- ----------.~- ----- - , ------- -- -·--- . ··- - -- -- ~ --------- ------ ---
' 
"Cost avoidance" and "improved .. service"" are desirable . 
·---~ -~-·-·~·.----' -'-
- c·na.ra-cteristics of an. i·nformation system change,· but they do_· 1 ' -- 1.; ~ -~- -- -;--- - --- -:- --- - ... _. ··--,-- - .,_- _, 
-.:~·-· :~~-::=~· .. -_-- ~--·-.-. ··no-t · necessarily res~i--t--·i.n more useful infonri.ation. ·" 11c·ost --· -.,--- ·, - --:---• . . 
.. ------·---- .. ---··- '--··--· -·---- -----
-~-- - ··--· ---'.···-· -· ·-
· ... -~. 
cost'' method· and is subjeC!·t· to the same limitations·· as 1 ·a.ri' 
approach to- s·ystem evaluation. ''Improved ser-vice" is an·.· 
~------ -··--:--- ., .... ---- 0 
·• "~·, - .--,-· -- -" .. . 
. . 
-· - -------· •• ----·-'", . ---,.- .. ·-- .... -··-- .-_. ..... - ··--- ;..i..,.;.;-..-
.-.. , 7.-.·--·,· 
15scherman Ce Blumenthal, Management Information S stems : A Framework for Plannin and Develo ment, .. Englewood .. Ciffs, New Jersey: Prentice Ha1=.1, Inc., •. ,.:l , p. 116. 
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~mbiguous· _char.a'cteris.tic_. It'.- is a 1 potential c·atchall -~9I. _______ · ____________ _ . . . _ _._ --- ·-,·---------·--·-·-----.---· . - ·-------
__ , _____ --··------·--------
"j • 
------ --- ··--
. benefits that are diffictlit to define. arid, consequen,tly,-may - :· . 
; -




,, ..... - . 
-- \. : . 
sE!rvice" re<J.uires a· precise··· definition that.· discriminates 
it from -other system .charac_ter_istic~, _ s_uch as. timeliness·~ -
Even.·. with ~uch a definition it· is appli~a_ble only i·n situa- -·_ 
. '··\ .-_· ·; ' 
-- . --··------- --,---'--~~~ 
· tions where the o.rganization is ·in the busin_ess of providing 
/ 
-- - ------- ·--- -- - ----------- - __ __._ ~----- --- - - ----------~----· 
- --- - -- - -------·---~-------
-
.. · .. -/</~-,-
; . \ 
.. 
-e. .- : . 
-In some situations_ "impr9ved timelines-s" and ''increas~ 
· acc\,1.racy'' may re-sult in more useful i·nformation, but the,:1;e ·is . -
I / 
a problem of diminishing returns du~- to the interacti..on between · 
. 
. -· ... 
;_these two parameters. -Consider a production manager who issues 
· a --pr~o~uc tion schedule every Monday morning. Assume that he · 
---~---------- ---·---------- --------·----·-··---
·------ ·----------,o·------- ----: •. 41' ......... 
~ 
. 
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. ~ . . 
-Friday morning 1:.!! .. orde_r to give. it proper consideration i·n 
. - ··-·····-···-~--- -
prepari·ng his ·schedule.·. If the_ sales estimate is prepared,.·_ .... 




. , . 
< ·• ·_ -but it will arrive 1:~0. late for t·he ~~~-?_g_~_r_~Q__U$_~ it ___ _p_rn_p_erly_,_. - _---- -~....._._· . ---~-... _·. ,------·--·----~- -.--------------·--·---"'-----·-"·--··---:·.-···:·--·--1-----·-,--·----·-·-··-------;--------------_ -. ·-------------·--·-··-····-·----...... ·-···------.. ------·----··---·-·:·---'---·· ---
--
-- . .·· -. _· ... If it is pr-epared o·n T];lursday, 'it will arrive·,- .on time_, bµt 
· it will suffer -ffom inaccuracies. The· -degree of influen~e-
------· . 
.. ,-.-- ---·····-






. : - r·•. - ---=~-- .,,.,~.---,-'-'.--"·"~::~:-~,.-~~~--j::J1J!t these_ factors-· may ~ave is nq_t_·_ ·imporl:a1it~-i1t ___ tli1._§·-'.po-in·t~:-- .. ~:~•· ----~------. '.':'•• .. :'..::.-::-::;-:;;:-,l,::,,, .. ,, ...... .:.::::::-::,::.::.~O'-~ .. -C.=,<••-:';•,o·c•a•'C",,,,•.,,c.,•,·:/; ...... _, ..... ::···•···•·,.::·,·-••···----··:: .. -
-_.·='- -
- --.---- • .. 
.----· •---~ 
· · que·sti;on~ of magni-tude will be cortsidered later.- The point- C .~ C••=·-=-·••- .. ----·•• '•-• '- • 
_ __,-·-, _: ___ · illustrated by -this example is that- there · i·s ·an i11teractio·n -" 
-- betwe~n timeline·ss and accuracy. -_ An improvement in one may - -(: ·-;, - --·-------·-··.-··-
' ~. 
-_cause a·degradation i·n-the other. It may.be undesirable, if 
no~- impossible, to increase both of these factors silllUl~caneously. -. 










A. cri.tica·l re'7iew . of informati~n· value .. Jb:eoqes~ __ haB'- =~--~-~~---~=: .. ~---·· ---·--·-., ·-· ----- ---~----- - ·-·--- --
~-' .... '·.. . .. . 
. : . -·-'· ... ·. been ·madE! by ·Gregory _and Va·n Horn. . T~~~f .. _.d~vide · these theorie·s·· - ___ .,. _______ ~ .... 
-
. 
' 'intangibles, · cost out,lay, and· mana~.,--. 
. -
-- ·······- ····-· ------· 
into three categorie~~· 
. 
.. ,· 
. . -: ., . . 16 
. . " 
. . '' . .··- -- .-- -----:·- ~-gerial use. 
. . 
. Their critique suggests several· aspects 
" 
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-· ' .j-:.-'.:..;, - ' '•," 
The theQries of· ''intangibles" recog·nize that. at. ,_" 
' - --~ 
··- ....... ---.. --, ·--··---
-",--
.: •------~~-----·-·· :_;__-'..._. -··-·:---· :i-eas~--:A·:"p~r-t-, -and p·ossib-ty-· a·ll, of, ·the uti"l-ity de.rived fr0111..-~:. -· .. -. ~ 
an item of information is not· subject to quali·tati:v·e measure.:.. 
· ... -
ment. . ·some authors argue that' n •' • • most of the benefi.ts 
r 
of ·a management information system are of this intangible . . , .. ' . 
nature. ,,l 7 ' . By definition an i·nta·ngible cannot be measured, 
. ·but ther-e--a~e- dangers_ in the arbitrary assignment of value 
~----'---' .:_. _t O ·- t he-s~~=::hene.f.it S-•--------Many-~of'--tl1e---··i-n-t-ang:ib·le·--bene ·frt·sc--·--are·-·-a . 
·':"."-: .. 
· furictiOn of the· cat8.s1:rophies Which·can b~ averted by being 
.. 
: . 
-~ able to take prqpei preventive ~~tion. The possibilities . - __ : ~----;; .._:.'-. --- ·. . 
·. ' 
' ~ ·: _____ . - ·-
._ ._:._. _, ... 
- ~ . ' ' 
for_ exaggeratio·n are numerous. Cons id.er the irif orin.ation that .·· ..... ,_ ........ ···.· 
' .. . - ... ; . - -- . - ~--
•· · : ,· · : -a governme·nt collec·ts to avert involvement in a war. If it 
·. . succeeds .in. preventing a war there is. ·no _____ ~?.Y"~J;_Q~ ... me ... a.s .. u.re ...... the ... ~ .. --. ,_-__ -,--:~:-~~-~:::--c_,," .. -. . ·_. -· --~--~-------·---- .--- - ------------'--------- --~---------·--. . -------~--------~ 
. - -"--·~--~·-.. -~~------·-·-- -
....--.e......-____.;...~~=-
' ,, 
·value of -the information. I·n the first place, it wou·ld be 
·- --· ... ·-,-·. ·, ...... ~- --.. '·-- . . ~ . a. 
virtually impossible to_~-p-rove that a war had bee.n averted .. ·-··---~~-
---- --.. -:··· .- . ~----·---··:··-- ':··. ·-.. 
-~-. ·---- .-----· Seco·ndly, if· a war 
·-· --.---~ c:lj_d. ·no~ ;·()Cf;l.J..r, it is difficult to-- assess the CO$tS that have·: ... '0 "··-·-····-~~~~---- -
been saved .. ·F:~nally, it would be a gross exaggeration· to 
· assume that such a government could ·afford to pay for the •' ' ~ ' ,., . . .. ~ 
_ 16Gregory and Van Horn, Data-Processing, p·. 572 • 
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problerµs are not so . extreme,· but ·problems· ·.of eyaluating ·_: .. ·: . . •-- . .. - ... 




-evaluate ·the· cost of an eve·nt. that has been averted,. regard-
less. of its potenti·al· magnitude. 
. 
. Schoderbek reconnne·nds· a ·cautious approach whe·n' 
. :.:,'-. ; ,.,'.~1~·;{j~---~~-'-"--. _..:.:;~--· - .· 
------~ --~.--,-.-,,--, ..-> 
. de.a.l.ing----wi-th··the·--11in·tangibl·e" ·c-omponen-t of informa·tion . >' ~- ,.'. : . 
-- ---"~-
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----=-~--.-_·:=::--=-~~::===='=-:-~:-~-=~~; ___ -_iiemotional investments'' whi·ch tend to obscure the true· value 
• ,·-·-r.;; T" -,, I 
. 
• • 
,,,, ~ . --
.. -··' ... .. '{• ... ---·-::---· .. -~ 
of a conm1od·ity. On the other hand, the failure to consider I 
. intangibl~ value might result 0 in the failure to collect. "arid __ , ...... : ............. , 
. 
. process . some i-nf orma tion that would· be wdrthwh.ile, if the_ ' .. ·.· ---·-·- - ---~-~ •. :. , . . 
. intangibles were properly collsidered. 19 . 
--- ------·-
--~-~---:---
--- ----~--·~ -------~·-------------------'·--- -------~--
-~~:-:-;:._-:-: ..-----,---~ ·- . : .. _:_~~~;.:.·.-~~-~--~::.:....:_;.i.~ -~-~--.--,~·-·· --····- .- '" '·, . 
. 
. A pragmatic approa9h to the evaluation _·of i·ntangibles 
. l8schoderbek, Management Systellls, p. 44. 
19Gregory a.nd Van Horn, Data..'.Processing, · p. 572. 
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;· 
· ·· ·o;ne c·oncre-te element (cost) is ent~_red int.o _an ... otherwise .. >-
·. 
. ' 




· · ·· ·tional. utility theory in ·this .. context may also .be useful. 
By developing ''p.ersonal util~ty. functions 1121 for. the inta·n~ · ' ' •. •• • ' " : I 




. <ievelop a frame of :,;~ei;._et1~e · fo_-r;__,~combining tangible and I . 
inta·ngible components. 




.. :' . -· ··. -,. · =- : ___ ·,_:__~:..c . ..: .... ::..... ....... .- ____ : - ---~..:.T-· h. -e-· ---t-· he·o r· .;_ ~ s · · o· f. ..:__ ''·co··s· · t .. ·· ou· +-1·· .·a·  y· ·--, ._ - ·1.···n-_ ·_:- ··c···-~r-u· _--:;;:Je--·----t·--h·--·-e··---····c-_-o·---n. · c-e. ·p-t-· ·s·----.. _- .. · 
·-----···:::· .... : --· - -_ ---~.--':""--,--, - ... -- . . . ·--
.L~ 
..... u 
of·. !'p·afil::~· cost- versus proposed costi' and of ,,,cost avoidance." . . . . '. . . . -------. _._ 
.,,,.,.,_,.. These theories take the·conseryatiye approach of-re~ucing '(':, 
·cost.and .ignore the que .. stion of utility. 
The theories of. "ma:nagerial use" .are ·based on the· . 
. p-re-111ise -that information has value to an organization. i·n an 
---. ___ ____,...._.:___----"-:-~' 
.......-,--____,,...,.,.---;-~.......,......,-c--a~mp µn_ t ___ ~_e qual __ _:t_() ___ ~ft~fleI1-al-t-y-=~i-n·c·urred:-Dy --Ln e-O r g an_i.za ti o·n f?r : ___ _ 
_ __ ;,.__· •. --~' .L. 
----·-···---·-- --·- ---------- .. 
. 
4' • 




- riot having tl;le _informati_on availabl~_. _ · In theory, · the value 
of a parti<iul·ar item of information cou·ld be determined by 
. 
withholdi·ng the information from its users .and then measuring · 
the corresponding degradation in the organization's ~~rfor- · ~ ·. -mance. 2.2~- Although_ such a :procedure migh~--P-~OdtJce ___ .Ya1'-=m=d-~-'---:~~~. -------------- -· -------------------·---· ------ -·- --
results, _____ there are obvious practical limitations. If the 
. - -· -- ·- ---- . --- ------·· - . informatioµ ;ere-:~truly valuable' witnhoia-ing it fc;>r any!, __ ,.,'_., .......... ·. ,·_, ... ::::.· .. : .. ···" ' -, '. ·-,,.: . 
... -· ...... --- . ... 
------:-:::~:-:::-~-:--;-:-------::::'":': ;_-; . ____ ·,· .. ·:·----=~~:::::: •;,.;.·_·_:..:~ .. -- -- ...• • ... _c_;:.,.;,,-
. ···-----··· . 
" , ___ __:....~·--- _. 
-·~_c '/-'",'±"-';,-c'.'C"~''°'"len.gth ortim~ ;;y ·.:Rr~\7e to be a very expensrve-way -ot 
--· ... : •.. ,. . 
·_ ..... ---- ~- ·····dete~~:ni1:1g_ its value ..... l'Il:_-a.ddif.io.n, un·l,ess ---the in"forniation' .. · . ...... ---····· ----------···--·- --- - .. 
. 
. ..... .. . .. ,, ... , ...... ~ ··,··· 
. 
. ... ······· .... 
.. 
. 
... . · . 21Ralph O. S~-?~m,. "Utility Theory-Insights into· Risk Taking, n Harvard"' Busi·ness Review, November-:December ·1966, p. ·1240 
. . 
212Greg9ry and Van Horn, Data-Processing, 574. 
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\'· . is· a!_:r;eady ·being used,. one :can -only. appro.ximate what its · 
. ' . 
. 
. 
. ~impac.t would be-. 
-------------.-- - - ,---·-···---;·~· . 
. . 
In. spite of its limitations, · the theories· of -,.'mana- · ·, 
. u 
·_ __,_.;..:_····· -_-~---··_ __:· . 
. . 
' ' gerial _use'' do have mer,it as· _a vehicle for. defining the con~ 
... '· 'fl . 
.. t· . ........... , .. .. 
cept ·of inf.onnat:ion ·utility. F:Lrs··t· .. ;· ·the·y-· recognize, ·the .. fa't!t 
. . \ . 
.-=~·' ·: ., ..... ·----·-·-- _____ .,. .... - . 
... -
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------.. ·--·-----·---~-----'----c--· .-__c_qlitext-an~-O-I"-gan-izat:ien--is--defined-c-~S ahomogefieOUS-g!:Otij>lng---~- ~----·-·--···; 
· of· people and facilities worki·ng toward_ a set of cormnon · 
--~ 
objectives. Thus, the utility of information, or any other 
··. connnodity, is a measure of. the impact of the info.rm.ation upon 
, ..
the attainment of the organization's objectives.2-3 ·.Second.,_. 
· .. these theories recognize that ·informatig,,r.i does not have 
----------i-n-t-rins±c---vatue' lnstea.Ol ts -vcilue~ dei,endS upon the .. ef fey-
. ···::::==----~:~~-=,~~'.i---~-~~-~_:_~-~---:::-~:--t:i-vertes-s with. which it -1.S u·sed'=-to a .. ttain. ·certain objectives. 
. 
. 
. The ·''user's '' capabiliti·e-s--and restrictions cause information · · 
to have, or not to have,.utility.: For example, to a'p~uper 
(user) information about a: ·trend in the· stock market· would· · · 
have little utility. To ·a millionaire (user) the same 
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---·-------fui~ hn~ t-i on may be. worth several th~~;a~d---dollars .. 










- ···-· .. ··---·. . . :.; ..••.•..• • •• s;' ..•.•• .:------.------: .. _ ... ---
- -
----------------~ •.. 
. "user''. is- a person o; age1=1~y within an organizatiort~-:~tliirt .. --· ·-- ·.·.·. -.-
- . ---- ..,..., .. ----- -
·,Considers a particular-~tem.'tjf inforriiat·ion in making a.'_, __ _ 
decision which will·u]:timately influence the attainment 
•·•-•·•I•···_-", 
23John Ao Postly, ''Behavioral Fae.tors. in Inforniation · 
·Systems, vv Information Systems Workshop, Washington, D.C.: Spartan Books, 1902, p. 86 . 
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____ -~---of .. the .. organization's · objectives. · · The · exclusion .f-rom---thi-s--'-c---'·--,~---·· __ ...: -- __ :_~-:--· -···· 1 
·. definition of fl.lnctionB.ries who collect, process, Or COtn-· .. · . ·- . . .. ... . ·. .. . f~ l1: 
.. 
~ -~· ' . ' .. , ...• ·,·•·· .. ,.. . . . 
·.· municat-e illfonnati~ is Jntentional.- These .functionarieS · . ; ·.-··-- '•· ·.-. 
, produce· information.;_and; in tha.t l;capa.city, they" con·tribute • to I , . 
. 
J• • I 
. 
. 
its ·cost .. Ultimately, it is· the d~cision-mak~r. who determines 











. ---~-·--·· --~--· -, 
. · · .. --~--:·---------------~ Gregory and Va·n •Horn.- '-~~knowledge the- -shortcomings ·~ t • 
·· · ~ but th~y suggest: · . 
I 
l·· ,. 
Nevertheless, it is 
tion in four of its 
ness; and relevance 
worth exami-fii=rtg=~·cc·he~~-v~l:-ue--··of inf.orma- . 
aspects: quality, ·qua·ntity,· timeli-
to the Management.' s ability _to t_ak~ __ _ action.·24 · ~-
----·-- -- ' ·' ' . -· Each of these aspects of info~atio·n value will be discussed· 
\ .............. . 
- --, - ~-- " -- . .._ ... -- -
_1, ....... ~, -
. " . -. Qy.ality ·. is ·defined .. as the; '~degree· 2·of c9rres--po·ndence . - - _,, - ----~----'4-----;··· -- ;_ '·. 
· ll_etwee~ _'f:h~ report abQttt ____ a __ si.t'ua_tion .and the actual situa-. 
· t:iOn. n25. · This definition is the same as that of accuracy 
which was dis,cussed earlier. Quality adds_ to the utility· of·· -
. "\.a,_, 
. 
information in "that i·t reduces the· range of uncertainty 
._.c---~--'--~ab~ll-t-- wha-t-·a·ct·i:-on--·to--rake--anQ°-tna'L-Tf _ _c_malce s. ma.nag enien t-·-more 
·· -··-'· ···~ ········ . ~lling to take· prompt and vigorous action. 1126 .. However, 
.------~-~----·-
' ,. . - - . ·,: ' 









----·······-·-·-··- ·--··----. --·- -· 





.. c · a_ po~nt at which additional quality fails to be. more· useful .. 
i ' 
ft. 
24GJ:'egory and Van Hqrn;· Data-Processing, p. 574. 
. 25rbid .. 
26 · . · 
~· ... Ibid., -pp. 57.~-75. 
. -· .. 
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· ·· ; The'_ aspect -of· quan·tity· ~s · related to the p.redictab:ilit.y 
-······-···--·-·. ___ .· .. ---·-.. ··. _____ .· · .... ··--~·· ·_- ·-·-··-·-···-·--··-····---·--.··•·- -·--~·-··- -·--·- . ·-- -·--··-·-····- ·····--···· 
- -··---·- ···-··-·-···· ' - . 
____ .'_ · .-' .. _ of. the· ·environment .i·n which information is to· ·be. u:sed·~2? If ---·----,-----·- ·-------~-·-···---· 
' __ ( 
\ -
-- -. . . . :'. '~ 
" 
-the·--'si-tuation about which a decisio·n is ·to .. be· made i.s very 
uncert·ain, then a_ large-~qli-an-t:i·ty of: i·nforma tiorr· may· be .useful.· 





- . ' 
- . 
·(, . . . . 
. 
' 
,_On the other hand, __ if· tp.ere 1.s little·-aoubt about .the situa~-
j .i 
~ . ' 
tion ·or· if there is -~- re.st,riction on t·he numbe.r of ··opt.ions 
available to the decis __ :i._on-maker, a large_ quantity o.f informa-
·- -·--· - .. 
····- --,. , ..... 
•. J. 
-~......------ .. 
. .. ........ , ... --···-·· ··- .... ···---·-·-- -
--·----- _. __ , ____ ._ --_----_· __ tion may ___ be __ more hiridrance.--than-----he-lp-.------------- ___ :_---------"-_ - .1: .. t::. .. '..-.·~.·---- ., .. 
Ackoff champions the· cautious approach __ to ·t,J:ie· ·~sp~c_t __ - -
. -------· --- ~ 
· of quantity. He sugg~sts t~at managers "suf.fer -~- • - • from· 
an overabundance of irrelevant information. ,,-2S. 
., His positi:-on - -~---·-·· 
' 
.. _,_., ___ - .. ,. - - . 
is tha.t managers are being. suffocated with too much i·nforma-
. 
. 
tion and that any: a~ditional i·nformation "can·not be ex;pected_ 
·----,--...,------------t o-be-.us-e.cLe.f £ec~t-iV-e-l-Y---!_!___2 ~---·-H.e-r-e--e.omme:ad-s- -t ha~t---nie=Fe emph-a-s-i-s-· ----'-----• 
,> 
. . 
. -··· "'------ --------- - _, ___ __:7,• -~ ' -~----be plac~tl on the filtration of irrelevant infor1l1ation. This-_ 
___ .... -; ___ ·-·· ·--.. _____ .. ---- :_ ___ ,_._ -
- . would._ reduce the amou·nt of time that the decision-maker must 
a·lloc_ate to .stl!dying i·n_forma.tion and allow ·more time to· deal _ 
with the problem at hand. There is a compromise .to be made 
... 
.. 
· with respect to qua·ntity. Too little informatiori'restricts 
--------------'------,-:-,., ,-;--, ------------------- ------ -----~----· 
-~--~-.--,,,.....;._.._.,~----------- ·---- ·-·----- - -· -
.. .... --· _ __,:.c.,' .. , .. · ... • 
. ----~-~=·-·-.. _ .. ~. the-.user-'-s perspective. Qf the problem. Too much information 
- tends to obscure th~ pertinent facts .•. - ---Optimum info·rma:tion 
- ·-----· - --------7 --,-,-~ .. , ;.,.:c·: .. ,---,,:·,-_:?~--:~=~~-=:~·::7t~2 =='"-~·ut-ility··· -is acb.1-eved -.~somewhere Betweeri: __ the---~-~Ewo~~~extr~mes.··---.. · ___ ···--~. __ -_ 
-·- -----·-··------- ------. . ' . . . .. --.:.-- . ---;:·-·- .... -----· - . . ... :'!_.,.,·· ·.. _;. ·. ·.-·-,----~------~········-······ . -
--- . -·--<-· ... -
--·.-.. -.:...·-··---···---- .... ·-··----.- -··"~---~-<-·---·~-~-·-~~-.--.... ---... ~-~,~-------~ -· .... -
-. -· .:-. '.,_;,; 
.......= . 
. 
_,_ -- --- -· --:-· -----c-------~~:~=~=-----· ---~ - --- 2-7 Ibid . 
-·-··---- ----···· ,.... ') . ' ' . -·- -···--·····------- .-a-~ .. 
---- -------- ----- -- - - -- ---- ----- -- -· --·~ 
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. -, . ·• ·-------~" -.--'--~ 
··--· .. - .. 
. - ······ ., 
. ·-.. - ·-··'·--- ' ·--·-·-----· ---- ·---- . ---- - . -·-. -28Ackoff 
. - ' 
''Manag· ·eme·nt· Misinformati'on' Systems '' · , 
- - ' 
- " 
.- B.;.147. p .• 
, ...... •· ;.:. :, ,,,I 
29 - · 
.-_ --_ Ibid., p. B-148 .. 
. _,-~- ·_·:re_ :_' ·~- . . . ' . 
I 
. n \ _--~ _ .... 
'i\.,' ., , r\ __ .. 
- - -----
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..... ·~ :,;:r-:1~:/··· 
" 
\ .-1 . ·~ . ' ' ~-. •. 
'1:1' 
·.· .:· .. r' ... _· 
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~~--- ------------- ---- ,- ------·-·-·-· ·-··· --. 
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'· 
· Timeliness :i.s a general category which includes ...... 
. -··-~-----.:_- ---· -::::::--:-::--:7'"--__:· -·-·--·--·--·-.-··-·--"•----·- ·-·•· ... :· -
.. ,three -separate ·:aspects of infontlatio·n util·ity~ . These ·· .,.-. 
•• --- -·-·- -- ••. ---,·- .. -·-· •• - -- - ·<> • --· --~----- . ·-. 
-- ___ ".' .. •'. --- ( -
• ' 1. 
-- ~ 
. 'f 
as·pects are defined, as: . 
' -
. 
·.. ·_, ... : ... ----- . ___ -·-··-----·--··--~.:'.:. -·· ._, .. ,, 
',' 
., . 
. . ; .. ' . '·. ~- . 
------------- -
··-·----- -----· ·--:-···--- -·.···--- . 
' . 
-··· -- .-- ,- - .--
··' 
.·· .. , -. '.~· ·---
· 1. · .. Iriterval- the lellgth of time between . the succce~.:. . ~ ? ... --· ~'-···-' --------. 
...--;-···~ ' .,_ .•• C •• 
·· .-· -:· ···"'~---.. --~----~-s-ive .. --preparation- .of repo-rts·. The··. i·nterval. determi·nes - . ' . . ' ... 
· .· the f requ~ncy o·f reports. 
.,..--~-- .... - ..... 
. . 
, ' --
. ~. ... . . 
' .. 
2. Delays-- the le·ngth of time between _ce.s~sa._tion of --· · .
·· - - , -- -- - ~ ___ da.t.a ____ i.:nput----and- comple-t-ion· of -- a report.. The delay deter--_., __ .· .. ~-~~~·---~-----~~*·· 
" 
. 
· mines the responsiveness ·of. the processing system. 
"iJ ·- . 
· · _. . .· · 3. . Reporti1:1g period- the length of .time covered · by 
.. 
. a ·report. . _The reportin.g period· may be_ shorter or lo·nger 
' 
than the intervai. 30 
· Variations in_ t-he le·ngth of any of· these time.li·ness· aspects 
~ an .!nf !~~~c e __ th~ _ __!l t t 1 i .. tY---0 f .... t h_e ___ in£ort¢at:ion.,--ln--~-~e~p.;~-t~-· _· ---~-s-__ -~~"-'-"---~--~~-





- , .. 
- --
.. < "")-<_· 
- . ' ' - : -. - ... -- - . ·- ·-~ -
-~ 
- ... ·--- .. --!!(, _· - .. 
' . Uti.lity · can be optimt.~ed. with respect to improvement cost 






The most effective in-te·rv-al----i-s·---a-·-fu·nc~t-io·n of the 
·-·· _ ..... - --- -~- ... · . 
variability of "operatio·nal restilts'' that o_ccur ____ during_ thee..__ __ ~~---'--'-..,-,--~--:-~-'---,-------------------- . . --·-------------------~--· 
.... "' 
interval. A high~y variable proces.s ·requires a short i·nterval 
-
--- . - --· ------- -- -----------····---- ·~--• .. between reports ·to stabilize contr-0-l of the process. Con-· . .__:_._-~-:-_-,-__ , ·---------
6 
•.... , •.. --··--·· ........ -.,, .. -·• ___________ ,,.,_ .. ·t .·· ..... ,·.: --~.---.-~--·-····-·· 
-- - ,---~-
.... - .... - .... ,,.. .. c~•<· ....... '", 
...... , .. • - ...... , • .._ -
J,_ - • - •••• ,,. ·-· - ··-···· ·--. ·, -. 
- ----· ... - •. -........ . 
:··,,.-ersely, ·a~"ve-ry~~-:stable. proc=es·s·· allows· ···a··· 1-ong-er -i·rtterval. ·-.- ,,;:.:=~:~~---::~:::::::==--:::·::··,;-~ .. 
-·-· . ------·---- -· ·--- -~--::::::.: ... - .. - _...,.,_·-.-=· -·--~ ~ >,. .•• - -·,--·· .,,.__ •..• 
·- -·· -=-.:..: :'.-~ ... ···-·:.::-__ ::::-.· ........ : ·~-- - ·.- ._ . .,.:._·,..:--" ; .... ::::-·· -· . .. :.·., .. -. 
_-._. ___ ···-·-~· ---Tire-· -i-att_er case _wot1ld b'e .. _l_e:~~ ~:X.P~~·[!§j.y_~ ~Q ·s_1Jpport wi.tli .. -- _________ -- ~-~~-~---:--_:.=·~=·:,~'" _____________ ., .... - . . ----····--- .... _ ... ·--
// 
.... ....::-;-';·- ... .- -
._ .,,,..;-· 
r'./ ~-~ ... 
, .· 
;_ ---:--·--·---· ---·--;~-;-·-·-.,::;' -- . . 
. . 
. 
·i·nformation,· ,because fewer reports· ·wc;ruld be required .. _J_,·-~---...i, . ... • .. 
. 
. Fur·th~r, if a proc.ess were re_lative,ly stable, there would 
be ,no advantage to havi_·ng ·very fre.quent .reports, although 
30~regory and V~ Horn, Data-Processing, p. 576 . 
........ 
t..:·: 





· ___ "':'_" .. ' .. ···-- '• ··:------------.·-
' (I ' 
--,··-··· .:.. .. ~ --.,·--··"·-·····..:._·~----- ···-----·------.. ---- .. ·--· .. ,,. ........ - ··-·---·· ··-_;~,--~- ·-------~~: .. . 
. -- ;-------··----~- ·. :••· ··: . . -·---· . -, . 
- - _ cost· woul.d · i·nci;ease . p~oportionately ~~~ -~~~rease$'.· ·i11. ___ ;_:i;~ ... __________________ .. · _____ , ___ ·----· ------ _________ ---..:........-----------·--·--·- - .. -- -
_ . __ _ . ··---· _ qu_e·ncy. ,.A·l:so,:. - i·ncreasing the - freque·n·cy of. repor'ts .e-auses ail-,·· 
.. 
-increase in ·the· qt1antity .of. inf~rmation that. a user must 
. 
. 





a·nd inhibit his_ decision.-making .ability .. ~. . . . . ~- .. ~ 
- ' 
. , The, most ·effective de--lay · 1e;ngth is determi·ned- by 
.-'·_,;_. __ _.  ..
a simil~r re_latio·ns·h·ip. · The variability of "operatio·nal 
-
--- ----·······-





. _ a·spect is ~f consicie_:rable _importa·nce in f·nformation system·s 
- .. :.,_ -·---.. ,· .. · · ... ,... "'·-. ·~·.... ., - - .•-, 
.... 
' 
analysis because it- is the essence of the perpetual conflict 
between propo·nents of "re~ltime" and .. ,."no·n-realtime" ·i·nforma-
- - . 
__, . 
. tion systems designs. 31 __ RedUctions in the delay 8.spect of 
·,,; . 
. • ··-1.. •.. 
... ,_,._.' ,.··' 
. a·n infonnatio·n system require major modificatio·ns in t·he . ····-- ; _________ J_ -·.------~--' ... -~ -
--~-+----pro.c_e_s~_ing equipme·n-t .----I-n ·. s eph-i-s-t-i--e-at--ed-:~-E-]}P-. -s-y-s-t-ems-~thi:-s __ _ 
, ' 
-. -;:--:---,;---- -
~ '• . -'--~-..:.._·--~-:_:~-=.:c... _;~--·- .... -
>' :. .. ) t ---- · - , means faster and -more· expe·nsi ve computers or __ the addi tio·n· of. -
expe·nsive input-01;1tput devices, or both. These additio·nal 
-----------'-:---~-~-
' . .. 
·,· . 
. . 
- . expenses mus·t be justified in _terms of the increased U:t-ili·ty--·: ...... : .... ~ .. ,---.·--· .. ··:-·_, .. , ....... ~-
. that will result from a··inore · responsive system. For example, 
. 
. 
--- . ' .. '. if the interval of, a report were one mo·nth,_., ... !t. _____ W9.JJ.J~ .. d:. ____ ~_ppe_a_r _____ ~~-:----____________ .._ -• - _____ ..,: _____ • - ~- - ·• • -• •-··~-.-·• .--·-'·•··~· ..... v.-" _,,--..:>.•--•·•-H_..:._,.•~;•; ____ , _ _. ...... --··-· ·--··--····-•·••••-•-->•••··-·-•••·-·--····-----------·---uJ,,,,_._r,~---·-·-·--.«· ..... --•-·- ... "" •• •' • - - • -- ••• - - - --·--· ----- .: ~ .. ·---·' .. 
'··' 
th~t th~ reduction of a ·delay from one day to o·ne hour would 
-
--
- . no_t make a significant .improvement i-n the use-ful·ness of- the __ - --·-,---
--··-----·---- "----··---.---------'-.. -... --.. ,~ .. ' .... :·.::-:· -- .. 
- ..••• • .,··,.·-•·•'''"''" •,•p., •'•<'•• ·.~' ,,,_,,-,..-. --- ·-···- _ .. , ........ . 
-r 
·."''····-··" .... :" .. ~ ... , ...... ,,-,-r·~i-~---~-~.-~ ·~•: '.·-·rep-'Ort-C~-'·'>~n:l'e~s·'~f ~-"thlt ae'i~'is io·n -ei1vi ioiimei°lt- ·-were Very- p-. e cu-l-i-a-F'...._~ -_· -_- ----~~-- --- . .. '·--· -· -
__ ,__ 
. 
- --- ---- :~-·---
- I 
:-- ·-----·-·· .. ---- --- . . ... ·- . . : -
-·- .... - .... , ........ ·---· ·----
-----,. 
-- ·; 
-- . -------·-·: ___________________ ..... - - ' 
. ! 
___ · ________ .. -- -~ - ~- -... ~~-- _'J;lie- __ most _e_f_f=ect-ive_ leng·th of reporti·ng- perio-d i-~-~-·~=~·~-~---::~~~----~ =-- =-~~~~=·~---·-·c··-~-. -~--! 









. • , -
-
- ! -
- . "... . which ~cce·ntuate random variability a·nd long \rE!porting periods •. - ·- : 
' 
·which tend to distrj_bute the impact· of· sig·nifi~,c!!lt ·eve·nts 1:.:.:i. ;J"~ 
-· 31~·"· . , 
.. - Schoderbek, Manageme·nt Systems,. pp •. 41,3-18. 
---
-~ ~-
,lo •• .., 
--.. .. ' 
. '---·---
22 . ·~"·"· .. ,, . 
-
-• - ,-----·-··· ---·-"' -- -·· 
-~--- -·--·,- ·-
----·, .. ---.···· 
' 
-
· among other data. 
- ------- .. -· -· 
- ------ - ·--;· -







,!• --···of-~ qua·l i ty. and . quantity. A long reporti·ng period -may- require .. 
-
a _report -that is quite large c;ind. di,ff'icult. to. ·comprehe'nd, . 
. whereas a .short· reporting pe-riod maY result. in q;,i:tep~rt ·that 
lacks accurate detail. 
. . 
l • . 
-----
-·,-: ------~:.. 
. • • ' - '·:·. 
·.one aspect of .. ttmeliness that is. 6verlooke·d by 
.. , ; 
. . 
..... , ... s.. • . • . 
. 
Gr·ego.ry __ and- Va·n Horn is reaction time-the length of t_~~e · 
. -
.. 
··-· ...... --------·::..-~ 









decision based o·n the informatio·n i·n the report. · A decist.Q:n,~..:-.. ~.:_:~~-._:~_-... -•·.· 
·.·· by itself·, does ·not affect the attaiinnent of a,n organization·•:.:s 
---.. c..-· 
. 
. objectives. It is the impleme·ntatio·n of' the decisio·n which 
c.aus~s the organizatio·n to be11.efit from the i·nformation. · If 
the user fails to implement his decision ·or takes a long· . 'I! . 
. . mation was prepared is _of ·little. co·nseque·ncy. The user's 
reactio·n time is--a function of his perso·nal responsive·ness 
-and of the demands of his decision ·environment. 













·. factors will· increase the co~~ 9£ the itj.fp~~~~-tJ ... on-a~··a growing . ·,. . .--·------.--........- -
-· 
·- _·-- - · . .:.:··· _: __ ...:._.:.. . .:.·..:.·' -:.....:. ------·--------=- rate~32 ···onthe·~~h;rhand·,-·alt ihcrement of-inc,rease-rn-·any· --· ----·:_ . ··:-· ----------... ~------ - - - _____ _:_·""'.:-'--:-"'_____;____------~----·----~~---~~=:.:=-=--~=---- .. -- ----- ----------;;;.;.;;;,....;~_.......,;,-_·~o·~·~the·se wm-· not a·lways. re~ult· i:n a comparab-le i·ncrease . in: 
- - - _.-:;-, ·:~:~ --__ .:..::.:.::. __ :.:.: . ._ -~- _______ .. :~!·i-1.:i..ty~ . Without·., regard for the ac·tua-1- funct·iorial relation:.:·· -- . ---~-·--·- - ··-· -··--
ship i·nvolved, it is proper that utility be measured ·in 
• 
' 





terms of the same param~_ters· that. contribute to i·nformatio,n_. 
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cost .. · In · this manner an i·ncrease ·in cost· ca·n be tra:nslcfted ··· ... ·- ----- ~i'--
· directly. into _the corresponding inCrease in· utility~. Or - .•.· 
. 
. 
. ' . . . . 
-
. de·crease in utility as the case m~y be. ·. ),1 .... 
Th:e ·final asp·ect: · o.f in.formation_ value propos~d; by 
' 
' 
- -···~--: -· . -'· - -- ....... ,., -
_,Gre,gory and Van Horn is that· of ''relevance to. ma·nagement 's .. " 
. \ 
' 
. . . .. 
abilit.y to take ·action." For a· user (ma·nageme~t) to take· 
· ·_ action . he -must have the opportunities· and. resources necessary· 
.,.. . 
0 
- -- _____ ,. .. · ______ ·--- . ·-----··· . '-. -.~-. --~----· ._: __ _ 
.---··-· __ _::_,i__:._::_::__·-;_:_~--~--:-·~'-EO--imp-leme·n-t:;:;:~a---decis-i·-o-n; ·This: ·a.sp-ec·_t_ -ig::_~~of-a-:11.ifferent order. 
tha·n the first three, al.though Gre~ory a·nd Va·n Hor·n do not 
. · -·.recognize it -as----su-ch-.~--rns-t:eaa ·cff--contrib·uting directly to 
the utility .o! iriform~tion, the relevance aspect is a limiting 
factor which restricts the range of values for quality, quan-
tity, and timeliness which are meaningful i·n a particular 
-----·---·- --------
-- ---- ··--- -- -
---~--- ----- -- -----------·-----~- -
__:_____.,.~~----d-e-ci-s±on-ertvironme1-it. -Theinterpret~tion here is that in 
... ";"".. - -· . . ~ l 
. the case of timeliness, for insta·nce, there are only d~rtai-q. 
ranges of interval that. are rel~vant to· the decisions which 
must be made. If e·nviro·nme·ntal considerations dictate that 
5l- •. a particular deci.sio·n must be made o·nce ...... a day, ·then the · 
:- .· -
. .,; . 




necessary in~ormation should b,e updated daily. . - If t~h~e:::..·= --~----:----~-:---------,--· ------------------------· 




. decision-maker -ge-ts ·new· information o·nly once a week, ·all 
L.-· ' 








. of his ·decisions, exceRt .. 9PJ~_; ___ w.ill ._be. uni:nformed· gue-s~¢$_-~- _ . . _ . - - , __ .. - -,-----· -·· ... , .. -
--· 
- . 
- . . . 
- . 
. _ ... , .... ···--~,~--··-··- ,- -.. -"-:t"··----~~.·,-. ~....-., .. ~' .-..._ .. -:- ... ' . --~:- ... 
. , ........ ---·-·'!'-"·~·.'·--..... ---~ '-···---.---" -·~··· "-.·--·-· - .. . 
- ..... ·•·---·"'"'" -·-·. 






~----- ·----------~ ·--·-.-- n..--
-----·-. ------------ ---
' - . 
·. _.· ·. o·f: only: one repor-t · per day- and· he has. no utility --·-·"'·--···-·-,- -" ·····-. 
·_.·_others. 
• ·: ··-- ••··• - --•"<".•:h•'"•''",--- - - • ··---~-----·--··-·- --·--·-------'·-
case, to not less t~an- one day, with ·de·creasi·ng utility , 
associated with intervals of more than a day .. 
J_..-J • • • • 
1-- ...... . .. ,,.....,_,, 
. I 
~-. -,-.------'~ ·. 
. . . ·fi~ .. 
·, . ' · .. · ... ·~, ·._. 
· .. · . ."--
,, 
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-
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-· ---•- - ' - -v-.--• --- ---- •··• 
.. ----- ..... ,-······-·· ···- ·---
-- . 
, .. ~ .- . ~-----·-------... " ; ___ --~-. -·. . - ...... -- .. ---~------,---~----·· __ . ___ - ' -- -- .... 
-····· -------- . :...._ .... ,.,•-- .-~-·--1--·-·--
C \,,, • 
, ......... :,"" __ ________-,-,---,------,--· _- __ :_:_,: _______ ~-~- ------A-----dif ferent--~appra-o:ch--to-·--th~ qu.es.ti-on ____ c:>"f- re-lev:cil,nce- i-s -_ 
. --~- ,., .. -~···· . ···-·· ·- .. ,. 
- - . 
~ . ·., 
----- --· .... . . -----· 
- ' 
. --·. ···-.···-·- -~-···· ..... "' .. 
i,. -. ·. an individual's· capacity .fo-r maki:ng sound judg- · 
· -ments· about a _coiµplex situation may be serious·ly impaired 
·_by supplyi·ng hi~ ·with a lot::· of _i·nformatio·n which he 
· believes -would -be relevant but whose irtflue·nce on the -----~ · -situation· is not -clear to -him.33 ·· -, · 
· 










--------- ··- ........... , .. 
: I, 





·s ,- utility of. the infonnation that is available·:---··-:AcRcfffre-com~ 
····---- - . ' _: ·-l·'', 
_j. 
. ·- . 'h---- ··'-· "·•·-'.··-·· .. ,.. ... , .. ----·· ··-·· ------·· 
- -·--·-·-.. ---··--------------- ·-·----------· ----- - -- -~- ---.:..::;:-.:.:::;:.:._--. --~ ------ --
--------~~_:'_:,_--~-__._-----~· --_,-'---.--·~ ':==-~~~me.:nd-s~ --tha-L- -fi:·l~tra-t'i-on ·o·f·-frr·efl evant· -iriforina t ion-~---- f onrial 
• 
----~---- ----··-··· --
decisio·n-r~_l.es, a·nd perfol!µlance -feedback can. ~e ·employed< ~i9 . . . . 
. to improve the -qual-ity--o·f--d-ecis·io·ns in these -situatio·ns, 
thereby improving the ·ut'l.lity of the information. 34 In very 
complex decision processes the utilit-y---of i·nfo-rmation may be -
_optimized by· providit1g small q·uantities ·of highly ·crit·ical· 
----- -------·- --- --- - ··-----~-- ------·-- - - .,.. 
, •' ' ' "·-------··------_...:.... ___________ "--------:---·-·""·--·--·---- - --- --
-Tnf-orn1ation· tha·t have direct influence on the -u·se of formal 
,.., .. - • I 
---.-decision~rules. This app~oacb., suggests that the c01llplexity 
- . 
.. of the decisio·n environment is also a limiting factor which-
. 
restrict-s_ the ranges of the. primary aspects of util~ty. 
. ~ 
-
-To evaluate these limitations it is necessary, first, 
-··· . •,_; ... 
-~ 
~ _. __ ·:; .. _.,., .. _ - :. 
_to identify the--·degre·e ·· ·of·-criticality ___ which ~ertai·ns to_ _ _the __ ~ __ :-_--::::: _____ ::-:-,-_ :---_-. . .... -~---------------------
-----------------" 
. 
:' ' information .that is ·usable in a decision process. This is 
-
- ~;~-}J 
- ,.,,~·-:.,. ______ ---
"'~:-· 
. . 
' ,r.. . ' ,. 
~t:· ' 
. -· - -. . 
--
-
. . . - -- - ~ w~1 _, __ -_- --_-- . the _same--·-as __ -~.d~ntif.yj_·ng.the,'~n~ed''-- __ fo:r: -in_f~-~~tt9:D.:.,:wi·t·h._.,the -.. --:.~·-~------,·-----_.;: 
-~---~~----- ~-~------ - ---- ----a~di'tional -reqtiir~ement that t_he-... -de-g~e,e---efc "need" be spe~if ied: " - _·. -- tl~ 
. - ,_ · .. •. - Schode:t'bek -sugge~ts· ·-~~~t:· this· catrb:e:.accoinpl:-ished by: ·;r-o~~~ .-:• ~··· ~ 
; .·, .. · bilistic evaluatiori of the uncertain1:¥_ associate~. wit:h the :, . , I 
several. alternatives available to·--th~ decision-maker-.. Nfl 
. p. 
33Moravec, "ijesigning 
34Ackoff, "ManagemeD.t B-150. 
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I·nformation Systems~,,- p·. _ 1:30 •. -· 
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~
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'--~ ·;·_._ ... _.·_ .. -,-~ .. ---
- - - ( .· . If the de:cision-niaker_ is_ pr.actically ce.rtairi of which - ~----------:··- ---._ - --~------~--. - , ' ---~,---~,-~-:'-alterp.ative he wi·l 1 decide. upon,·; t~en this , choice would , ·. ,•• ~-fr,, .. _: 
-,·. ._ •- · · have· a p:robabili:ty close·-- tq unity wh.ile the other choices would approximate a 'zero probability. 35 . . 
"- This ap·proac·h is_ a step in the_ r·ight direction,. but it has a 
· weaknes·s which can best be demo·ns tra ted by. a· short· exa~ple •. 
' 
. . '• 
-
. - .. ·-·. 
. . . , ... ' 
·. If· the ___ p_robabilities of choosing ··bet~een two ,compe.ting alter-·_ 
, 
. natives were ·o·.95- and O.O·s·, Schoderbek''s method would indicate_ 
-
. 
that there would be l~ttle use for i·nformati.9p. -~bQtJt. __ t.he_. _______ , ____ .. _._..:...::_~·-.:.::-=-~:..... __________ _ ·-__ ..... -···. ··---~ -.. - . -··--- -·- . -- - -··-··· - --··-·--······ .---- -~.--'"---··· -·-·-. --- --- -- --- --------- -------- ·-·· .. .. --·······-··········-
·· decision enviro·nme·nt. However, if the firs.~ alternative· 
''. ... -
· .. 
- . ·, 
.... 
··- ......... - --~ ··-· ·-
i, - .. --~--' - ·would always _-return $100 while the' seco·nd" had a O .4 proba-
bility of retur.ning $200 and a 0.6 probability of ~eturning 
$.500, the amount of i·nform.ation required to make a SOU'Od 
-~ ----· decision would. not. be c~early demonstrated by Schoderbek' s · 
. .~-
' -·-·- -· ··:: - . 
. __ .--' 
- )"' . .-, '' . 
•. 






-.~ _'. -·· ---;·-·1.· __ ::;.,.·.';.·~ .. ~ .• .... ' 
l. -- ·; 





. i.ts ~ormal. return, .whe·n the prop-er conditio·n·s exist for 
. choosing the second alter,native.- ·Each time the decisio·n is 
made, it would appear that i·nformation co·ncerni·ng the condi- · · 
. 





. would-ihe wor_th $14 (0.05 x $280) minus the cost _of_· the infor-
.-
.--- ---=-----------------
---c:--,-,...,.-----~-ma-t-ie-n. A-l-thou·gh---tnt~h:ypo thee i ca I~ examp 1 e does not dis pro ye i. ,/. - • . ·• .. ·:_: . • ·•11. ·. . . . 
--Schoderbek' s method, ·it _doe-s -·sug.g~st that there- is, room· fo~_ ... -
--· 
• ·-·'-'··--· ' .......... •,• ,·J •. -·---· ........ " ... ···-··· . ---. ··.:;, ·.·- ., ... , 
_., ___ . --··---·-·· 
:_~~:.F:~-~: .. :'.:~~--~::~-~~:~::~~~~~::::;.::.::~::~·c;:,~~~i'!J::~~tb.~~r::=-=S·'tUdy_. , .. · , -···· '_···· ... . 
------
---------------- ----~---·--·-------_ ----=--=---=-----· 
,.. . - -----------·~---... ~~--- - - - -
. ,.~- - . . . '.... . . . 
. .•... -~- .. 
-- .. --- •"'..'.. ... ---·;· .. _,,_·:·~":_"·.:-:·:.::::.:::·.--::,, --- ..... ·. ·,··- -·:'.'.:"';'.:.· ... ·-··.:':-:: .. ·-· -. -- - ·· ... :·. . ._-_ ... ,.., 
~· 
... . : 
',,,·,, .. ,,._,. .• ,N--••••-· 
----··-
- -· ·-------· ------- -··,-
-
" 
. ····-:--:~-:-·--·""·-'."'~'"""'"''"'·~-...,.;;~""""-':-~·;~._;,.--.... -:--·-~· ·: ' . ·-
.["--"'·-
- ---· ........ ·.-- .·-·. . 
Another as·pec·t of information val.ue which serves as 
-------------------
··-·"··----'--------~ ---··-- ----· ··-··-· -· ·-
___ .. .-N.----· 
~--· .- -- .---·········--·-
---··· 
-=~ -"""'===~===="'-;;~~-c--;------------···- -
.... --- .-.--------_ :·-··a'Ifmit::irig factor is. the huma·n element. ··The ·human element 
---- . 
.. -- •. ,. " . - ; ..... .;.£::;:1-,, .. : •' . 
. has establish·ed an impressive record in the subversion of 
. .. 
· inforinatio·n systems progress. . . ('\'. 
·,-
35schoderbek,Management Systems, P• 44. 
· .. 1 . 
. .. 
. . 
. . ~ _.- ·_· .. . ,;:. '' 
l 
. j •. -
• 
26 
:[ndeed·, · the remark·, ''It would. be. a· great system if-it.:;.;·_·· weren'.t for the-people !I!Y()lved." is mor·e tha·n mere · -· witticism·· or facetiousness o 
. In the man=to-mac.hine but · 
-~~~~~~------:". especially- in· ·t .. he man,::ito-ma·n ·sys·tem it is the-·human-. element that me.rits gre.a-te~ attention. 36 
· 
The purpose. of meastiri.ng • informati.on utility is to .establish· 
a basis for evalUating changes in an- infOrniatiol system~ The ·· 
•;huma·n element of a' system is, .by nat'll.re, resistant to change-'_::··:· 
- -·--
.• i'_. and this resistance-· can negate some' or all, of the be·nefits .. 
---- ~-- ,_ .. --
... .- .: · __ ~: ... ·.. .. ·-,·~-~·th~t .... one. migh.t .. e-xpec-t-:·to-·•c,btai'rr from-~f·--s~ys-t:em imp:roveme·nt. 
·-··,-.. _,..----h-'. ' 
--















.. · • • . • -
. 
. . . ' . :-·._."·.. . ·:-~-.. .... -·.··: .'.',:-
.,. 
, . c_hange.· The simple la~k of understanding may ~e the mos~.· ... 
critical. If some new item of i·nf ormaticrp._j_s _ _pr_avided to a 
--
--user and he· does not, or cannot,_ comprehe·nd its implications_ to his decisio·n enyironme·nt, ·the informatio·n will .have little 
-----------
- utility, ···reg~~<lle_s_s:__of ____ th-e--e-f-fe·et--·:t·hat-a--·-·sys-cem--des1grte·r--may · .. , . 
_.:_ ______ . ----------------------·-
.. 








. I . I 
• ,~ ' 
I 
_ -~·:'---~---c..~~-~~-: ·-have anticipated. ·The. '·'hard-nosed" .solution to this p-ro·ble1:11. is to replace the· use~_with someone who does compre.hend. But. 
' this solution has l·imitatioris. " The individual concerned may be _extremely valuable to the organization in otJ~J~r respects·. The degree to which this type of con.flict_J~~---res~o.lY.ecL .. 11.-a-s---an ------------- -----------
. -- -
-·· - ,;_.__--.-----~---------· ·--~---
· ... · ·importan·t influence on th-e utility ·which will ultimately be 
--=--- - ---- -- -
... 
. --..------··,-···--· ·. 
derived from the informatio·n. 
1 .,..:, 
--
- ----· ---~-- - - ---~ --- --. __ ._--:--=--~·-;_--;:_ __ .,··.,=-~:·,-·"···--=---=~==~-=:-· "'-·-"----'°',.,·.-----·"···~·-·'"····" _.,_ 
.... .:_:._· _______ _,..___.:~~-----.-~--
-· --- -
-
-~ . - ... 
---· -.,.--~-. = 
---- -- .~ 
. 
-· --
----·-··-·· -.,;.~--· .. ,-
- ;___:_:_ -;· ·==-:-= ~ :---~ :;-L _ -· The de Sire ~1:0 :maillt!iii--Sfa tus may -als O _contribute -to::---c:- ~> -- --,--,-,-,~he-resistanc~ t() __ ch~ng1 37 . . an-ager-'--s-prtinary resource for~------
. ,,.·.~ 
- -·- - ····- . 
_ •- _- · •. · .... maintaining his au:thorify is his superior knowledge abOut 
36 b 0 .d , 185 ._ I 1 " , p. . 
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. ·~- ~~ th'.reat:ened hY ~ change in the .sjstem, he will have ·a tendency_> • \) _::,.. ' ' .' • - • 
' 
·•~•·•·••·~·-.~---·••-•:..,.u·-·-----·-~-~--.--•••·-··--·--·-•·•-••-·,._.••"·--·--
' - - . . 




· __ ... _ .:~--~~~.-~----may--_ s-of·t:en·-·that r·e~istaric'e' . but it ·will . not eliminate it, .. 
Willi~ms depicts·the predicament of such a manager in a-
. 
. 
. hypothetical conversation between an,. information system'_ 
designer and an i·nforination user: 
__ .--.. - ~-
.. ·- -_-. ~ -•. .' --.-~· __ -. - ____________ ... ! ____ Lthe us er] am ter~i o 1 y afr ard=:·-1-·- wt·rr never ·be . abj~ e tcf --·- - :__ ....... --·------ ~.-~.~c.~~- -~- •·· - --~-----~---unders tartd this new system, · and_ no matter how much you . 
_ talk or how much information_ you give me, ... I. will ·never 38 .. --·· ·~· ______ _ 
. -~!... be on top ·of the new·system the way .1 was· with the old .. 
. 
. . . 
. . 
-- -~----.:..~ ....... ·-:------- . . 
. - , 
~- --- - -- : ,--. . 
. ...:..___,_ . 
. '-::' .. )·._ --~--
. . 
_ Behavioral ·.scien~:ists· frequently use the term ''thresh-
old'' as a means of describing behavioral phenomena. In 
. 
--reference to the. human---element it ·may ·be useful to d~s':ribe\ · ..... ~. . 
• c:;... 
··--=·.- . --· 
__ 
1 




----- -· -- ----,, 




--"-.~,-.. -• ~~w".T1hii\-i"c;,]li"-tlie-us.e~·-s resistance, c~µses a ,,reduction in the,utility' C--~ • . . \. ~- -~ - .-·--=,:.•·. - -,-- -·-
........ ~. 
of informatio·n. -I·n ma·ny cases this limit .may be high- enough 




bility that it can become a critical factor does exist. As 
. 
. ----" S'Qch, it is worthy of .consideration in the evaluation of 
·--'-----'-~~-· _· _i __ n_f_Qrnta t i..0.n ___ uti.li--t-y ,--al-t-he-ug·h---:·t--h-e----e~tabti sl1meri t :-or--a-us er ' s 
.t.breshol9 for cha'llg_~ will require a great deal of subjectivity. 
~-- --- -
- -
-- . ~ 
.\_ ,-.~~:- ----· --:---- · of inf ormat_iori. · · In -~ach:-concep t t.here are unique a spec ts of . -.,. . . .. J I 
-~-~--~-:-"-~~~-~'-~--:·:-.~-- .. information value that require consideration· in the develop- ·_ 
~ . ment_ of a methodology_for evaluating·utility. · Because of the 
.
381b1· d .• ' 196 p.. . . 
J 
.. 
. . ,,f . . ' 
{,) ! . 
,·_,,,. 
.. 




----~---·- - .. ,· . --·····-·:_-·-: 
- - -- -- - ~ ---
. . I 
g·e·neral · lack o:f agreem~nt 0_11 ·the importarice.··,of each -aspect, 






. . . 
·. basic hypot~es'is about · informatio·n utility· which sunnn~rize·s --- ·-------- --··-
' 
' the preceding c;liscussion· and·whicJ::t provides the foundation~ 
for the' research of this thesis .... 
\ 
. ,·' ... 
'" 
- . Hypothesis.. The utility ~f informatiQn is a measure 
., . of the -ef f ecti ve·ness with which ____ !?!CJ..~?t!_Q!t .. l.s ...... employed ... tQ-, .. n--•~=~-~~"":-·""-·:· . ···-----·-· . ' ~ . 
attain the obj ect-ives of a particul-ar organization. The . . 




-. ·\J·nits of utility are defined in the same terms that the 
organization uses _to measure the attainme·nt of--. its o'.Qj ectives. 
··--· . 
. 
. .. · Utility has a tangible component which is the function 
of three primary parameters: the quality, the qua·ntity, and· 
the timeli·ness 6£ the information. in question. !!! a _pat9_ticu_~.---:---------------------------··---· . --------------------~---- -------·-- .----·-·--·------~-------- -lar dec~~s:i..,on environment ·th~ range of values that: can be . . . .. - . . -· . --· .. . . . . 
' ------~q:p.stgered ____ for these parameters is subject to limitations 
\;' 
which are determined by: 
_.......... ,"1<.-
rhe degree . of uncertainty surroun,ding the -decision- ---




 ____:------'--,----c--·~-_· __;_._....~---~b. The re-i-a-rtve valueOfthe-alter~atives available. 
to the user.-
-----






. ____ . ·-:· - : 
1




. .... ·-· ·-~ ... 
• •O • •. •• •• .:., •.~: ~ - -·~--~~0~~~;;-:~:=-~:j-·.:~--·,:::;::-.. -.:~~.:...a..:.:~~=~:.-:;::~·:~~: .. ,~-; • -~--~:~~·~·-··· - • -· -




- --·-· -~--------.....,:----~-=:-~-~----,----.-:~---__ ---- ----------- d ~- The resources (authority,- __ time,_ 111.,at.erial ,- money, 
·-- -·-··-·· -····· ..... 
... . .. ··- ··" ···---. - . .----··-····-···· 
. . 
. 
etc.) available ·to· the user for implementi·ng the decisio,ns 
·.' that he is ~xpected 'to m.ake. 
e. . T_he user's threshold £or- c·ha:nge . i1). · his- inf ormatibn 
supply. __ 
--..-, ·--· .. ~--~' . ·-
' . 





- -----·----·-------- ' ' -.-.. -~-
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29 ~.; ·,·. · 
-------.--· --- . . . 
The numb·e:a;._.Q.f users.,.that· ··de·al; with .a· particular· 
' -- ----·'··---·-·'-.······ -- - ' ,· ,. •-• -
. . . 
.. .... ___ - :~.--~:~~~-:~-:~"--~---~-- ---- _c:,------=--type__ of ...• information .. - ? ... - •·····.· .... ,· ~- .....• - -·--···- •:-·--·.-·-· ... " . . - -- ·- • •·,------• -·-·-·· ';· ';or--,·-·· 
Utility has .a·n int.artg.ible component which· canno-t be· ·· 
. :'cf 
•.. ··• ... -. ·,· . - ·:mec1sµI~JJ. ____ J .. J1 ___ t.enns ___ o_f _____ .tb.e_:_parameter.s des~.ribed .· above.. -.. Rather ...... ·· -····-·c· -.· -··. :;~.;.: .. . ·. - ~-- _;_ -- --~-_-_-_• ___ .J..· .. :.. ... , ...•. -'-'····· -·- -• - ' - " . ,. • . , .· . 
-
.· • , 
. . 
. . . . ~ ' than as~igning some arbitrary value to _the .intangible com-
i --''.'\,_, .• ' 
- ' . ) 
-~ 
pon-ent; this ·.evaluation- could be made by determining· the .. · ' ··; 
. 
. 
. . . 
'", ( 1. 
difference between cost and, ta·ngible utility. Then. a -sub.;;.-. 
. .. 
-- ... - . ~-------·~!' _, __ =--____ j~~c ti ve. _evalu·atio.n_ .. coul.d-=~b-e ..... mad.e-~----a~s---to---whe-t-her-~~01:-,no-e-:--=t-he - ---~~----~-------·-·-----------.;,....-~-~-· 
___ .~--- .. ---~--·-·. ·-·-------- . '. ' ' 
' 
, ... , 
·-· 
• 
intangible value is worth this difference.· An alter·nate 
·. method would be to- ttr-anslate the· intarigible. bei;iefits into 
superimposed constraints on the performance criteria of.the 
infonnation system, wh-en the· i·ntangible utility is considered 
to be very h,igh. 
. --·. - ___ : __ - - • ,·.-:'d. . '-
. - - -- - -- -, ·., 
. ' ~: . 
!- .----•· . "':. ~~r ---~- . . . 
~ .· 
.. - ~ .. - .... 
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------ ----- - - ----- -- -
' . --- . -- --- - -. -;; - ~ 
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STATEMENT ·OF THE PROBLEM· . - ··- . . . . . . . ' . ·, -
' .. 
. - . . -. ·- ' ~ ' 
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. , .. -~ ·- -
.. -···- . 
Th.e_.- hypothesis which ___ has b·e·e.n proposed,_i:s a· syci.thesis- · 
• • 1 




·of· -_all. the· points of view ··that have-- been pre-s-erttetl-;- Du-e-co· . 
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relative importance of the various parameters, there has ~een 
' 
. t::,.o- attempt -to ___ in~er sp_ecific functional relationships "betwe_en. 
. . ' ~ - . . .. . 
...... the parameters ·and the .utility of information-. In the hypo-_ 
thesis all parameters have been assumed to be of_ equal _impor- _____ _ 
---··---------··-- -
-~ 
f .. tance .. The problem, therefore, is to develop a method for 
-





• relationships • _ ._ 
-- . -- ,. -- . 
-
,· .... ·-- ···-.·--·--=- ,_ -·----- -
. - . - - . - ·- - ·- -
- .. 
The criteria for judgi~g the vali4ity of the method--
proposed are.· that the method .must: 
. ·- .:.....:..: -
a. Mea-sure information utility i·n the .same u·nits 
. 
_ -that are· used to measure information cost (i.e., dollar 
,~~__.:__;__--'--c--~---,----~-V-B.-lue}---in-e-rae-r---·to--f-acil-f·tate-a:-·d1recccompari son be·tween 
_µtility and cost. 
" 
........ •-·" ~-- .. -- . - . ---·----.. -··-·. ,.. -·~ 
. ~ 
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.. ,. . . . :···. t. -·""'· t:,-·· ' ' 
. ·- ~ •• • •. •· ....... _,,. ..... v-···'-.·- .. 
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. ::::.--.-.~~--:-:::-::.--::.-::7':~:'.":'=..:---=- - -·-=-=--=.:.:-~~-
~ 
.. ·-·-· --·-··· --··. --..:;,'" .. --
will ef-fect 'the- ·attii"frrinent of organizational objectives. - -•. -- - --- ~ ----------·-- - ---- ~ ,-- -- --
c. Produc~-----.a measure .of, infornla;tion utility -whichhl 
c·an b 1e related· to the current level _of.:- op~ration in·,~ the.· .· ... 
· ... :'·· , · environment which the proposed information system. is 
- designed to improve·. 
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general • in Be 
' .c--------~-----
-a var~ety of environments. 
...... -.-~~~-~----· ._ --- ________ __j_ ___ _ 
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-- -------~--
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;,.),, 
e. Be capable of .. de~onstrating ,the effect of-varia-
• primary of 
.. 
l.n ·the three parameters 
utiii.ty to 
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. · The p:toce-dure··:-: .. ·~m.J}-leyed ___ fo·:··cte,/elop and test_ a method 




. -for ·measuring information utility was· executed in six phase·s_.~ 
- ----- -----------·----------~-------
_. :------P·ha-se·-·-i-;-------Ttris··--pliase·--was -·a-:-·gen-eral study of t·he 
experimental environme·nt to identify organizat-io·nal obj.ec-
-: tives· and to identify a well--defined information Bg"b.system 
within the environment which was small e·nough t_o allow a 
detailed analysis by a single researcher, yet complex · e·nough 
,,. to· i·nclude., the variety of problems associated with a large -------





!...---~----··_! ____ ------- -- - · Phase 2. This phase was · a detailed study of the 
. . op-erational sybsy-:stem. of the ,experimental environment whic~ 
was supported by-the information subsystem. The purpose of 
-
.. ,,._ 
-~-· .,--··.--. -·.-· ·-_ .. ·-·-·--
---·---------- -..,...--~---'--"-----:-
-------------------·----- --------





· of · th~ __ parame·ter·s which affec·t its level 0£ operation and 
.. 
. 
.. ........ ._ ... , .....•.. 




-P.hase 3 •. This phas:e. wa·s--a·detailed'.study of the.·-· 
_existi·ng information ·subsystem to define its parameters and 
--·· limitati<;>ns based on the ·hypothesis -propose·d in t~e Intro-.v• 
-·· .. 
duction to the Problem. 
' ., 
... :'.,.. '>--~ ,• ·1• 
,-A' 
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- Phase 4.· 
- ___ .. ___________ - -:··:_"'".-.. ~,.--~-~---:-· - ~----=--- ---· ~-:----··-
-···-·,·-··-~·~---~'---,---~.-~-- '. ··and proposed 'informa-t-ion· subsystems in -the context of the . . 1)_· . . - . . . . ' "' . 
__ exp~_:t"j-111e.11~?l. envir_o:Q.1-l1ent. f1;om which a model_ of, t.he. combi·ned · •. ·. 
--·-'-. :, . -·- ...... . 
' 
. . s·ubsystems was develo·ped· to-. study· the ·eff·ec_t of variations . 
. . 
... ~.- . 
----=i~·n:.=- information paramete.rs on the .operational subsyst~ni. --: 
,v 
Phase ·5·. .. This· phase was a· test of the· model to. · 
;. ...... 
,· 
. . ·de t e nnine how 6) ac·ct1:r~.t-~ !_y ____ lt __ re_p_r_e_s:_ented ____ t-he-. ·-expe~ime-ntal-c__-~~~~~ ---'--'---"--·"----~---· ------------·-----·-.---··-··-·-····-----.,--------·-·---------------~- . . 
. 
-




Phase 6. During this phase tests were. -run---on the 
II' 
' ' 
model to determ.i·ne the i·rtfluence-· of variations in the i·nfor-
m~tion parameters ,o·n the attainment of organizati,onal 
oo.J.ectives in the experime·ntal· environment. 
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----·-... --. _____ _,_ _____ .., ____ ....... _ ·----
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-The experimental researcb. f.o.;r this· t·hesis was· con- · 
- -
. ducted at .the __ .9. F. Martin Company in ··Nazareih, ·· Pennsylvania.· 
. The company, whi-ch -has bee·n in bus~ness since 1833, produces 
----- - - - - --~- _ __. ----- ·--
--- -------------··------··--' -- -- . . _____ ................ -·-··"····--.-,·---------------- . - .. - ---··" .,. -
_, .... -·----,. - ... 
. the _____ famous····Mart1ii" ___ gll_ita-rs ___ art4 ____ ukuleles which are .known through:·. ···-i·' 
. . - ··-- - -;:-- ou,t the world as the standard of excellence .in the guitar 
industry-. It employs approximately 200 people; of w1iich · 
85 percent.are involved in direct labor and the remainder. 
. . are involved in management, sales, and cleri~~al work. The . ' ----------~--·--------·--··--.. ·-····---::·-:---;------··· 
. 




·other hand, the production func.tions ·are performed manually· 
by master craftsmen to i·nsure the highest possible q\iality 
--~-~-------------
. 
in· the.,, instruments that are produced .. 
.. . -- - .--~-. 
The striking contrast ,petween the complete automation 
of business functions and the total __ lac_k_oL_au.t6ma-t-ion-i-~t-he---:----. . . -~-----------·--·-------··------------------------_:...--:-------~-----------
. ~ 
11:---__:_._--~---
produc tion functions reflects the objectives of· -the ___ C(.)~p~ny. 
_ _ _ ___ _ _ _ Ih-e.re-----i-c&=·li .. tt-le--d~·tha t the product:i~9-¥--=c~s.ts c_ould be· ... ~ - . . ....... ·-:--~- .- . ·-·- u·::-:;,;.· ..... ,."' .. .._ .. ·~-~--~~:~-=-·~~--~~-~,~~:·~-~~--r-~_-~;V .. ~:_-_,.:~w:: __ , .. ~-~v---·--· .... ~ ... - .. -- .... ~ ~ '. ~ ' · . --- -. ' ·' ~ · 
- ~ ,_ • -~• c v ~.- '· 
. 
. 
_ . ·'#.' -~: . ' ' ·- ,-'I, 




- -------·-·----·---·-·· ' ......... ~;_._, ,.~, :-·' .... ,• --· .. -
---··----------- .. 
-. ~ 1----.. 
i. . ' 
; . 
1- '. 1,·· .. 
,,·,, ·, .. ' 
··-- -- -~ -~·-·------·-----~---
________ .. _______ -- --but: no·t without an- equa-lly significa·nt reduction of quality., 
As a result, autom~·tion has ·not peen, .·ancl probably will not 
'":'11 
be,- ,introduced into the production facility_. These insights·. 
into the management practices of, .. the company c·o·nfirm its 
.... . 
-
.s.tated objectives with respect .. to its interna-1 operatio,ns. '.'1 
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. --~----------_ . _ quality- i·n _ the -i-nstruments that are produced. -The. second9-r,y 
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objective·. is to _reduce costs·, ·where ·possible,,. without_ degrading 






















----------------~~In_ addition to identifying the organizational obj ec-
- - --- -- ~-- c __ ~~-
- ,ro<•·~· ."· 
- .. tiv~s, the purpose of P.hase one was to identify ·a limited . 
' - --··-----~ 
.. 
-environment within the.organization which would support a 
_,,,_ - ., -·--- . -:- --- --- .. 
- . ····· --· --- -~------····-····--------- -----·-· -·-·-----·---..... - ~ _,, _______ _ .... ----------·. - . --- --· - =·.- -~-
-. 
~~llJ._§f!Ilingful_, but manageable, study Of -- the irifo:i:iria't:ion Utility 
problem. Hence, the informat·ion and operational systems of· . .~. 
the company were charted to identify the fu·nctional structure 
of the organization. During the conduct of this study it was·. 
learned that the compa·ny had been co·n~emplating, for some 
; time, the implementatiQn of a·n automated parts inventory 
--···· ----------- -~~----------
con ~-!':_Q_l. ____ S~ s_t_em. __ -------&i-nc e-----t-a-i-s- was-·----an-·-ac·tllal prob 1 em -wh-i ch _ _ 
--·-------~~___,___, - - -
-- in:v;olved real· questions /of· the eco·nomics of a proposed inf or.;.. _ 
-
. .. -
- mation system change, it was decided to limit the. magnitude 
of the research to the enviro·nment which would be affected 
by the proposed change. _ The diagr·am in Figure 1 shows - the 
. 
' general functional -structure of the company with· fixe _____ in-te-t-nat_~-~----
: 
. 
___ . _________ ........:.-------------··"------:----
------------------------------.---
-~-
modules in which there are specialized activity centers. ·rhe 
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c, ::~ ::::=-=-=:':"· _:--- · ·fu.atiOri · :fioW', - and· 1~a te~ial flow. -, The .. E!xperimental enV'ironment 
-
,-,~~--·, ... ,...... _ ·..,,=".,"'"""-
--:-:· .. ,- ,.,, ___ -_ . 
... . :. _.:..____________ 
--
. --_ ~wni.ch wa-s _chosen for · this research is the parts pr·oduction --- ··---- ------:::.=--,-.\'--..::::.::.::::---=== • -- ... ,·' 
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- --~-----·-~--~-----
· ti:onal system. 
• ._I- ••..•.. · .• ,_·· 
.. Phase two was a q.etailed study -of ·the, operational e • 
aspects of the experimental environment. The elemen_ts i:n_cluded 
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Systen1 ·Diagram of the G!uitar Production and Sales Organization 
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- - --=---------_:_ ___ -___ :_,._ ___ -_ __,__ ______ ---~--.:.·~-=--__:._:--·· ..:....:... ,.. - _- - - - - C -.-.-. - - -
- :::_:_:_..----
- ' 
. -- .. L·_ ~- ~ ,)., 
in this environment are illustrated ·in ,Figure·_?~-- __ The -parts 
_ pr'oduct-io·n module consists· of_ the p'arts -6:rdering -center and·<., 
' the parts production center~ The module operate$ on a stOdC:~: _-
-
' 
replenishment. principle. As parts are removed from the p,?rts --
-- ·-· -
__ ·_ ---·--.,----_,---~--invento;ry by. the guitar as,sem~ly center they are replenished 
the parts production center. __ This replenishment of part.s··, 
in turn, produces a drain on the raw materials inventory. 
_ ... ·-···-e-•"'- ---- -··-
---
. --- -· -----------· 
The.-_ ra.w mat_erials. to -beconsidered·--·he·re··are·--a1·1 ·wood=rosewood, _ 
spruce, mahogany~ oak, and ebony. These materials ·arrive a:t -
the plant in. various configuratio·ns that are compatible with 
parts for -which they are intended. - The supply of wood_ 
is a critical problem, -but, t,he company maintai·ns a -suf-fic-ient 
-
. raw materials invent~ry -to prevent -shortages during the periods_· 





.,. . '. • •• . 'i • -
,. 
· From the raw materials_ the par.ts~·-p:roduc-tion center --
•_ makes 23 different categories of parts in wh,i.ch there are · · 
approximately 150 part types, _ each with a unique design. -
----- ·The parts are produced ~n-~-ba-tc-he-s--c-by part type. Th~ batch 
-c si-zesa.re·aependent upon_~v~!~~~-!.1.!~y ____ of __ _S~torage_~_c_sp.ace-,----_ --,-~--,------·•·-__ ---. ___ - --_--------}'.: 
· -~n~,~~;~~;-rri~-;:~~~il~bility of raw materials,. and the · · .... ·. · .·• -. · .. ·.· .. · _· - ~ 
;i:[( _ ·-· availabilit}7~~~ ;~~~~~ct~~.n-,f :cilities. !at:~ ~ize~ a:t"e not .·· 
.,., --•·--- ; ~=- ~ =c-~-'~·-~:-,;:<ietet:m:hie~ by economic Orclei- qu~p.t{~)1" c1,nalysis , fn~t~~d they 
_ .· -·-··· [~ 
:;·=~~:::::·:::·::.·::::::.·:· i "' ·. -.~re. determined l)y the ~xper:i,~~e aruc]ua·gment of shop'''''-~,,,~---,-,c=. ce-- ;:·c 'l 
_- -- - - . - -- -__ .- __ --- - ' - t~i ·. personnel. 
· ·. ·. · . · . il 
The parts production center has. one foreman and 19 
. !i 
workmen who are each trai·ned in a var~ety of 'jobs 0 Many of 
the parts produced in this center require five or more 
- I 
!\ . 
. . \, 
" .. " 
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.--···-- - . -- -- . ··-· . .. -
- ..... ' ,. 
. . 
separate op·erations . 
\; J ••• .• 
• • • Altoget;her t·here are clos·e to 500 
. t - ' .. 
. . operations, each requiring a unique ma.chine S·etupo · Because 
.. ' ··. 
-, - .. - "" - . 
.. • - . of the -large number of operations and the limited ·machine·-- _ 
. 
'• 
. facili·ties, the .problem of s·chedulirig: jobs is fair·ly complex. 
' The scheduling· of job-s is ,a matter of intuitive judgment on_ 
.. the part of -the foreman.- ~There. is no analy~ical scheduling . (, 
.. ,,. 
. ~· 
. method employed. · The effectiv~nes·s of" the :p·art-s scheduling .· ·.---'·--- - - ' - -~ -
• I 
· proc_~~$ ____ _!_~----~-¥~lu_ate.d ____ by_,_t~e timeli.~~$~: with, whi-ch---the pro-·-.-·:·-----~~', .. ~~~~-,~:-~---··-·---~-----------------·----·--------·- -- - .. - - -
- .-
.. ~., .. t?.: ... -
. -·--··""" --·· 
-.-----··----·-···· .... . ·.,-,;~---· 
•. > 
-··- --·. -- .... .,- - - --- .. _ 
. --duct ion center· meets. the· demand· for parts in the asse':(Ilbly _- ___ - ---·. __ 
.. - ···--··--··--·· - .... --- ··-- -,--.·.,., .... 
..... · .. --~---------·-·· ... '." .. --,~--c·etiter~ - Theffefore, w:i.t:h respect to . the parts. production'-··,:-.. · . . .. ' 
c,enter, there is an implied- objective which. is to satisfy 
the demand for parts in· such a manner as to avoid stockoti.ts· 
· at · the time of- demand. The production center operates at 
. -
- .. ·- .- --~ _ .. --··- . ~ . .,...... . 
. . _, -, : . . 
about 90 ·percent of capacity_,_ conse~_en_tly_, ther.e is on1¥~-_;__· _· ----'----,--C.-...,...,---:----:--- -------------~~-------------·-----· -----------·:----~---· -
. 
. 
--- .. -.·. > a ·small ma·rgin of. exce'ss capacity to 'ab'sorb 's_cheduling error·s:- ---
'1.-::. ~ . -; ·- ·- .. - - . • ,'. . • . 
j •• • 
. " .. 
. which cause a fai-lure.· to meet this objective. 
. 
. As _parts are produced, ·they·are stored- in bins from I 
which they are drawn, as required, -by the guitar assembly 
.. ,_ center. The storage area· rents for a specified amount ·of 
--~~.,,..~~-=--· 
~-cro11a-rs per --Square-£ Oot· P~-;--yea~~--Th;-~~~~;1-v;lu~-wa; - : ~--
translated into a value. of-y · dol~la:rs per bin per day from ' ,. . ~\ . ' 
.... ------
• • • ;.··.•.:·.-:•·-·;:*"''"7-C_ C ,.• •• -. 
~ -------------· .c--,------- -----~":: ... ~·: __ ,_., __ 01.1.~--the·~criuiiibe-r-- of:-,-pa-rts,c,- by' type, that : can be--~·-·s]~t:Ji'~~g _:Ln a_ bi~n_._ --
_c -----
. 
__ _. ___ ---------------·-···· .. -- - __________ .. ·---······-··------· 
, 
- -- - --- - -·- .. 
-··----·-- .,. ----·--- --- . - --· . ---- - . ·-- - .. 
.. 
.. . 
. ·-••><""•·---~-·. -~~- ...,..,...,.-- .............. , .......... ,----




. for capital ,·.to maintain a 'large raw materials ~nve~tory, the 
capital 
1
.ip.yestment in the p_arts inventory is assigned a 
.... 
25 perce·nt· ~ate- o-f return ·by the company management·. This 
. . ·\ 
- ., 
. . . r 
.. . 
_, __ \.,.::' ·-~-· ... _ - -• 
,...., ' 
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.. ' .... -.... 
' . ' .... 
. ' 
·-:.'~··,~· --
· · figure·-was translated· intd a carrying cost per part per. day 
~-- _.,_ •-- ·-·--·-· .. .------- .- .. c----~------,-- -· - --~----:-· ... - -----· .. •-- -
··-----··-----~--··' 
- ·--- .. ------- .---·· --
__ for. each type of part.·. These costs and other costs associated. . -········:··"•'O',. • 
. 





·, \' . 
. . 
·. of materials iµ Appendix III. 
· The demand for parts ts solely tlepe·ndent on .the· - ' . '·. 
-~--·-·--I . 
1 ·. pa·r~meters of . ~b.~ ___ gy_itJlr .. as.s.einbly. cent.er. · Shop orders for \• ' 
·· - ~- -~-<~ - '-·- - ah av~rage of 27 lots .of 25 i·ris truments each are ·issu~d 
.... ~.···· := •. ·.··· .· .. ·· ... _ .. ~~=biweekly-~--~Eaceh.,-lE)~ ... J.ncludes· ·· only· one···mociet ~of···guf tayt·bUf cc_·· ·-- .- --·---'·-·- •. --· 
\,. 
. i·n. a given shop order there :may be several lots· of .. the_ same -, _ .. _, __ r ____ . 
- ·- .. ··-"··-- - --- .... - --· .. , . . . - -
. , 
model. 
i · · three days df production on a_ particu~a.r. lot, except for the 
·· ... neck, fingerboaid, and bridge. The neck and fingerboard are. 
-- -
required ~:lpproximately 23 worki·ng· days after the lot is . 




- . >days latei-. The current output of the guital" assembly cen,ter , . 
is .rated at an average of _68 ·:guitars· per .day. The company _ -· 
- ·-- .. 
. - ---~- -
--makes 27 standard models o·f guitars a·nd ukuleles of which 




. , . : ~ ··---.. '. -i· 
_;__'-'--c---,-,~==-c·,. ·=-· ..... ·---.... - --· . . . . . - -. ·-. . . ---. -··· 
. ···--·--·-.,~=:·-~:>. ·,~:c.. inventory. . Figure 3 illu~trates the percent of. the" total 
- . 
·number of i·nstruments produced a·~-~ the ·percent _o.f ____ the-- to-t-~!=--=--=~·~----- -----~: -: ___ : ___ -
··--- ....... - . 
- -- .. . . . 
.~----- .·--- . . 
.. "··.- . 
• ~ 
-; L, • 
. -- . . ----·:·model was. -~-sed to represent t:.he ,c;1.ddi.tional ni·ne modeis -which ... ;,_, __ ·~.=.i~ ~;::-:o::::-~ -·--- --------- ---- --·~: . .-::~~-__:_··:..::..=·:·---··'"-~···-'··--·-·-···.""''·--'·-~-,----_ - --- -- - -- -- . ' ' 
-
. 









.. " sets o_f- 25 .: -· If there is a shortage of parts, when· a lot_ is . · . •. ,· ., 
to be started., a differerit lot will be started in its place 
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·1--·· 
- -. --· --~'-' .... ~--·-·'"~ _____ ,.... _____ ----·--.. , 
.· ____ ._-.. :...: .. 
--~--~FIGURE 3 
Stirinnary of Current Guitar Pro.ductio·n· by Model-
'·' 
-.1 . Mode_l 
--~-'-"--~---------,---,- .Percent of Percent of Parts N \UD. be r . . . -Guitars Produced Inventory* Co·nsumed ____________ .-··-·--
.... . ·--------------------·· -- . ---- ·-·---···-. 
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-·--------"-- _:_ 
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-- --- - -.-.-------~--. -;:--.- -- - --:-:--· ----;- --. 1-.--6 -·~_;..;._- __ -_ ---·: - . -=-~-
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42 
,and a priority parts order will be issued for the parts - --·--:-
.. that __ ar~ ·not o·n ha'i"1d:•· . Becau·se· a·. ·1a-rge ·buffer stoc·k .of parts 
is ·maintained, this situation does- not develop very ofteno. 
Co·nsequently ,. there is little his·torical inf orination from · 
· which the effect of these. "demand-st:ockouts'' can be evaluated. 
. 
. ·. · Phase. three was a ··study of the information subsystem .. · 
- -- .. ·-------- --
-------------- -- -support s the parts pr~d1.icti-<Jn module. I·n ge·neral, 
.. 
- --·- .. ·---- . ,---· ; ----
~:-P. ~-rt~ ____ 01"_4 er s __ ~ ~re __ ~gene-r.ate~ on--- the- --ba-s-is-:--·-o-f ·· two·--:-kin:ds~---c,-f··-·-,,--
inf orma·tio·n- the ·number. of finished part·s o·n hand and the_ · 
. expected demand for parts. Under the ,current system the .. ··.) 
·individuals, who dra_w parts, are respo·nsible for checking 
whether the-re-order·-·poi,nts have been. r·eached. There is 'i10 · 
-
p 
standard cycle for co·nducting parts ''cou,n.ts." Instead the· 
------------~-----·----~----------· 
_ ___;.._:.__~~----rcounts ar<i~conaucteaWhen~ver--par.ts --are drawn. 
> . ,of parts --i~. below the reorder . poi·nt ~t .this time' this fact . 
. ,.;";!.§ · reported .. to the shop f o_re.ma·n who ·then makes the ·decisions 
.• on wehther. 0~ not· to- order tne -pa"i:~ts- and how- ~~ny. should be 
ordered. The-reorder points are-arbitrarily set at some 
1, I • • 
· fraction of the ~apa.ci.ty_ of the storage bins based o·n past 
--------··-----.......-~~-~~~-:,~:---
·-·---·--------------
----------· experience with the parts or.der cycle· and t.he----an-ticipated 
·_ · • ....... ~---,-~- --·-· ..... d~mand for parts .. The !~2_!-""Q.~~----P-Q.int_s7. ___ ar.e~ ___ theref.or~_.,·--:~_s .~n_s~~---~-~----~ :~ ~-- ~--- ., :·· · -- -· 
.... 




-- : ------ ----- .· .. - . - -----_;:-;::__::_;;:::,;: .. · ... ~: .. :~-~.:.. .. _,··-~:... .... .:.:.:..:::;:..::...--,- -- .. 
··- ., . .,.-.-. ··- ---- ---- - --------~-
--
___ :,.-~-- ---.··_ -__ --
.. --------·-- ------------ ... --,·:-
. . ---- . I .. . 
··· ·-·· -· ~-_-;Eiar_t ..• ~T--h-is ····· influeri.e·e-,~--:·rs~,,~-~pp_t~ied thro.i1gh_the s-hop e-~d-er _ / ... - .. . - . - ~ 
. .. .. . . 
--
........... -- .. . 
.. .. ··- -- . 
. center. The availibi·lity of raw materials is also cons.idered_ . 
. · in these decisions, but i_t seldom occurs that the raw materials 
.. 
. are not on hand. 
. i 
- =- - ---;:;·-- .- i - . a JS z_ '.:&JUJ=CCZ:Z 
--
1' 
- - . . . : - ... ·--· -··-. 
· 43 · 
t ...... ~ .. .-.~- ' 
. ,,,: ·: 
When a par~s order is. r-ece.ived in:: 'the parts pro- · -
~CCCC-'·-"··'·'--'--.... : ....... dUc-tion c-e·nter:·,--,cthe···Ceiiter'-s f·oreman" nl:iist ... schedule- 'the . ~. ,. ~,-- . '. •,-, .... •··. ,.- .. :-
.,. 
-
' , ' 
pr9duction of the parts, have the necessary raw materials ·. · 
ass·embled, a·nd ._as_sign the men arid machines to do the work. 
If there is. a significant ··shortage· of men, machines·; or~ •' '··----··· -· .... ·--· _____....c....- . ··.-·- ---~- '. .. 
' materials the parts' C?rder wiil be backordered and started ·-----· ----· . ._ _______ ,,._,_ __ ~-------
' . 
at a ·later date.'. Since some parts are more critical than 
.... -,· .... - .. - . ----- ...... - -- . . - . -
, :i _ ·-·----- ---~---:~~~ ---- •-·· , ·_ -~=-=~==~o .. ,the:r s-,- .. :t.he------back0-Fde¥":s=~-~mtfs t ~·-be- wor ked .. ·-··o ff --~- c5n:-~ t:1:ie~- oa_s_i._s ---9 ~---~ _:_~-·-~~~~:,.~~--~~=---~-~:~:-.~--- -:-n - . . - . . 
------,-..:---
· .· the priority of·. ne.ed for each part. 
The proposed parts inventory control information . - . " 
-·· ·subsystem to support this module would provide periodic · 
, reports about -the number off parts of each. type that c!".!:_~ 
stored in the -parts i'nvento:ty. The exact manner 1iri. -which 
_ . _----~-----_-----~---------t-h-i-S- 7 WOU:±a--ae·---~-ae-eomptis-he-:d---i-s --~-noe=---d-e-c-icfea--a t- thi S- point , . 
nor is it pertine'Qt to this research. The company's -i·nterest 
in s-uch" a system is- to reduce the amount of stock that is 
----- -- -----· --· ~---.... -.~~ -rioi1I1ally kept -in the inve·ntory .. In doi·ng this, however, -t;he-
·--- :;:. ____ ----
-
. -· .... -- -- -----·----
proposed i·nfonnation subsystem modif.ication~·:must be compatable · 






------·--·- duction module. 'In order of importance, these objectives are:. 
~----~------- --




.. , .............. , --·-·,:·,.,, ..... :'.cc .... -·,c .. :::-- .. , .. - .. ,-- ----:-.::.cc.· - ·- ·-----~·.--.:· .. ----.. -·-·:::::_-_-:__::=:-~:.:;~ -==~:-=. . ....:.:::.-===-..-.:..:.._:~._;:_-_ 
::::::::__;:: ___ :::: '-=~-. ~,,c-~-p.artS""ffi.a t are Prodl.lded:~_"· co ••...••. · .··. .. 
. .. ---
··'---·-=::-:--_,· .. ' .--'-- ~-=----~_-,,,-::::_~ .. '--·-'··-· 
_ 
__,_-----,0------: " .... ~ ...: ·: .. ,.-· 1 • .:; •• ...._, 









. . . b. · ·Reduce_· th~ c·9s ~ _o.f _.an.d~ .cctpi..ta:l~ ·1.nvestmen·1:--:=tn---==:~,--~::- ~-"-'"- · ,~,c~- :.~~: · · 






• I c. Eliminate or· at least ,reduce '*demand-St\Ockouts'' '. 
. 
. ' 
that affect the product.ion of instrume·nts. 
. "'·'-- . 
. -~- ·'' - -
• ·, ..... , ~ f 
' ' 
.. ' 
. . . 
. __ .:... ---- - .. 
_-,_..,_\· .. 
.... -· ' '• - ~ . . ······:--
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The_.firs~·.objective.is int~tngible in.that.it is . .. ' .. :,. ' 
- -- . - -- ·- .. -··· --
- ---- -
-- . . - ... ·. '--~-- -
·-· •;, . 
... ~ 
•·•, ... 
terms. , Howev~r, . there is . considerable- importance placed 
·-on· qual_ity by the realities of the, compa·ny' s ~arkE:t·: Jf:/;Con---
el ' 
-
. - ~eqtiently' it is .· no·t · .. unreal is tic . to interpret thi·s~ objective 
,. 
" . as a constraint ·o·n the pre>pos~d information s 4ys.~_em.· Ttie-
constraint is that the proposed ·system-may, __ .in rio way, - . .· ------,- -
0, 
• J 
The· second_ o·bjective .is es·sentially a ''cost avoid- . 
... 
. ance" objective~,- The degree to· whic_h the .. pnoposed system 
effects the attainment of .this objective can be measured 
'.directly from a·n analysis of the inventory .. co.s ts·-~: In this·. 
· respect the objective is tangible, although there is an· 
. _,,· 
t . . . • -
--·-··--·····---··-···---------·-····--.- .. ,,·-
..• -·--·-·. -····-·---·-·-·--- - ----
' .. 




.··,. • c,~c~C--c~ -·~e·hat• will .. materialize ... after the proposed ···system, is instaiiecf~.· 
------- ----·--------· -·--·- -----·~----- - .. - . 
As stated earlier, the third objective is.inta·ngibl~, ' f' .... 
----------~------- ·-- - - -- --- - - . ··- .. - - - - ·---· ·-. ---·· --- -- --· -- -- - ---- -- - - - - -
--- - - - -
--~------------ --
---------·~ 
in that- there is in·sufficient historical· evide·nce- from which .· . 
. . 
. /"' . 
to evaluate the effect· of a "demand-stockout." · .This matter 
. can be handled in eitp.er· of two ways .. First, as a· limitat_i.on· -· ............. 
--·--




·- .. --· ---····· . .. 
• 
to be imposed on the proposed system whereby ~·tockout avoid-
-- --- -. ----·· --·------------ .. ··'"'•--
-..,-
- ·--- --- . . . -
........ ---~-. --:- ··._·· anc.e would be insured to- Some ~p~cified degre_e by the _syst~Ul . .:.'-.\~. ·. 




- -, .. - -·-·--·---·- ···-· .. 
. ' 
····--
-· . -·. - -· -----·---
...... : .. -- -·-. • • • . } • . -. .. .. .... -... ··• _,._. , .... - • ----· _;: ____ • .. --- ·-• - ... ---- -_., .. ~---· ... :.~ .... , ..... ~~-.-........ · .. :··: ... -~._: ... :. -~--.•• ···.-·--·~ -·-.:,·- ____ ,_ . .,,., .... :-·~·:· --~~-·:.·.·=·-~·•··=~.._·;~- ·.,· _- .:_,- ·, ··-·---·. des~gn. ·.second~_ :it .. coulcl be .handled b.y detennirting·· the -·' . . . ... - . ~ • 
- -~~: ••••• -~ • ; 
• 
• • 
-· • • 





' ------·-··-··--------------~ magnitude of .. the- -s-to·ckout· .. _-problem: f c,-r-~-~-~~JY?:i:-t·tr;µ-lar·--system_ 





. design and then ·subjectively evaluating· this deficienc.y in . - .. ':!-. 
relation to ·th~ difference betwee·n the· cost of the particular 
· sys·tem design and the · tangible utility to ·be derived f·rom 
· that design. 
_ ...... _ ... 
J 
. I . . ! . . 
,; 
$$S u 








~. . ·'" . .. . . 
' '.' ;.,,. . ' ,:·,:·· . ' 
_. -··-·-·-··.-.-..··--- - '• -- ... ·_: . . . : . 
. '' ' . ' .;: 
The quality:,c:;o{· -the information generated by the 
,1 
. . ··--· .. --- ... 
current information subsy~tem _in. the experimental e·nviron- · ·- - ____ :i~---~---~~ ---
' 
. 
ment ca·nnot be formally evaluated, without a very time-
. . . 
consuming data ·collection effort. ·rnventory "count-s~'-_are 
performed by workmen ·making gross estimates of the percentage _·_ 
. . 
·of a -bin that is occupied by parts whenever they have oecasion , _ 
· to- draw parts from a bin. These estimates ar_e l"-e-po~ted-------------- -_ · 










.. ·-- -· .:· ·-.. ···· · __ .. .:.. -·- .. ,., ··-- . been made that -·they a·re _ a nqrri1.ally ~istributed rcl·ndom. vari-
able -with a mean value equal to the actu~l number of parts 





-::·:.\_\; ... ·.,:._ · .. 
of the mean -va_lue. · This as~umpt-ion is based on a personal 
--- --------------------·----------- .. 
-~---'--~~-- ~!!Pj e ct ive __ eva 1 ua t ion_ of __ the __ ac tu_al __ - e_s.:timat:i.o.n---me-thod-s 
-> ~r , empl-oyed. - A_ more detailed eva·Iuation was ·not practica·l. - -
~-. 





- ------- .... - ___ .. ------·---·-------·- .. ·-------------·--
----fi~c-·i·ent·ly accurate· for··-·-tne current_ mode of operati~ns. W·i th 
.. ----~·· . 
. · , respect to five models, ·which comprise 72. 8 percent of the 
_· - tc;>tpl number of. instr:Uments· produced, . the average weekly 
' . 
. . . 
------•-- •---~--n•-- ------ ------·-·------·-:--------••··-----·------• ··-----·-----·------•-•~-------' ·--.----· "."'--. :- • 
--.-: ... --------------------=---- - demand for ~~~l]. ___ mqg_el was computed "for a six-month period. 
.. .. ·--····--·· ·-·-- ' 
-
, 
. ,· . 
···--.·--··. - -_...,.:.. .. :· .. ·.- .----.. ---"· . 
- ---·----~----·---·-···· 
· · During .. that peri_od the average dema·nd for a~y. two--week period 
. 
\ -
···; -·, ·-;-=c;,, ','" C ,,~_-~=,,cc,,,,c-"6-id '. riot:: v~ry, inol:'e :chttn=:is pe:t"Cen.t,£-~m--th~ .··. siX-moilt:J:i . average .. ···•···••• ····~····· .. · 
~- r:. 
-~~--- -----·-----·-·-
·-··c-----TKis~6iiS1Stency of demand attowsan expe.riencea fotemari t:o .........•.... ··• '.· ... ·-·~ . 
- --· ---·- --- -- --- - ___ ,._.,,_. __ ,-·-- _,, _____ ··- -- •. ··- •.. ·- ··-- • .. ---··. ~- .• --- - ·---. 
--- --·;-·· -- .-- .---- -·---- ., - .. -- .• -··- --·- ----·-· - - • - • ' • • . 
·, 'j ". ' ' ' 
.... ---·---·.-··· ...... - ... ' ... .,. , 
-• ··-· 
--- ..... .. .·.:·. -·-··· · ____ ... ., 
········•-•···.. . ' ~ ........ ~~-_.; __ ,,__ ···-·-··-·.··~-··· effectively anticipate the :dem~nd fq~ _parts. The degree of ,~, .. ---------- -
. ' . inaccuracy that is characteristic of both the inve·ntory 
' ' 
·estimates and the demand estimates does not pose a critical 
, .... 
. ' 
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·, . ~ ' '.!j 
------- - --~ --- -- --- ------·----- -·-·-··-----~- - -----~,-- -t,.---:·_--.-- - ~ -- ---------
-
- - --- -
problem under. the curr'.ent system, because the relatively · 
-------.. ·-······Df:·._·. ,.. 
- -· .-,,. -- . -·-· .. 
__ --·· -· ... -.. l~rg~. P.~rts inventory compensates: for these ·\)i·naccur_acies'. · 
.... -
. The ·quantity of informationgenerat~d.by the, current 
--~--_:_j· -;',~.L~-=;~~~~~.:----~-inforniation system is --a bare minimum. There are only two 
l I formai documents -_i.n---us-e-.--~----A~}s-ingle-page shop order is issued 
·biweekly containirig the lot numbe:r, __ the number of instruments 
to be produced in a lot (norma-lly 25) ,' and the. lot's model 
-,-- ... 
;.,. ___ ; .. , .. ,.:. .. -- ··-
' -- - ···- -· 
I. \ 
-- ..... -----------~ .~-·-. - -___ ... -.~-------· ----"-· ·._ -.. . -~;:_:.~~=:-===~=Jl~mber-.~:-·-=~~Sp:ee:-i-a-l-:--order:·g:-~-f-o:r·-·:nort.;·scanda rel. -model-s --- ·or --f or---~-s1.11a 11. 
lots are also in.eluded. in,.this document.. Parts o.rders ar·e ·· 
- -------·-·· -~ .-- ·-
- -~-- ··--------·· ---·------- -,--- ----
; . 
' issued on an "as r·equi·red"_ basis and ~onsis t of an off ice 
memorandum, with a. carbon~-copy, listing a descriptio·n o·f th~ '" 
~·· 
. p~i-t, the number to be· produc~.d, and the date requir~d. _ One.· 
- : . __., .. -- - ~-. 




-----'"-_~_ '--"--,------------c-----c'--·0-ther---i-s"~""'a-en-ct--t·e--t-he--p-art-s--p-r-oduc-ti·on-:·eenter . wfiere it-.· -is .· -.·--- -----~---'~-- .. __ - __ : __ f' ___ ..•. ~----: _____ . .: __ ~_-·-:-:- ,-_:.;_ __ ·--:- ----
-
----·-··-·-- ··returned to the shop foreman afte·r the order has· been filled·.· 
,.~--... 
Production· p:riority i·nformation is con11nu·nicate.d informa·lly •. 
----------- ~~-~-----------: . __ . -----·-·-···--
The timeliness of the information generated by the 
· ·current inforin«=ltio·n _ subsystem is characterized ·-as follows. 
: ____ ,_____ . ·--
--- . .. :--: .. ~ .... , ,.. . 
e:nvironment, therefore, the only ttmeli_nes.s aspect of. this 
- docume·nt- ·that;- _i-s pertinent_. to -~this _an~lys_is~is the. intrerval _ ·-· · ··. --~ • ' • • r • ~ 
, 
. 
- ··- ··- ·--· ---- ·- -·- --
- --- -
. 
:·c· -::-·-.-:::~~~:-·-----~:=·.::,: .. ~-- -~;.-_ _._-_"--:'.:~.:'C.""----- --'--· --~- . __ - •' : . ---~. : .. · - . - . . . . . . .. ·.. . __ .,, .......... -~------·-···,,, ••.. ,. ... ,,. . _,, ... ,............. .. . ... -.. ' 
___ -··.·__.·------_-·-'-'•'-------····--'."'."'.c:-C"-:::':: , :~ . · - . --b·e~tween·-;;SUCC'e·s~s-ive· :ii1piit_s'""'"'"'to- --t:he p_~r-t-s--p:rodu·c.tion modul_e ~ ··---~.. ..--· =-:-.·:- ____ ;.=::·~-
. ---------------·--·-··· .. -····- •-'- - ··-· --· 
----·-·· -·l. • 
' .. · \ 
·: . . The length of· --this interval ·is terf''~\\rork1.ng:_~-d~~-y~~--a~l-tho"ugtf -------~·-=~~==-,·--·-----=.-·---=,cc,:.,·-- --·--·- -
j ' 
-. _-e., •• 
. ... ,. ·-.-.. ·· -.- ·-~~ 
·~--~--·!...., -.·-- . . . - . . . . 
.. -~:-__ : -supplemental shop . orders .. a.re issued. whe·nev-er there are l~ss: 
· tha-n three lots remaining on the ·current shop order. This· . 
,. 




---- . ::--~.. . . . 
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--·· '· -------·-··----·--· ' . ··· .. --
. ,. 
- ··---··--
···-· ··-·--- -·-· 
----- '·--- -- . .. - ,D 
· · · As stated earli~r·, ·· the interval between parts ·,,counts"· 
-is very· irregular. and· depends ·upon the .. frequency. __ wit:1~1 ··wh_ich.·~··· - .......... ... ._ .. ~ ..... :. ----,--- .. ., .... . -· . ' . . _ ... : .•. _. - -·,···-- - . .---.;.. ---. ·-. ·-·-.;· ... ----·--··. 
----- .... -- -- -··· 
·workman has occasion to draw a parti<;ular part. For parts 
" 
that have· a' high demand the f reque·ncy may- be as· ·often ·as 
.. -- . -------------~-· ·. --- ·------
. daily, while· for some of the 1·ower demand parts the frequency· ... 
may be less than- once a month. · The delays_· in reporting this 
- information to. the shop foreman are insignificant, when the· · 
J •I 
. -- -- --- -=-- ----"--~-~----. ~--. ~-ma-gnitude---0£-----the -o-the-r---va.rf-a:-b-I·i~1,----t·-s~---c-tJris_:icte--r e-c1--.----------~ne-pnys'1:~caI · 
--------·-- ·-·-···--..-~--.... - ... "•••.· --- ....... - -
·. · distance between the men invelveq. a_llows face-to-face com-
munication. Only when there is a failure to report tne 
.. shortage of a part,_ does the delay become significant. The 
reaetion time, which is th~ time between the report of a 
shortage ·and the arriv-al of the correspondi·ng parts· order · 
,... ,,,- . 
--- .... _ - . --· -·--.- ~·---·· . -
l • • C 
-'-------------,-· _ ,.___....,..--,a __ t_· t.he-pr-o.duc-t-icm----e-en-t-e:c--,---·--howeve-r-,--·d-o-e·s---p-l ay .~-s-i gni-f i can!= 
·----·'--'-·-"·:._____ ----·- -- i' ' . .. . . 
- .. ·:_·. - -·~ _· ______ ·_ . ..;J. . ., ... ' ' ..... :' - .: -·-······ ··--··-··-··--·---·--·· -·· -· . ' . . . . 
' 
• • 
A -.. ... __ : -· .~ --·- __ 2_ ·-- ...... 
-
. 
-_ _ role- in the effectiveness of· the parts_ orderi·n_g sy·stem. 
1 . 
Three different peopl~ handle the parts o_rder before pro-
• 
, ,O • ,- ,: • 
' ; • 
.•" I 
~ 
• ./ - ·~--, ._ ·: 1. -
- -
- -- ~ --
duct ion can begin on the particular part. Each person in;.. 
valved has other duties and processes parts orders as his 
·-----------~~ ... ~ · ·· -- ... other _ 4~ ~ i gs ___ pe rmi_t_-~_The--r-eac-t-ie:r-1--t-i-me--s--ne-r-ma-l-l-y-va-r-y---· -. --
---------,~. ·-· _.,___. --~------
- . 
. ~ . 











I - need fclr_-par-.t-s ,- -tlie _formal p,;g_cegJ..1._~e is simp-1-y---to-~f-o·l-low-·u..p---· -~.: _ ._;, .... •-· - . . . 
-----
-- ____ ......... __ ··----· .. -,•··--······---------·-~-·-
-• 
. . ---· 
-·- .... --· 
-· - -- . -- -
. ,:.. ·--·· 
' ·-··: .... 
_, 
- . --··. ·-----·-·-· -------··--·-----.··-···---- ········-
····< cc: ·
0
=·:_·.:.Le-L-a ~erbally pr0cesse<i··ofae~::' this illf~~i.·.·procedure iS not ," .. { 





. -- -- . 
.. -
. . 
- - - ·- - --
--:=_·_-- -'------------·------ . 
--~-----~-------~---- _-
-----
. ·. limited" to -c-:ri-t:-ic-al-situations. __ It_: ,_is_-:used __ in about -25 ··--------- --·-- - ---·-·-- ··-- ---· -- . ..-.. - ... _,-~----'-- ._ .... ,,,_ .. ·. _.;. _,_._. __ ---·- . ·-··- . · .. --... , . . - --_ - . ___ - . , .. -- .:. ~ . -::_-~;__ -- - - --- --=- __:;"-=-.=.·--==-~------ '-.--... - ·,. - ...;_,.: ___ ;·,----.·;·,~ 
.. ' - -. ___ . ·-·-:..r 
·0 
.····:·---'---_'·-----~- ··perce~t o.f · the cases. __ This. verbal coordination reduces the · · .. · - I'·.. 11 .\ ,-- ."'-·. .. 
: : . .- ··- ___ .;._· 
! . 
average effec.tive·'_ reaetio·n time to about one day .. 
Since the--in~ormation -generated iri this -experimental 
environment is ''status or point-in-time" information rather 
'\ 
•• 
_: .... - _____________ ,: ____ . ..... 
. - ··-- -- - - -
-- --- ----· - . 
- ·-----· ___ , .. __ ---------··----- ·--~-: ~-- -_ . - ···-- -·--. ---·---' .,. --·---------· - ---~--- -------
' . 
l 
' •. / ... than a sunnnary of· past-· ~vents, the concept· of a· reporting 0 
' 
,,- period is not r.elevant to the· analysis of the timeliness~ .. --
'. 't . ' ' 
--. aspect., If the history of· changes in the parts supply were .... - --
----------- _______________ J:>.~tng consid.e_red, then the. _:length of the· r.eJJorting .p·eriod . 
would have to be-considered-. Such information might be ,,, 
. 
' useful in the proposed i·nformation system as a tool for 
/. p,redicting the. supply of parts, but ~t is ·not· used in the 
_..:____.,;__c._~ ... curr~:n_t --sy:s_t_em:.::====-=::==~~--:·----:~:_-:-·-~-~-- .. --.. ------ -- --=·--.· · --- -~~~--- • ... - ··· ·- ·- - ·- -- -. · - - ~..::.:_.:__,_ ____ ~.:.:.:_:_ 
. Limitations on ·the managerial use <if info.rritat:ion are .. · 
. ---·-. --
- ----· ·-··· ---· .. 
.. --~-- ~-·· -- ··-- --.------· 
.. 
. . .,, .. 
·- _._, ...... --.- . .. 
-~·imJ,:;'.tls-ed by the practical constraints . of the experimental . · -.. .. ' .,, 
.\. 
environment. · The degree of uncertainty surrounding· the 
decision variables in. the current informatio·n · s'yste1;11 is tne 
-· .. _- lower limit ,,-f the degree of certainty that would be practica~ 
------
--~-----




-- ... ---- ----- -- -- -,- - -- ~. ' ··- _______ ,, ______ ----- -.C-haracteristics .. of . the 'op:eratic,nal sy·s tern. The-uncertainties.' 
surrounding_the decision variables are derived from three 
_-.,.-.. _ ·-:--·· · .. 
------ --~----
- --. 
-· - ir 
The first· source- of uncer-tainty is· the number of . ·- ' . -·-· ' . 
'\' .·. 
'·· : ·-·-·- -
. -·-----. 
.. · ·-· parts in s-tock. Except· for occ-asional failures to r~ort ' ----·· ·-------·---------.. ------ ---
-------~_:_:_,--,-'-:-----,--
_________ ... _ 
.-.. 
-------~-:.-- ----~_:.-·---~--"-.":--,apait- t:ha~t_c __ isbelo~ the reorder point~ tJ::te .foreman can -b~ _· .. ;.' ·. . 
(---
. ·-
· relatively certain that his. parts supply is. ad~qu~-t~ ... The ."'7 
-~J·:: .- .; :·,--:-.:·::.:--·- - ,:..; --:_;_·;.; . ..:..· - :~:.-~.-;" ..:;·.:.:. -, •• -:~-.:;.;;;;.::;~·:;:......- - · .•.... 
,...___ 
···-· .. . .. 
;.· .. -:~ .. _. ____ ,_;,,.·. 
-- ----- -·- .-·--------~-------- --·. -
·. . ;~\•~ .,-; ~- -····· error_s~ ·thA?f€Siitt'c;~~e·a1>s~~bed.bY~~he ~largg.····btif i~~· itC>~k ·.l:b.at· ----· 
·.---··:·· ,.. . . 
. . . 






1 S ~§11nta_1.?:~~ ... ,,~,,,, .... ,, .... fl,Q'.WJ~,yer._,.,~-one,,,,~ ... of .--the_ purpdses ... of---the- proposed -", ____ " __________  
. system is to reduce the total amount Of part:S-"in~entory that 
is maintained and co·nsequently to reduce the buffer stock 
... , ... 
. 'IJ". ~en this is don_e' the accept_able margin o·f or errors .. 





• z= -.5 
... ,:., .•. , 
- -----· ·-- ---··--------. 
·- _. __________ '._,. ___ __ :.._. .. .. ·-·--·-, .,. 
-------- ···----~ ----- ---~ 
..... 
--'-·-------·----··----•-----;:--- ----·------. . .. :c. 
. i'•(, 
upper limit on the p_ract-ica,-1 degree .of certa·i·nty 1:equired in 
. . -· '-·-····-·'"• ~ . ·:-: -~ - - the propose_d -syst_em~:i_S. ___ a. fupction of how low.'. the bu·f fer: .... ~:- .. :--~:. . . . . . . ' ..... - . . 
-- - ---- - --- - -·· •.• 







levels are set .. ··_ 
The second- .source of .-unc:e·rtainty is the demand for " 
Shop orders arriVe biweekly ~t the guitar prodU.C!!~_on · · 
.... 
parts. 
- ------------, ------~--~- --~ -
·. module and at ·about the same -time that a11· previous_ lots have 




• •• •••• I 
LJ 
-
...: ..... ---·· --- _ ... __ .. ___ . 
..... ---"'-'-·.··-- =,.:= - =that wi.cll-.c-be -Fequi-red-•:-11mst:=oe:-an'ticlp-a-ted_c··ftr·adVatll:!e-·01:~ene -····.· ,---·-· -· .... -.. -· 
-----~-· :··-·-··- -·· ----
.. _: ·. :·_ . ..:.' ._. ______ -:~:. '."".· ·:: -~- .. -
' - _'._______ --·- -- -
,: . shop order. For an expe-r.i-en~~f-ereman, who has . extensive :. -___ ---~------;_- __ 
. -· --
- k~owledge of the history of demand for ea~h instrument model, . 
- the need for parts can be anticipa·ted very ~ffectively. -------- . -- . _--1-'-----'--c.~ 
-
• 
(''Very. effectively'' means ·that most errors ar·e compensated. 
· for by the large buffer stock levels . .)· Information about 
----------· the' clematia--for--part-s--w:tli ·not be improved by ·the pr·oposed 
r I, • ~. • • ~ system, because this feature is not· a·nticipa·ted in ~-i'I_f? design 
·, 




- --- - -- -
in the expected demand- for p·arts will remai·n the same regard-· 
: less ·of the :parameters of the new system. Consequently, t~e 
.I new buff er -1.evel_s will- b~-eons··tra-ined,·-by- this uncertainty. 
··---------·-;--- ,, ---------·· ·------·------- - -· 
The third source. of uncertainty is the parts produ·c-
- , . 
r ; 
---'-~===· ·----- .-----. ·~ ·---··-------------- - ------ - . --





·. there is littl·e. correlatcion .. b.etween the----time intervals and . ··---·-··--··-··,.·--------- ' -·--·-··-··-·· ... - . 
~- ------ .•. 
. 
. the· number of·· part;s order·ed or between the. time interval 
and . the type of part. ·ordered."·· The· prima-ry--,,,c·ause ··· of vari-
ability. in-- the cycle is the tight scheduling. situation in " 
. • 'I') . . 
" 
l. ·' 
__ ,_. ' .•-.-~-- ,, • 1 ··:,;.,_ .•. · _ 
! 11 
.. 
: : .. I 




. 'd . 
. .. ·.I / 
.. the ,parts production· ce,nt·e):. - ,,,, ·Again_ the high bu£ fer 1/eefels · 
/// 
. 








. . in the parts- production cycle. The proposec;l lnf ormation 
system will not influence the scheduli9-g/situation either. -, 
.. / 




-The·refor~, ~he vartability in the /p(rts pro4uction cycle_. .. . . . 
,/ ' 
will continue to ·require a· ce/rtatfi: amount of. compensation 
. 
. 
. ... -.-·. -··--·-. // 
~ 
- ./ 









same agenciE:s that use.: information in . the current sys.tem •. ·. 
_ . . 
- ---··-· .. -~ ..... -~--------·----.- -·-- ----·----"··-
-
......... 




· The alternatives avail.able· to them are· not the either-or 
/:type· of alternatives. Parts ordering involves contirtuous // 
. 
v>/ . ·ranges of time and amount. 
. /. Parts orders must be issued ;far . /. 
0 
., 
compound the parts scheduling problem or ·to overload the 
available storage facilities . The number- ordered must . be . 
. . -----~ ·- . --~ -- -·--- ...... 
• > -··. ·-,, ,. :·---:·'!· 
-----~~--.-.. _.:______~-· __ •. -·.· · -c-------sensistent with t~e ~emand; but nqt so large as to cause · .. ,: . '---- .-.,· .. -
· other parts orders to fall-b-ehind schedule. The alternatives· 
in· scheduling production involve the choric~ -of---ct-ae-~next job 
--------
. 
... . ···--·······---···--~. ---~~......,..,.. '•. . . ____ ,_ .... ·----·-
---,---'-,----·---
-~---~--~~~ ~-o---·oest:·atted. ~Tlie-numberO-[a1i:ernatives available is the 
current ·number of-- backordered parts ·orders.· . In making- the -- -· 
--~ . 
. •.... : .•. ·.-·< •.• :. ··-----~----,.:...,c,:, .... : ..... ~.--~~--~·-··"•"-,-: ..... _ .. ... ·'"'···"---~~---:_'--L; .···•• 7~c:h<>ice,eonSi:Qeratio~~lllt!~t~:~-~:~~~~V~,P:~~(:>-'tfle'-Prrori.ty· asS0ciat~d .········ 
·--
. ----------·- -
' ... ·----. . 
-~-· 
-- -- --- -
... ---··.~ .... 
. 
. Evaluation of the .r.elative value of· thes~ __ 9-_ltetna:ti,re~f.:·:·c--:··. 
will be discussed in the next section. 
The . users'· abilities to ·extract · relevant information 
from the output of· the proposed information system is difficult···· 
l .:. 
., r 
. . ,.. ~ . 
------
----·-·------
. - G 
----- . __ .. ___ : .. ·--·-···--·· ~-- :-•-• . ·---·-~-· -
. - ....... -····· . - . --·· .~~·~· ~. --···--·-·--··-·· 
..... ,., .. 
.. --- --- '• _, . ·-· -- -···· -·-· . -.. 
,,., .. _. 51 .· 
. -..· I ...• ~······. . 
"' 
~ • .1 
' to quantify, but it will definitely have'.. an effect on the· 
__ ·:· --- --~----~----···- :quantity of. informatio·n that:··· ·can-·-be ·u·s:.ed · ef fe·ctivel·y. -· ··All-·: _____ : ________ ... :~ ... ,,------. · ___ · ___ _ 
•. . . ' ., . 
. 
., 
.· individuals. involved in the de·cisi~ns ____ pertaining' to the . .. . -. -, 
·----·-··- .-. ............ . 
. proposed -system hav.e num~ro1..1s other r~sponsibilitie~. _ They . · 
__ ..c._ _______ - •• • 
,. 




. the---P~r-obl.ems-- diseussed . here •. - _..__ - - - ·-···· - _ .... ____ _ 
The users have · the necessary· authority to implement · 
. 
.~ 





· · ';,>. 
· parts ordered, and jobs . to be s~p.~d~lecl, b~t they _~re. li~ite4 _______ ,_: ___ ~~-·.· ____ .. : ...... ··-- ··--·-- - ____ ,. ·-·-·--··--"'"··-·· ... -. ·- -·---· ·-· ... 
.. I ., in ·their- choice of alter·natives · by the f·ol.lowing constraints=- .. -·.-. 
. 
. 
a. A maximum production capacity which is defined, 
··for' practical reaso;ns·, :_as ___ l9 man-days per day. · 
'· ," -- . : 
b. Approximately ·three months' supply ·of raw material·s 
~ . h d . . _____ _______,~____,~------c-:-~--~o_na...... · -·.&.c&~-~n- . -at--any:-----g-1-ve-n---t 1;me ·~--------·-- _. 





· · · ·c •. -A limited _storage c·ap,acrty at'located to each type 
· •. --.I I 
-·~- ----··---~---______.________ 
-- -- .... ------~ -~-~~-
---Tne- cons-traint. of 19 man-days per d~y is a simplification of 
· a much more complex constrai·nt. The actual capacity of. the . . 
, - ····parts product-ion center is limited by the number of machine-s---; 




· available and by the ~.f·act that both the men and machines are · 
-
--- --· spec.ial-ized- -to perfot'Ill- only certain of the 500 operations 
. --·-
·-,-··------····, .. __ ._: .... _,_., .. _,_-~- .. --.~ ~-·- -----~-•••-,:.- ... ;~-•-••~••----•••·:---·~-.• -.---... -••••••---··-• ........ .,• •• '- ._, •,>-a-'••A••'• ._.~•-'-••-·•'-••••'°'"~• ,., .•. ,~ .. ••-'·-•·"'·----•-•-• ..... •:•.:..:.:.. _____ '_".",,,_ __ f_,~-;i::::?~::e;::..~-··• -
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· The human influence on the utility of in·forma_tion 
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_ from· the propos·ed system is less critical in this part~cular .• : . . " ·. -'. :'·. ~-a ' 
. . . . 
,., coinpany than it · would be in a more typical industrial . • I . . 
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course,_ some personal· sel-f~interest which may· tend to- intef- .. 
rupt _ a plan·n~9 · flow of infonn.?_t::i.j:)n, _ but this s·elf-int,erest -
' ' 
-
-· is overshadowed- by a more -int.ense connnitment to the quality - -
of the instrume;nts that are _produced. The three primary . 
- - - -
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combined tenure with the company of eighty years. There is 
:: _____ : _______ : _______ ·:---··:"-'~~---'.- ___ :no que-stion tha·t ·they a_rl~ qualif·ied 'irt their -jobs or'. th.at' .. - . ' • • • ', , • <} • ' 
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·_ they have the. capabilities to use the proposed informatio·n -- -·-·-··---·- -- .---·- -·-·· ·-----·- .. 
... 
, ·) .-· . . system to its fullest extent. The mB:j or consid.er-atio11 which · -
must be kept it1-mind wit-h regard to the proposed system is __ 
.. _ .. _. ___ '. .. --•-_ ·.-- . -· ..:..-;-.-. .------- ·-·-·IJ· 
the impact of the situation that W11~ d~y~lQp_after ____ one_~_of_. __ _ ------------------ .. ---------______ L_ __ ------2-_ _.__ ________________________ _ ---,-- . 
. 
these indJ .. '[j.g.ual-s retires and. is rep.laced by· a' less" experienced . 
man. -Because of their experien~e ,- the current j o·b holders - ---~------------ - .. - - ' ... 
--~--------_. __ _:____. __ -___ - ______ c_an .accurately anticipate the parts >requiremeii.t:s- and effec-. 
~----.. -.-
_tively manipulate sc~edules and resources- without a formal 
.information _system_ to assist them. The adequacy. of t~~ir- -~~---------'---"-;,...__ 
-- ------------ ----:c--.. in-t:1:1-i-ti:-on--i_-s--·-reflectecl-oythe ___ profitab.ility of their enter-_ 
- --· prise. However_,_ it _is doubtful tha.~- a les-s experienced. 
. 
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-
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_ _ _ - -. ------~,~~-~----~--~-~::~ro_rC'"-~t,hls_~_ .. repl~ac.emen.t, _ 1;vhoever -he may, be·, --the proposed infor- · _ . - ... -i..-.· ... - .•.. ,. ---------.-·- • 
• •--•·•••a· ··-•·-' -,--, •. ·,-~•-••••••••·- • •• 
,\, 
matien system will be a valuable "crutch'' while he --is learning_, 
the job. This aspect of the util-ity of ·the :tnformation is 
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justifi.ed by t;he _tangible utili~y., then this aspec.t. 
,,,. 
~need· not .be this evaluated· •. the other- ha:rfd' On· 
:utility.may justify-·-th~ difference between ·the cost of .a 
particular system design .and the tangible utility that .. would 
be derived. from .it. 
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I • • .:"'( ' DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
. : ·. ' '. . 
. - .. ---··-·--·-· .. --------·---·. ~-- ···-··--.......,..,------··-·-···-------·-- -- ' -
It would ... ,, have been- possible. to study ·seve;ral . org~ni~ 
' 
. 












· .. · they ·were-~siipported by informatio·n · sys~ems: with ·unique.~~~~----------····-------· ___ . ___ ,. 
---- _________ , ____ .:.:: -- " . 
- -~---------- ------ ---- ·--~ __ . ______ . ·- - -------- ---- ---- ---- -------- .. ________ _:_ --------- ----·- --- - _ .... -·-- -·- ----·----- -----------------~----· ----ri 
----·-----·----=- " - positions-~£- tb.~:primary information parameters. The functiq"£!i3-l __ ~-~-:-~ __ .J 
" 
· .. 
"._relationsh~-ps· between---utili_ty and ·th.e. parameter·s-quality, r 
" ~- quaiit:i_t_y-, -aiid-i:imeli·ness~could have been deduced from __ such ' '. 
.a. stud.y .. However, .. it· is unlikely that such .as.et of enviro·~-:. -- -•---·--.....---·-- --·-·-·.·-- ·- .. ·---···-' .. 
m~J1ts could have bee·n found-. And-, · if it had been found, the- •·. 
data- collection effort required to support -4:h,e s.tudy would 




··-".:··<' -· ,'· --~---,-
. . have been so. extravaga·nt that, the results would ·not h8Ve .. •., -- ' .. 







. in·--C.arf implicit· co·ntr-adiction of the. basic· premise·_ of t:·hi·s · 
... the.sis~ An alter,n·ative to this approach was to simulate a · 










. · · ··. si·ngle organizatio·nal environment· a·nd its supporting i·nforma-
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.'· 
______________ :-· .-···.·. __ . ··. ·.. ,.:. _____ tion----sys--tem---i-n--~ue-h--a----man·ner~--t-h:at--~~he--p-ar-am.e.·rer_s--of _____ fne~------. ·. . • . . . , . - .. . . . . 
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·information system coyld be _vcl~~e~CC-'tC>-.. :re:Ql'."_esent alternate 
--- .. - -------1+----~--- ........ ,=-"'"""" ----- - ----- .. . 
. 
. --
_:=-c------~- ---~:--==-~~-~---~---:---.because-. it· is ·--more -applicabl.e ____ to _____ e~p.er.i~e-n·t·a-r-·-work, - y~~t --ft-- --- ~-- - - - - - - -
. . ........ , ........ t···i ·.· 
. ·--·-··-····-· ··produc.es .. resul·ts ··ehift·_are"''eqtt~lty· m~_~11iri:gfu1·. ~ --~ ......... -----·····' 
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The simulation model developed to study 'the informa-
·tion utility problem was ·de,signed to fulfill the followi·ng 
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.. ---1·· ' 
.. · 1. . The· model should represent-. tjle dynand.c aspects 
-'...~'. ..•. --,--· --- -·-------- ····--- -- ,---·-··_ ·-_--,- - .---··:·---_·--'of----t:he~ .opera--tiona~:- system·· in:: .. t~rm.s of the· functional -ire la-
----····----·~-----·----·-·.....:--..::...--. ____ ;_. ___ ... -- -
..... ..,. ·, 
~ 
. 
-------_ ·-·-~:-~~---- -t::ionships -that. were found in phase one. 
! . -




-system whidh reflects-· the basic concepts of the compa,ny' s --
._· -- . 
proposed· --information· system. 
" . 3. - The support·i·ng i·nforlllation system should be _-
-·----- --- ···-· . ----·· .. 
-----····---·--···· 
. --- ~ . :.·- .. ,---- --~-~~~--fle-xilii.e .. --enou.gh--_ ' to----a-1-lew--i~-t-s---ae~s-i~gu-pa-ramei:·e rs --t 0--oe ·varied ___ ,____ __· _---~---·-------. f.i 
.. ..... --··· ----
--------·--·-- ··------ -
over th~ meaningfµl range of values. 




-eit.her i·n -the form of ip.ternal co·nstraints _ on th~ operatio·nal 
· ·system or i·n the -fonn of statistical results which reflect -
- the degree. to which a particular system desig·n affects the 
. 
. . . 
. L.._._'. .·-;-:---;-.~-~ . 
- - '--.:' 
-~---~ 
' 
The design of the model is also based on certain 
_ · • .• -- -_- - ·assuinptiOl)§-.Which recognize the_ differen·ces between the --. -··-·--··-----.'-- --- -·---:-------- ------- --·· _-·--· . . . 
' . 
. . . . 
. model and the realiti~~ c:>f the environment· which it repre- -- - . _:_. _______ . --- . - - - -
-sents. The first assumption is that the basic operatio·nal 
-
-
•· . s-1..-;--,-.• · 
;-... 
.. ~· '- ~ 
- system_ of· the· comp?l}Y _ _-w:i.ll ___ rem~in-11.nchanged--t-h~oug-hou-t--t·h-e - - __ --·--·. ___ _ - -------------------~---·:·-:-··:--·-··-- ~ . 
-·· . 
·-· 
_,___ ·-· ' _. 
··-· . .. ~-- -· ·: 
• , . ll 
----
may'. in fact' Il.Q-t be. 'true' bu·t there is ·no reas onabte·: ltas:~i.s:~-~-=~---. ---···_-------·-c·- 0 -···· 0 •••• ' . ' ' 
• .-." ,.- .. -----
_,_.._.,..,.~._.,~~~-:_,.....,..,_~..r.r--:-:--:--::--~_,... _____ w ••" •• ·' •• ' 
. 
_--:-·-=·::-· ·- :: -·· ... .-... , . • .. ------- ·. ···- __ .. _____ _:_: _______ --·--- ......... • .. 
- ·~,- •"c_='--c-~c·,·c-c.han.g.e--t-hat- might- be made would c'ertainty -be expected to 
- ,alter the anticip·ated utility· of the i·nformatio·n s.ystem. ' ' .. 
- > 
(' 
The_ seco·nd assUlllption is that the demand for instrume·nts -
-will conti·nue to exceed ·the compa·ny.' s capac~ty to .. pr:P..4µfe. -
. 
' 
This assumption is supported by the fact that the finished 
'/I -- \ 
. ·-· ~·. 
·' 
" .. 
-- - ----~ - ------ ---
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· i·nstrument inver:itory '. is normally less -~-1:ha·n the· equival.ent __ 
• • .... ~-. <. 
-- - . . 
__ .. ( 
·----=---------- o-~ two , days ' . production. In general·, . instruments . are-·--·s-o-l-d~-----,c----· ---,;----~-·· .~------·---·--· 
b.efore. they. h?ve been completed, ·and the!e is approximat~ly . · .. 
' 
. 
. three mo·n·ths' bac.klog of unfilled orders .. at .any give·n time._ 
There is -sufficient reason to _expect. that ·this favorable. 
market co·ndition will- continue_. _____ T.he- -thiI"d assumption is 
that-· t.he proposed. i·nformation -system imp~ovement will ·not 
--------
- -------------
-------- ----~-- - ----------------------------------:-:-
- .- . - -influence operations in a·ny·· area of ·the orga·n~zation, except 
-- the part·s- production module .. The forth assumptio·n is that 
., . 
there will always be suf f icie·nt raw. m.c:1terials · on ha·nd to. 
meet the demand. · The company seeks to maintain this position · 
.and is usually successful. The final assumption is that the 
. . 
. 




--,.-·minitnum-·c-ost ba·tch orq.er __ policy with· respect· to parts· order~ •. 
At present thi_s policy is not. followed,. but it wi_ll be· insti--
.... , 
:·~ .. :,,::·-··" tuted along with the proposed inform.atiori. system. Since 
savings would be derive~ purely on the basis of- converting 
. to this policy. and independent ·of a·ny modi£ ica'tion to -the 
-------------'--'-~-~-:" .. --.· i-nf-oana-t-ien----sys t:-~m-,---tb-e--p·arts c--nrder ·-pro c-e-dur e- has --b;~n--···- ·- --
designed. in .... : .. the model as though" this pQ_licy had- already 
-
---- ----- -·-
,, . '· .·. ,-bee11j '.implement·ed. in. or·de·r',·toL avoid-· co11-£i>,:µndtng,•::~the __ ·_effect"·:~,:~:• --·-.-···~,·:.··:::':' . 
• ..:.._~ -- ... ~ 
''<:r!) 
-_ :.::~·cc-,=::~=~~·,=:::,,~-----=~~,,(Jf,,~ .. the-·-p,ol.icy:: cha·rtge with .t-he .effect- of ;the_.informa··tto1i::~-'~'~:--~::-:cc: .. '.~-~-=·,~;:"c;~, . 
- "·-
·-- t . ---· ----
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. The simulatio·n_ model 
·the· GASP II 
·. simulation language which is a Fortra·n-based language for . 
01 
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D ·discrete...,ev·ent sithUlations O 39 tn .this language even-ts are .·-
g~ner~J::eci _ as_ the simulation. p~ogresses & _ Each - time that all .. 
transactions are completed _for- a particular event, the next 
event in-~c-hronological order is withdr_awn from the event' 
file,· the s,imulation -clock i·s advanced to the scheduled time 
of this_ next ·event., _ and the progrannned transactions . are 
··accomplished o Upon completion of!" the transactions, . the 





















r I process is repea~ed •. ·. Thi_s procedure is continued_until the- .· " _. _··~- f 
--------.--------·-·-··----- .------··----------------·--------------------------·----------··--------·----·····-·-- -----· . . . . . . ----. - .- - ------r 
clock achieves some· predetermined time or until an end of · f 
simulation everit ·occurs, at which time the results of the I, ' ·, • I 
simulation are pri·nted .... _ GASP II consists -of several general . 
.. subroutines -which handle the bookkeeping, data coll~ction, 
· and parameter generation -functions, but the p_rogranuner 
supplies his own subroutines whi~h describe the particular 
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-----·-- - --- - - -f.low charts f o,~ this particu-lar model are · included in 
· Appendix II. - ---.-. 
.. 
Input to the .. simula;tion program cons is ts of ·four 
groups of da·ta. Groy.p __ _A __ i_s ______ a _ ,_s:.et ____ ofr __ six
0
~-parameters which 
~describe t4e particular configuration of the· model which is 
., 
I 
~·----· -- . . ' - . . ' -_ ---- .. ---·-· .-------------··----·--·--·--------·---- ·1--------··--·--·--·--------·--·-·--·'~----·-----~--....:...: ___________________ .__ 
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·:----- -~---·:-·:- -··-_--~~E--- :~·- '·· ··tt>:- be. tested--~ - Group 'B is · a s·et of,· twe·nty pa_ra111eter~ which ,c 
describe the d-e~an-d f-q_r i·nstruments by model. Group C !.~---,·~------ -----·- __ 
·- ·:-~ :·~-----·;:.~~~:: '--~~-:~b1.-fl~---of~-ma~te_r~i~l:S:~~whic-h--._ .. ,i·nc luc:1:e S----produe-t-i-on·,- -· i1tven:tory, -~anc:[ · -·· .... ·.---~--- ~-: __ ·· - -- --.... ·· -~------· 
... ··--···--·~···~--····~--~- ___ ..... ____ --'~ ·- ....... . 
.. ··-·· .. 
·. ,--:-_. ----cost parameters for each part. by·typ·e .. ·Group o·is. the com- - ·-:-- __ , ____ · 
- -_._ ..... :-·--r·::. ·-: -~ - .. ···-·· ... "· .. ·.-, •· . - , 
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·_ plet~ __ ~-~~-- of i;egu:_tar GAS:P II data -input cards which include, 
. among other data, two i·ni.tial events which start the simula-
-
tion· and generate all ·subsequent events ... The first event 
.. 39Ao Alan B" Pritsker and Philip-Jo Kiviat, Simul~-
•-. tion with,_ GASP IIj Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice--· 
Hall, Inc. , 1969. 
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,_ - -~--.----,-~~:--.-.- -.·· __ --of the simulation ~nd the -second: -event . ( typ·e-6) · begi·ns th·e ··-··- ----
. 
-first day o.f production. /\_detailed description 9£ all data 
. 
. . 
r~quired-. for the model is presented _i·n. App,endix .. I:II-o---'---·- -- --.-'~·.--·---
~ 
- . -·--··-··--· ··-------'-- -------- -- - - - -----····--·--··---,------ ---· ... 
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. :~---~. files -have been i·nitialized., subroutine GASP finds the first 
. 
. 
of the two initial events which pro_duces a call for subrouf.:i·ne_,L_ 
• -----------------------·- . . .s,c .. -· •. · .·· ~--:~::c~~C.OU-NT .·--- ----··GGUNT---·s-i-m.ttl-a-t·e-s··-~the--.. ·dat·a···-c crtte ct i ng ···- anir-···p:r·o-'-c-ess iiig~~--~~--.. -----~----,-----------. ·--. 
·.-r- .. 
' elements of the- supporting information -sys.tern. · First, it 
$Chedules the next type-1 event at XINTER time u·nit.s in the 
-\ . 
. 
- future. . XINTER is an input parameter which sets the i·nterval 
betwee·n successive reports· on the status of the inventory. 
(A unit of· time in this model is considered to be one day.)~ 
. . 
-.Nex-t~-,-CO-UNT--ma-k-es----a-n--e-s-"t--ima-t-e-·-of--t-he--~num.b~er-of-par-Ls---rha t · 
- -
. --·-· 
" are · o;n han.d for each type of part. . The ·estimates are normally 
distributed random ·variables with a meiin equal to the ·actual 
. " . ·-
··-
. ---
11umber of parts o·n hand and a sta·ndard deviation· of 100 x SIG.· 
· percent of the current mean. SIG is an input parame·t:er which - -~------ - ·----·---·. ----·---
· establ:i.._sh~~- tb.e· accuracy of the i·nfomnation system. -If this ---------_ ==-·-:=---'--:::-:-::-~- .. - .... --.. -· . -·------·-----·--··-----------:--:----~-------~·----- '. . .. . ~------·-_. ----------:-··------------------------:-:--. --------- . . . . . 
estimate .. (EST) is gi;eater. tha·n the required buffer stock, no .. 
) - aG __ tJ.on ___ is ______ taken-.. -.. If it. is ·1e·ss- than ·the. -~equired buff ~r · .. ---~-
-
-
.. ····--·-·,. --·-. < - - -~- - - -
--
-·~_, •• ,_-. __ -'_:_ • .; :-... ... 
-..;.<>,,,.·_·...,. ,,_ ~ 
-
~---:--... -: .. ~-.~~~-.;·· . ~-~-~-c; ' ·:-.~-c~'toc,k ' ..... ·. -a . par-t"s-·· -orde·;r:::::i;~s-· g'ene tat ed-- f O'r . ~ri~ ········batch . ( ~irii~um---~ -, 
---- -~· -.-,...,----- - -
t 
- --------·· .. -··--·----·-·-·--. 
. . . . . ---~-~~-~:~~~~-~-£.Q~-t_ J}@:_tch s i--ze)-· of. that--p-;~-tictilar----pa-r-h---T·hi-s-o·r·d:er·--i·s--·-- -,·-----:.,c.·_·_·. -'--:-----~--------· .. ---·-:-_:·~- - . ' ... ··-··- :-;:. ·- -~- . 
,,, 
prepared in fhe form of a type~2 event·and is scheduled to 
, arrive .. at the production. scheduling_ center at DELAY + REACT 
time units ·un the future. · DELAY is a·n _input parameter which ·1'·1,1.,, .. ,,,. 





- - - -.---·--·--·-· -- -
·.59 
··- .... -
system. ·- REACT is -a. comput.ed .va.lue. which represents the 
,, 
• I 
----··-·-·-···,:---:-_-_-amount- d1f·time required tcipr~pare.·a:nd.-process a.p-arts orde:r- ___ · __ -~-~:· __ .·· ----. ·-- .,. "··r- .- :-- -.··_•·--. ·_ • •. ,· 
-·. and to issue it -to the production sch~duling cen~er-=-reaction __ 





· -of the particula_r part is assig·ned a. value which i·ndicates · · 
·-· 
- ·,··.----~- _, ___ ~~:_ that part is on order. - This. feature preve·nts any addi tiona.1· ··"· · 
------·--------------
orders for the same part ~,ntil the curre11~~ order- is filled. 
• .. ,, .. 
vary the amount, or quantity, of information that _is produced __ ~ ___ , -- .---
by the s~pporting information system. Parts.are listed .in 
the bill of materials according to the _ave,rage daily con-
sumption ·(dollar value) of eacli_part type .. The part with . ' 
~-----the largest daily constimption is listed first, -f~llowed by .. 
---'---~~------"."the ___ next __ lar-ge'S-t~,--_ a-nd-s-0-f--0-r--th.-----l.'-he---numb-er-uf--itirf er en f 
- --·- '.'··· .,..·--
.part· types to be chec,ked by sub:routi·ne COUNT_ is preset as-· 




-~--'------'-'-~~~~-""-w-.i--;.--1-:;-1-_ be reported by the supporti·ng- inf ormatiqn system~ 
· COUN.T will check the parts· in their b'ill of materials order, _-
_____ . __ starting with the most critical part. F·or example, _ th~J~ .. ~------· _--- ... :--:-~-:-...:.:.::-~~------··_:-·-------: ... :.. ......... --~--------- ... --:-·-. --------.-··--' ---------:-----------------:-:-~-----::----. ---------------=---. .. :--... ---._' . ' -
- . 
-- . 






------ --- ·w 
Im 






-. set ~t 50·, then only the SQ most ·criti_c~r:.p ..arts, wj.11 ·b~ 
··-
. ~-:-
·(j . ·t-.. . . .,., 
- ~ .... - . -_,...····. 
._.;.., _____ ,-···c.-·:_..._ ______ ,_,_ .•• -. • -· 
. ~ .. 
~ 
- - - - - -- - -· 
---------- - -- --- ;~,~;~-;~~~-~:~-~-~:;~·-·-cou1tted···-·-by .. tJ:1-~_-__ formal· __ sy_s __ t_em. ______ The . remai-nder of.- the. p·arts~ ----_-.·~---c--~~=----_--'-"--·-----·----·-- ..... -_;_··--·----=-~--.. - _.·.: ..... -:· __ -___ .....-------;----·....:::.:--.:.:.:-.:::-::--=: 
-.,.~--- ---~·-·=-
~~--··-·-··- - ------ -
-------··----~ 
---··-·- ------------ ----------------- ----------·- ---




·-estimate of the number of parts i·n the bin, he livill report .• ............. , .. _ .... , ............ · .. ,, ... , ......... :.· .... ': .... . 
this fact and an order will be generated. This infonnal 
_i-'· 
,:,:,L 












-::-.=;:::;·.· ···- ' 
. ) 
,.t' . ( 
. 60 
procedure is consistant with the -actual procedure which-is 
,. 
-
· simulated in subroutine( GUITAR. . ···· · ··· 
-Subroutines SETUP, 'MAKE,· a-rid FINISH simµlate the 
•· . · .· a_ctivi ties (?f the parts production center. ··Subroutine · SETUP 
. . 
. 
· , ....... work on ·a particular par_ts order, computes the le·ngth of 
event (typ~-3) which causes the par.ts to be added to the 
inventory. Subroutine -MAKE is called. by a ·typ.e-3 event at 
the e·nd of the second segment· of the production cycle. The -· · 
I . 






....... ----, .... : "': ~- .. r·_·· __ ·•- __ ·_ 
. ~'. 
the machines and collect the· n:ec"essary resources for the ·· · . .. ~. 
---------------~--,-· ..-,-' _,....,.· ~-:n.a-~.t-s---,-g~de-£:---and--t-he-s-eeo'nd-· ~-e,gm· ·en-t···--repre-s·e_ ·n·t·s · one·_- rrarf~-~o~f~-_-----'--,:-~--~~- --~-r-
. 1 ·.. . fi {' }; ··--·· ·- -- .· .. .: .... -• --. ·,-·-·. ·.·. -. 
' .. ' 
the required produc·tio·n time. 
-~--- ' ' 
At the end· of the second I · · · · segment, al·l parts are added t·o the finished parts inve·ntory. -•· ·_ ~, '(~} 
I ",• 
.. ---- --------·- -·---· ----·--,--
In the actual environment the additio·n of· parts to the 
i·nventory is a continuous . process. Parts· are ·added as soon · 
. ~ . . 
a-s . they are- finished. This_ process is represented as a· 
... ·. 
. - ' :·. 
---------------·-
------------------ ----
-· .. ----.--·,-,. ___ -. ____ . ____ ---- .------·-- .----· . 
one-time addition in order to improv~ the efficiency of t_he__· _________________ _ 
.----···-----·-
-~-~----=------ ~--- ...... ----··-·----· ---------· 
. · -- ----~"-_ .. --~--._· ·--mo-ae-r.~---Suor·ou e·ine -MAKE changes the produc t_ion status of . the- .. - .. , ______ -. . -
. . ~ 
- . 
. -
- . ' 
(;,. ,· ,;:-
" 




--- I... • n~ \ c.. 
_---_.'. •. " •• '--:::' •.• ·--f 
- . --------·· __ : ... : ..... __________ ,. ____ , ____ ,_ -· 
... -. •, -- ·······-···-····" ... ~ ................ -.., .. , .. ,_,. ___ .,..,;.~---··--····:~---· ·:·~-.-~ ...... . 
-· particul-a-r--pa~~t'.Er.-ci~±eW--n-ew--o-rder·s-:_-to be issued .:and. then - ·--··-------
--.... -· - . . ----,--·---- --
. . . 
. _-.,-·., ___ · __ ::, ·.'-----~·-----::\..::... .... --···- -
.---~~ 
. -·=-- --···· _scJ:i_e:q.µl~s. a.1•· t_ype-4 .. event . whi-ch·:p·r0duce-s---~a--c-al l for . subroutine .. 
---··- -··'·-- . 
. - --- - . ··-··-. ·- .------·· 
. FINISH o -- FINISH --~ .. ignifies_ the e11:~. o"f produc_tion for· a--par-~ 
~~--. -· -- - . 
~ticular batch. of parts by r~turning the men to the labor 
. ·,· pool where they become available to do another job. If there · 
.. are insufficient men in the labor pool ·(XMEN) whe·n SETUP is· .. 
~ ....... .:,,..;.~-"" ...:. ".'.' ... 
./ 














" ' ~ • 'I' 
~- -s .:-.~ _-'·~---~-~-j-~-~ -'flie backorder _-file u:ntil ·enough men are free to do the work.· 




. module. are simulated by subroutines -ORDER and GUITAR. -
' ' ,-
subroutine s represent the operations_ of the shop order 
. \ 
. 
. and-the gu~tar assembly ce])ter. The.raw materials module is 
-·· -not represented in the model due -to the assumpti(?n- that raw ___ _ 
- -------
- . ---




. Subroutine ORDER" is called by· a i:ype-5 event. 
·schedules the_ next shop ·o·rder by ge·ne~ating the next type-5 
event for ten working _days in. the future. After this event 
- has bee·n: .. ~i-led, subroutine -ORDER. creates a shop order by 
· randomly sampling the i·nstrument demand d·istribution ·(IPROB) 
____:_-'-_ ___:__:___~~--------·--------------- ·--------·--------fo-cfeferniine which model -wfull be produced in 'each lot. 
/' .. / Sufficient lots -are ordered to increase the number of r·eserve , 
----------~--.---c--~-_l_ot----:--._s , __ t. Q thi_r_ty • 
, . 
.. , 
Subroutine GUITAR is the- pa.rts consumer. At -the 





f :i.r s· t i: r ans_a_c_ti.o:n---in-sub-~eu-t-ine-----6U-ITAR·--i: s--t,r-s C lie dul e ·----------~-----·- H ~ 
• ' 





,- .. - ...... . 
' -are. withd·rawri f:rom. -the invel'itory 'at· ·one time.· In the actual 
assembly of instruments, parts _would be withdrawn over an 
extended period of· time, but in the simulation this· p·rocess 
. ,, 
" is compressed into a s~ngle point in time to· improve the . ,r 










-this -p-r-ocess-,accura·tely would- require a nitich: more=~- complex··. 
. 
. 
I program with an extravc1gantly :Large_ filing array .. -- ~As p~r-ts~~--. 
are withdrawn from the inve·ntory, the workman,. who draws· 
the parts, estimates the number of parts i·n- the bin. If. he· ) 
-
-determines that the reorder point has been re.ached, he will 
initiate the parts order· process.~-- If---ttre-··par~t- ·is··~--~fireaa_y ____ on. 
-
ord-er-the same deficiency may have been detected by the_ · _ . - -
. 
. · supporting 1:,nf ormation system-his new· orde·r will nO-t be _:-~ .· 
. 
. 
-process.,ed. ----Af--ter- the···parts for a particular lot have been . 
withdrawn the program'-s dealings with that lo~ are completed~, 
' 
' 
.~~~~...,-----'---rin reali.ty, -~llis would_ be only the beginning of· a three-month.- . 
. l~ng assembly _process, but during</this process- the.re would · ·-: · ,--:__;_~-~-_. ______,.. 
--------------· -------·--~-'-,----.:---b-e--no-furcne-r--~-demands on. the _.parts J>roduc--tion module. origi-
.. nating from that p·articular lot. . If a full set of ·parts is 
. ., 
.. ·. ·not vavailable for. a pa:r;.ticular lot' the parts . will not be 
' 
. drawn and the lot will be returned to the shop orde,~ file 
' until the next day. · Each day enough lots are s t.arted to 










. an i·~suf~iciep.t ·number of.- lots started in ·~ given day, the --. 
--~~::----=-~-·s-· hortc!ge. ·wit-Co_~- ·-·~or_:r-ec~~e.g __ .. · on tb.e--follpwing, -day._,. ····This:<r·····--·--···:--·::~---~:- . ____ :·.· =·~·::~~~-~~~·::---~-:~·-, -• -- . ; .... - :~:.·:·· ·- ~:· ·:· -- '-··· -·-··· ,_ .. --·-.:· .- . •.• -•. , .. !. ~ ·: ·-···· •. - ' • • . . • ..• . • '" 
. 
. .-- ., •.. . '. 
--
. 
. •... '. •.• - • ·.-.-~ ... -, ·---- -~ .. ________ ..:_ ___ ·-~---------"-•• ... • ·-;--.···".""' -
-
- .. 
' . ~ ... , .. ,- . .:···· .. 
_- : ___ ·-_:-~- featur·e is compatible with- ,the···.ac·tual operation qf ___ t_lje ___  - . 
.. ------- ........... --------- ----- ----
__ ,_. ·- . =========::::::::-=~--
•- ... ,. 






,.-GUITAR which causes _the buffer\ levels-reorder. points-to . 
. 
be adjusted whenever a·demand for _parts cannot be satisfied 
.. -, / from the finished · parts invent·ory ~,. When this condition 
-r,-n 
'· 





occurs' 'the buff er level for a particular p·art is increased' 
-
-
-by the amount wbich is: short~·< ··1r1 this .ma'iirter:,· the buffer •··--· ... -·~·-····v·-· - -- ' . -· ·----·· . . .., . ,. 
·levels are forced_upward to. a po~n.twhet;~ stockouts will be .. ··-··-··, --·"··· .·- .. ~-···!-•··• -··----··•,- ·- ····.· -
-
-
-·averte·d. This ·makes the model sensitive· to -the organ~zation.al 
~ 
-_ objective of eliminatin·g f;tockouts. Prior ~o collectin.g. 
'., ··--- ·-·~-····· --~ 
statistics in a simulation run, the program runs for fifty_-_ ... p' . 
. , 
,·f . 
. -- - . --- -
sill1ulated days in~ order to adj·ust · the b~ffer levels. Con.,., 
sequently, when sta.tistical collection actual_ly begins, the · ··· 
• a 
- buf·fer levels have already been adjusted to the levels 
·_ required by the particular des·ign of the supporting inform.a- _ 
-tion syste~ which is being_ evaluitt,ed. The effect of the 
. ·----··· --~---. ---~-- ----
·'.c· no-stockout pol:1.sy is, -therefore, reflected in the overall. 
-
performance of the model. · 
--'---'--~----'------- ~-ri(E(;rformance Of the, model is evaluatea--on the 
. . ' : '. ·, . . ·.,~- .. 
· -basis of two criteria. The primary cri-ter_ion is }?ased on 
-· the paramet·e-r···sroRE .-- The. value contai·ned in STORE ~t · any 
time during the simul_ation is the current daily carrying 
;_ __ ~-·-·······'----~-- ... ----· -----·-- . -·- . ' 




.... ·;,".. . 
... ·' 1:r . ·. 
-~--~---: ______ ··~ > ____ · ,--that pa-1:ts -a-re- 0added to · or: drawn fronf the inVelltory t::he __ _...:. " ·-···- ~--····--·--------·------ ---------·-·------- - -·--·-·-------·-- --- -- -----·-------------------·-·--~--·-------·-----·-·------- . ' 
·- ' 
. ' . 
~ -. --------- ----------· ----
,-
,. ,····· 
• ____I : value· of _STORE is change4 in accordance with_ the interest·· 
····-·-------·-
. _ , _ ___ and storage cost_s associated with each p~art. These -costs 
- ·-· -·· 
·:· . · - '-. -~ ::"~ ~7···---:~~c-~·~-~:···":-,·--·,::' ·· -~- -~---~ - --,-- • · ·- · ---·· , ... -- ,· ,. : - • • ··' '' .' '' '" --~--- ··, " ·, · · ·-·· · .. , · · ·····. ;··· -- ·' :-- . ·~? ·~-- ·, ~~~i-:-. · : ''- · ' ~: •-•- · ' :· e<c: 0 ~-'-~ ~-+~"'---~- ---~~L·-~:-o ____ . · ___ , .. _ ~: .'~= =~---··· ... .,. . . _____ .:_. . '._ _ __ _ I: 




----·· :; ~·. · .. - .. ' '. - ·-."-. ,~--·· .. · .. _ . 
..--
-- __________ _ _ ~ha·n.ges in the value. qf_· .S'J;QBE ,~ the . s_ta~t'.i-s~tle-at-1,u~b-r-~1:1~ine ~- - -- ------ - --- --------
. . .•• .u . 
---•···-- ...... 
--~ -. - ' . ' 
·'· . --- ·- ----~-------~------·----··-··· ... , ·-· -
···----···-··---- -
. ' . 
,· . 
-
... - .. . . 
.. -
. -~·----"-- ......... . 
• .l·;·"'."' • 
\ 
TMST -is c·alled to collect · the current value of STORE and -the'··-'---~:-- · ., .. ----··-: · -
~ 
amou·nt· of time that it h~s remained_ unchanged. I·n the re.sults. 
of a simulation the mean,· standard ,p.evi~tion, maximum value; 
and minimum value of, STORE are printe·d .. The· mea·n value is 
,., 
0 • 
•I .-·· . 
0 H. •.•-· :.!_.,'• ;,>••• 0 
·. ' t', 
... "'' : .. ,,,. '. -······. 
t . 
--
-· --·- -------· -· 
. ', 







·a measure · o·f the utility which could be· derlved from a given 
•- I 
.... ----- --~!:,·:-:=-~-:----:- ~~-~--: I information system-design. " The ,;beriefits" of ail informatior{ I 
l 
· system improyement · are, _the~~fe>r~, · r~f.le_Gtgd in -th·e. differe·~ce _ I 
. between the_: carrying co·sts of the finished parts inventory 
. .., •"'" 
' 
.. 
-·--------- --under the present information· system ·and the carryi·ng costs 
_u·nder some impi;bved system design which is_·· represented i·n =-··-·--·--·----- ·-·---·------·,· 
the model •. · It should-· -be ncfted that · the impac·t of_ the· no-
. -·- .. _ 
~--·--;------ .·. 
... __ . __ ·. __ .. · .... · .. -.. ---· ... ; - stockout-: policy- will be reflected in this measure .of perfor~_-:~--:-o-c..: 
j,t 
. ,-,., 
mance •. -~ . ' 
--
'._ -- Tl?.e. -secondary crit-e.rion is .based on the pa.rameter. 
------ ,--·- ~- TOTINV. The' value contained in TOTINV at a.riy ___ parti.cular 
····------.. •-'-•····· 
. --·-· . time during the simulation. is the current total· doll.ar value 
of the finished parts .i~ve·ntory. TOTINV is treated in the 
-
' in .the simulation result and is•used to evaluate the degree 
-·---·--·--. ------------- ------
-----------·· ----
of .conformity between the model and the actual enviro·nment 
which is being simulated. This evaluation i·s discussed in -
\, the next sectio·n. - TOTINV is not used in evaluating the 
.• 
- -




-~----~.-----~~~ --.---~-~---:--"·-:-per-£ ormance ·of -~upporting·· ·-irtf orma tiori-- s-ysteni--de~ i_g:Q_s_~----~----·-. ' ,- . ----··-----·-· ------~------------------:-----·-·-------------·------··---------------------------------------------""---------- -
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- · modl~l- -~ref -illustrated in Figures 4---aBµ~5-.--~.· -'!'his_· decisit:,n f 
. 
-- . 7-- f 
... . .. ~-'~F ....... ·.·tnai·;:ti .. deJ)i~tS :{:he l()gic~l_ptcQC:esseS··whicha:t'e ··emplo;e~ i_ri ·= - -.. ,·~··· ··~·1 
t ........... ........... ..... ........... the modelbUt translates them into: th~ir-respective. countel'.";.. =···_..-_. 1 
~,"··par·ts in the .actual envir_onment-;·_:--The·-fl:ow··-~:rf-. ·transactions·-··-·---·"·-":?.-----
,_ ___________ _ 
i·s counter-clockwise and references to information in the · 
files ·are made in a clockwi.se · direction. Thematrix·repre- . _· ...... ~·----· 
sents a continuous. proces-s whi.ch can be e·ntered at any point. 
< - '• 
r 
' 
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-····-----·---~·-·-.:...-·-·-.. ------· . ·. . 
. . ' --------
', I ' "----- • 
I -· 
. __ __. ... ,.,.. .. -.. .. . 
For any. set of co·nditions which might exist there is a 
primary -,con.dition-. (P) ~1 a .seconda-ry cond:i-tiori {S), and 
modifyi·ng conditions (1 and/or 2) indicated in a ·vertical. 
...... 
· column to ·the left of the condition· columno - Information 
--··· ·-···- -· ----- .. ---·---·----
.. ';- . 
contained i·n the file, indicated by a refer.ence _symbol (R) _ 
. ---·-· .. -~·· ·, ·- .. ----· ·,. 
to -the right of the conditions ,:.· deter:,nines the set _ of second--
_,....,. ·'')• 
_ . ary and· modifying conditions which exist. For eacl1--·ser-o-f---------------~· · · _ 
.. ............. -. 
··-.. ---··--··-·····-- --------~---~-- . 
.-.: .. ''f:conditi~ns.--the-Fe-·· ~$-.a-eerre~ponding·-set--of·-~c-tiOIHr-WJil:Cff·:[g-·-··'-~~----- .. 
· - indicated to the left of the action· column. · Act:ions indi-
cated_ by an (X) are taken wh.enever the ·vertic~l column is 
activated by a set of eondit·ions. -- Actions indicated by -a 
(1) or (2) ·are taken only ·when the modifying condition with -
. ' 
· _ corresponding number exists. -- The transactions which describe 
------- --- -~-· ---~·--·---------------.....--- -
----'---~==---..:.---~a--pa.r-ticl1l~a-~ae-ti-on-~r-e-~±nd·ica·ted=---by an---(X). or a (U) in, the 
- ·horizontal·- row to the right ·of the ac·tion column. -A (U) 
indicates that the file above it is to J:.>e updated on the 
. 
- . 
basis of the action taken. An (X) indicates that there i 0s 
a d,irec·t--transfer to a new primary condition. If_ the (X) -
-- -
_,, .. " 
- - .. ------ . 
. ·-c--...:.~.-. . , transfers to the cloCk, all necessary transact·ions have been -----·---------
___ -· -·--------------------
-------·----------------- ------------- --------·---------- ---
- - ·-- ·------·--·----~----- ----- -----
------------------------.,...· -----------~------
-
complete·d and the next chronological event is checked to --~--' ·."--
--~·~..:. .. --,.--~-~-de~termine the type of .. .eve·nt (IX) t~at is- __ to occur.. The. 
... · :·:-:.:. -·+···- .......... ,--· 
---
- -- ·--- - - ----
-- ....... -•-~'=' .. . _- - . . . , .. _,,,ecc,,-_ .. ,.,s,,.,=-"'''"'"'"'"· .... · 
-
- ···----···- . 
, ... , •. ------------·-···· .. -- .. . -· 
---·---~-~·-····-··----·-·· 
- - -- - ,. ::· - -,---" _______ :_~-~"-c:--:..._--~-:... --_- -~-- - ·-ver·t ic:at = co fqmn._---ab()ve __ ~:...h~~-'i:\ePP_!:9P~7C"'t-~t~--·v·a;tu:e _of =~=--(IX)_ ihdi:~,~ 
. -
- -- - --- .. - - - ---- - ----
.. ··-"-··· . -- ....... ··- ··- - •,- .,. -.. 
. ,~,--~,-='"=-~ ~-·-"C''~''''~=,s~~~-:··-.-"'"''~~,.~------·c~1/t ie s th·e .-·next ·set:'""o·f ---coridi tiort~~--~~-tia f·~wiII::=exfs~~and -the 
-process is then -repeated.-: Figure 4 illustrates the general 
· transactio·n flow. 
I_·. 
'.. . ' > • 
~~,c-----·- ' - - -·-- - - --- -
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. The ~validation of the model was conducted by simu- ·· 
· ·-· latf.ng __ one year of production ( 250 working days)·_ using the ----··-·- "· • - _._ ......... ,, ____ :,,,,,;c _______ _ 
,.,,._ 
- .,-- ·-· -·' ·-·-
-
...... ,, --;:--····· 
- I., -
---- .,, ____ , __ -- .-,---·- -- i:'"-:-·- .. 
I -
-model co·nfiguration which represen_ted the actual experimental ___ ·-· _ '----'---. 0 0 ---------- ----• ------·---•·---•-HOO··---·---------•·•-•--·---·----··-·••• ----.---·--•••-•·•••--····-••••--•- • • • • • ••• 
--, ---------.' • 
----- - -- -- - -- - --
- - - -- --------- - ----- --· -- -- - -- -
environment without the propos·ed information system_ in ·opera-. 
tion. T.his eonf-iguration was ·achieved by· removing the initial 
type-·1 ... event generating entry from-the input data. Without 
_this_ entry subroutine COUNT, which stimulates the ,operations 
.of the proposed informa.tion siystem, cannot be called to 
' '1 
- ------
---- ·count the inventory on hand. ___ Cons_equently, ____ th_e ___ functions~---'--,c-----~ 
which. are required for _oidering a·nd s·cheduling the- production, --- -'-'---
·_of parts_ -~re performed ent·irely by subroutine GUITAR. In 
. · this subroutine the inv_ento:J;:"y levels are .,checked only whe.n,-·;·~-·-~- ~--
. 
. 
· a workman has occasion _to draw par-ts-- from a bin-. With this 
configuration the values which are assigned to the fou~- .. ' ' 
. 
""' .itl._f_Qrma :t iQ_n _s_y_s_tem __ p_arame t-e~s--a-re---·irre·levant-;---because · they · 





--- . --"---"'-',-___ 
,,, • --
- - - - -- . .-- ------- --- <-, ----
--·-·- - .. ..... C~-s=~-~-~~=:=~~-:r~:_- .. ~~--_-'··-'-~e·=~E~~t).~~~f:_~h~_:jrJtll.datiOn--t"e!t:.:wflS'.:·to-.··cxllllP~!e--~~--'.~-~~== 
-~ _:--= -- --- -:~~ -:· ::-- ~h,~ ~~g.J1. '.tot.a.1.:~inven-w-r-y· -~-~1!-!~-' TO'J:1INV, witb._~h:e comp~ny' s - -- ------ -- ----~--~-·; - -·. ·-· ._., ___ ,.. ____ -- ------ -~ -
-
·.- ---- ... -.~-- . ..:..,..·,_. ____ ,.: .. . 
.. .... 
'-, 
.... - ..... . 
f· 
___ , __ , ___ ------·---·---
- ~---:-- -~- - -
,--.- ,_ a:e·eounting---~re'cords -of fhe actu_al -inventory value. However, 
--. --. -- .... •--- ····---
____ . -~ -~-·-. -· .. ···': ---·' . -----
~he c~pany dcfes not-. maintain ·records of this t'ype and the ' 
-~:.-,.;:_,., ,,;;'-:;,.: ..... -- inforination which would be needed is indiscernible from the· - ' 
C , 
,-:t:_~cor4s which·. are kep,t. · Therefqr,e, ·. the next be·st alter·native '"'"''~'."'""'"•_·· . _.,.._.;;.' . -
-was to have co111pany management personnel subje~tively evaluate. -
- -~~-
---------:-· ~--~-----








degree ·of confonnity between the simulati,on results, and 
tb.ei.r_ personal :.impressions- of __ th.e,~mean-----total value of· the 
·-
. 
' parts inventory for the parts whicl:l· are considered.in the 
mod·el. -
' . 





·value was $24,778.53 for .ai1.·.o.f ,the~·parts that were considered,-~---:~=-~~; _ _;~: ___ . 
in the model •. This figure is bas·ed on an average simulated· _ 
. -~· -----·-~--wer_e.'asked ·to base their evalu·ations on the past year of pro-. "--····-·-----· --
- ,• . - . 
duction during w)J.iCh tim~ the actual production rate fas 62.5 
· -- i·nstruments. per day. None of the managers questioned was-:·:. 
----~--------alile to render a numerical estimate of the inventOFY va_lu_e-:-,_----but the·re·· ·was general agreement that the simulation r~sult. 
---~---'--~--w'--a __ s-=---a re.aso.nabl-e----ap-p-rex-i-ma~t-i-on-~-~yf---tn:~--avera.ge flnis hed parts 
inventory- valu~ during the prescribed time. 
- ··----_ --:--_;:-'"-'_ . 
..... '"..... --- ·--·· -, .· . - -
~. ·:· 
-.... :: .· .· . If an actual management decision were to be made 
....... __:_: ... _---·~----------'-,-______ :.........--...--~----
.·:concerning· the installation of the proposed information 
system, a precise measureme·nt of t_he actual inventory would 
-~·----·- -
~ -- • -~--
- • 
--- ••- --·---







- : . ~-lat-ion-:results could then· be scaled to insure compatib.ility 
, · ·between the model and the re-~lity which it represents. 
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i • • - • ·----- O a.pproximation of -the exp~!'tmen'tii'l"'"environment is sufficient: 
... ~·····' 
. 
.,. . The second purpose of the validation test was to . - --·-·-··--·· -- ··-·· '• . 
obtain. a measure of . the mean· value of t];i.e inventory carrying · 
' . 
cost·s ·"associated wi~h the existing production system-that 
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-· 
then be used as a -basis for determining the amount of 
·-' -,~ improv·ement that 'r:esults from th'e. inc'lusion of .t.he proposed 
i·nf·ormation sys·ten1. Because of practical limitations o·n the· 
. 
. 
amount· of compute~ 'time ·that could be used in· this research 
.. it ·was not possible to run the simulatio~ .. tests . long enough .. '-, I ' 
' 
·--·--·_:_._.c:~.--: __ ----:tci r.e.ach a., -st:e:ady··state c·onditi-on. Consequently, all of. the 










··-·· ·--.--~:--:~, > .- _· ___ ,: __ : .... ---- --t·S-0--·'P·Fedue-t-ion ·---d.ays-;·----·:exceJrt·-·-f-or-----·1:·ne·:~--\,a.·1·1-da tI-o·n·--t es t which · 
-·- -- - __ , __ , ___ ·_._- __ ·., .. -- . . ---
..... . . r -- ... 
.·'~ 
r 
did not consume as much computing . time. In order to -produce-~-,i_ =z;:-::"=~:-,::-: - . · 
. ., ' . . .. 
\_ 
a measure of the actual ~nventory carrying --c.osts that would 
;correspond"'_:to the other test results, the validation simula·- · 
0 
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· TESTING PROCEDURE AND RESULTS . -
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·. ':l?he method employed to evfli~ate chitnges in the design. 
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- r· 
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-par_ameters.of-~he··pr·oposed information system was a4··by.3 · 
. '•:-.· ./,_ 
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: ------.. --~-~-:-~:_ .. '. .... ---matio·n system co·nfiguration. The independent variables of· . 
.. the e.xperiment were the four information system design 
// parameters-SIG, ])ELAY, ·XINTER, and NQUANT. Each variable· 
was _assigned three levels which en.compassed the ·meaningful· , 
.. · range of values for each variable. (See Figure 6_J All 81 __ ~~~· ............... ---= .. -··=----~-==-=-"~~~--
, ._ - po~sible combinations of the· variables and their levels were 
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. peri,od the program was run for 150 simulated days d~ring .. 
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·which statistics were maintained .on ·the value of STORE. 
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· Figure 7 lists. th~- mean values. of STORE. for· e·ach test ·.and 
the·_respective. levels of each indepe_ndent---va_f.iable. 
The analysis of these data was accomplished with 
the bio-medical statistical program B:MD02V. -The analysis 
---- ----,- ~===~·~:--of~---vari-a·nce ·tao1-e -·a·na- -tne·-·mar ginaI . me-a·ns of-- -the ___ mean--_~a-1 ue ~! 
-··---- ---- ------····· -- ·----- ---------·-----... --.-·-··------------·------------··--··--·----··---~~----=· ~of·~~·~sToRE-·-a r·e ___ s noWU .. i·n Figures 8 ·and. 9,- respectively.~-
· The results. :of these tests indicate that the most 
important parameter of t-he ·p_roposed infoI111ation sys·tem · is 
....... ---------- .--- --'----the-->interval betwee·n successive· reports-XINTER. However,-
the effect of reductions in the·interval is the opposite of 
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what might have ·been expec·ted. Instead of. reducing the 
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.. ····~·.·.· .. : . ' interval caused the inventory. carrying cost to. i:ncrea~e .. . ------~-----,---------. .. . . . 
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· Whe·n the -information system was reporti·ng every 10 days, the ., ... , 
· mean cc:tr.rying cost. (marginal value) was $22.87 per day which·· 
·. i·ndicates that· the compa·ny has a utility of $28.47 - $22.87 • . 
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The degradation of. the inventory car·r.ying cost that 
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experience . in this matter. · An earlier. a-ttemp.t to reduce the 
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advance i_nfo~tion, shop .perso·nn~l- began making parts much 
t Conseqtiently, the .. parts remained ..... -·- , . ; 
~j 
earlier than was 'necessary. 
. in the i·nventory· .for an excessive· amount of_ time which caused 
the , t~tal i'nveritory on hand to· increase. This problem was 
avoid~4 ~ctt-isfactor'i·l.y. by issuing shop orders at the. latest -
t} 
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(i_: f· b r· 
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The second most-- important parameter of -the proposed 
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~. , inf orma_tion_~s_ys_tem is the number of part types t,ha t are· 
checked by the sys tem-NQUANT. The table of .marginal means ·, · 
- - - --· - - . - --- -~- ~-· - - ---
_indicates that the. least expensive ____ inventory is achieved 
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The company--'-s -utility for this type of 
informa-tion is $2. 78 per day .. When 60 part types were checked, 
If' 
tJie compa·ny's utility is only $.48_per. day. Again tlle effect 
is the reverse of· what might be expected. Checking and 
-·~----reporting on 60 · parts·;--····iits·tead · of 20 pa~ts, ~s what iria.riy· .. -
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at . the O. 99~ conflden.ce level. •. . . • •, i... 
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·· ·.·. the in~eractions in· t.he question of measuring· the utility . · · · 
_____ .. ______ - . 
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.· of information is that a c·hange in on·e of th¢.,,,, .. desigri para-~ 
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to. other environments •.. · 
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· produces. The experimental e;nvironment which was chosen for 
·· ·this purpose, was a small industrial organization which had 
· wel·l-defined lines of cominunication and control. To this 
· · ':-"':--ex-tent the company Jis· Il9~ typ~cal of most modern industrial 
organizations~ However, the fact that its organizational 
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V manufacturing and businE:~~----aspects. are predicated on the 
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to adequately represent those factors-in the sililulation model. 
The main conclusion that ca·n · be drawn from this . . 
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-research is that there is no va-li_d basis for the .apriori. I .. --.. ··-1 
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assumption ·that ·an· improvement in any one of the information -
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• indicates that, for any particular ertvironment,- there exists 
a complex set of ·functional -rela~ionships · amo·ng the design parameters of ,an ir:ifonnation system al}d the uti-lity of the· _',_ ___ ----- - . -- -; -- -- .. ------- ,----------
' inf orma ti·o~ __ !ha t the . sys .. tem-p-roduees--. ~---F-urth-ermo·re-;---rt-· is--
,that the functional relationships that have been found fo~ 
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goal of establishing a general simul·ation program which 
could be· adapted to a variety of -industr-ial environments.· This approach has greater promise than an attempt·to develop 
_ some an~lytical procedure to be '.us~d for approximating the · functional relationships. As with simulation techniques in 
-----····--· ------"--·- ~, ·. ____ -__ ... ·;--.. 
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-· were correct in their evaluation of the. validation test. 
results, the maximum utility which can-be .derived from 
. ' . 
83 ·. 
· the proposed · system is· $ 3. 60 per' day or $ 900 per year unl-es s -·· --- -., 
-- --- ------
~ 
-- -------- -- , -~ ----- . 
j .--~···'~7·~~~.--the- basic concepts Of thesystelll.· ·are'8.iter~d t:6i_l"lclude ·such • . ~:-1, ::: . • . : . • · • • , . , •. • . 
. 
, 
.: fea.tures as p~oduction· scheduling analysis,· parts demand 
· an·alysis, and stricter· management control of parts ordering.-
Second, the com~any has little. or no. additio_nal utility f9r 
infonnatio~ ___ thg.t is mor.e ____ accur.ate--~~h.a-n---t;ha-t-·-whi·ch---is· currently··- ----. · --~--· .. :.·._.-:. 
provided. Similarly, · the company has little···utility for 
----- ---------------- . -----=-==---- _-_-:--·-·- ... -- ,_ --- -<immedi-a-te-·:·inve:n_to-ry-inforination-:··-· I~ . tne-parts ·ordering · . 
center receives inventoryinformation·within two days of a: -
.. 
-.-,--~,:..:...'.--:-"·-·.·c.:_..-~~--rep-o-rt-Js-~CUC~-OfI-tiine, this~c-an be used as effectively as if 
it had been received within ten minutes. Third, the informa-
. ·tion provided by the proposed info.rm.ation system need not 
deal with more than th·e 20 or 30 most ·costly parts. Any 
----- --------·--- ---------- ----·------
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there is a negative influence created by updating the infor- · 




optimum. condition with resp.ect to the ·-utility of the 
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preparation of -this thesis was a first step in_ the development -
· _ of .a methodology, . but there is· mu.ch more to be done before 
--- __ . ~nformation systems improvements can be evaluated on a non--. - .. I 
subjective ba_sis. As a result of this research there are . 
two reconnnendations for ·futu~e stu.c:ly _:in this field·. 
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- ---------- .. 
-
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shoul\it be duplicated in other industrial environments in 
order to verify o_r disprove the results and. conc;lusions that _ 
have been offered on the basis of this research. In the 
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DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES . 
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.This appendix defines the variables that are used 
, _____ -·-··-·--·--. _,. __ 
_____ :_ in the .• simulation, program. 
- . -···-··. ··-·- . ----. 
-The first section deals -with 
• •· • ~• ... ,-,:~'""" ·•· • 
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the GASP II variable ATRIB(t). The second section defines . ,•. . :~--:~1 ~ . . . 
~ ·..... . 
all othet variables.· 
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array NSET(J, I). This array conta!ns all of the...fil.es. _ _;___!_~~~-
.. _· ... , . ., 
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that are generated by the program. The specific definition------~ . 
- --- --
~- -
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. · ·, ~ variable is converted to the integer IX, by sub-
. · routine GASP and is used in subroutine EVNTS. 
(IX, NSET) to call the appropriate transaction 
subroutine . . · ~ · . ·' 
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... ) ATRIB ( 4) ~ The .. number 
:_ __ ~--,-------7:'~--. -·-· _.·· ---~~-- -~: ____ :_ ___ -, -- .... -.-· :.~-·-·particular· 
· Not used • 
. ----~-- _ .--·:_·_·· .. -- ~---- ... ____ .. · ATRIB(6)-*---· ··--The· tfme· when··the work: :c>ri-·a -pB.r't:icular· part. yrl.11 · be compl.eted . 
. ATRIB{7) - __ --~-o-~-~~~'~=~-~===~·-~~=-~~--"~-~- . -~~.: -·-----'-··· ~---,-- --- --- - - -------- ---------=-=-..c.:..;;..;..:. 
_ATRIB(l)--
.. . ATRIB (2) 
· ATRIB (3_) __ 
ATRIB(4) 
ATRIB(5) -. 
··Same as file~l .. · 
Same as fil·e-1 . 
.S;ame as file-I.· 
. Same as file-1. 
"'-. '· .. ·. . ~ -~ . . 
- '. ., 
.,• 
= 
. The time that the order arrived a·t the p:roduct_i_o_n_---:---'----.,..C---·~.......----'--'---_· ----~:~_h._edu l_ing ___ c_en.t.e-i;---t-ime-s---ilie----p-ro·drrct·ion. -pri or·i ty of the particular part. The backorders are arranged i·n fileg:»2 according to the value stored 
.in ATRIB(5)=lowest value firsto If the produc-tion priority chai).ges while the orde·r is in the 
.' ... -·- ....... ---· -··; - ---
- -- ···----·-- ·--·----. ---
- __ : ____ ·.:~ •... ----·- ___ ._.: __ .:__'._._-,; ·:,·--_-..... ,--.---::.:..-~-----
I' .. 
backorder file, the file will be rearranged· accordingly 8 A random decimal number is · added . 
. · here to differe·ntiate orders that arrived at the same time with th.e -same priority. 
.. 
;; ' . 
·. ·_· :· .. ,:_· --A~~f~~-(6_}_: -~:_____ Same as file-1-. · --- -·;: .. ,_.-- ·------:·- -------- . 
' - ' 
--------









-~ ~- · --*'l'-R.IBc_f~YJ · . · -_---Tlie~----proauction--priori ~y for a particular part·.,··•-
---- - - --;--- -------
--_,__.c---. """'-'~-~---;;-----_ .. -... -...... . . ..... . '""-
' 
-
. . : '- "" . 
- . . .• . .. -
- - -----. ··_ ~~ ----- .. 
-·---- --
_ _:__~'....:--·: - ...... ......,,..---;-:·-:"" .. ' . . 
· · - · · .. .· · h. ·· - · · · · : a·· · · · ·. ·- • ··1· · , · · 1 £., .-1·" 3 ,· · '---------------.. --.. --,----------"- · · · · ., -~- · -- .- · -~- , --·· · ~ 
.... • ... _·_. .·- ' - ' s op.---Or --e-r···-F"l:"""e·,.-r-\ I"'E;;_"· i---_--- .. ·----~------·----:------, ·c--~--.---·-----
-.. 
. . . . . . 
. ., .. 
~-
___ -
. ·-· - - - .,-· 
------
.. -- .... ... . 
. .......... - ................ ~--~-·-,=-·"·.c=c----c===~= 
--- - .... --.- .. ~-
- - - --- -
-
- ----· 
-_ :.-.-::::-:-~------~: ::==------::-0:::---=-=•:==-==0ATR-IB (l) - -- --The lot, t1umber---o-f ·a particula_r lot. The lots are. 
r·,c~-i arranged in, file-3 according ·to the lot number- i::ts · lowest value first. _ Lot numbers are assigned in · ~umerical order beginning with number ·one. 
·t>'. 
*This attribute is -used only -with·.respect to type~2 .. , ·-type..;.3, and type-4 events. 
. . I .. ·. • :·· 
. ' ·:· .. 
I 
-. I -· 
.. 
'; • .-L- -
. I 
=-"--~-' - -- - - ---·-- .-·---~ 
-· ATRIB(2) ·· Ncit used. 
. 
. ATRIB(4) to ATRIB(J) Not used. 
that are used in the simulation program. Those variables 
. 
. 









(J, BILL(LfJ) · This array is the bill of materials and associated [ cost and production data. The integer I indicates j the _part number ___ of ____ a_ p_a._r_ticu_l_a_r_part ..... ------'I'he---int-e-g-er-·---. -----"--..,.--,-·-r,J J--iaent:irles · the Jth attribute of the Ith part. . · . 




.. J-1, 19 
---·-----
-
materials a:r:e bas-ed on the re·spective average 
________ -0-values. for the past year. 
The number of parts of the Ith type used in · making the.Jth instrument model • 
BILL(I,20) The sum of the labor and mat~rial cost.s required· 
_. --· .. ----._:........ .. -,-·-. --··-·-·-····-· -· 
. "' .. 
to make the Ith ·part. Overhead is included in 
----~h~ ___ labq_~--~o-~_ t ___ { d_o_ll_a_r_s_/part)---·-- ----------------------_ ._ ---
---'---------~---'---
--
• BILL(I,21~) The average daily rate of co.nsumption of the Ith 









. .. - . -·· . - .. -_·_ .... -.... .-:.,,.---·-~·--::.·::--:-,:.--}''. ____ · __ · ·-=~:--~~-~-~ILL-(Ir2~----~T~~-~~~a~~~~~u~~~ 
---~-~-.. c~~~~--- . -----_··-~. l . 
.. · · . _ for a natch of the. Ith part. . . . - . . .. -·-- - t 
; 
. ·····-·-····-·--·-·-----·------- -
_. ··:_. - ___ :~-- ~-~--~~----·---B,I-L·L·(·I · 2-3:\ The number of men -required to· make- a·. batch of_-. . . . . ' . J . . . .. . . .· . . · , . -~------- .......... :.th·e Ith part (men/ba,tch) . 
·· · · 
" BILL{!, 24) .. · The number of parts to be made in a batch of the·• 
&D Ith part (parts/b~,tch) • . ·. 
-The average rate of.production for the Ith part. (parts/ day) •·1 
j 
·- - - n r------i -
" . ~ - - . 
J·. :·,!'.>.'' . 88 
- ___ ---_ _ - · BILL(!~ 26) _ - The initial buffer .level· for_ -the Ith part (20;..day - --
- - -· -_ - -- - - · < - · - -· ·_ - --- - - - sup-pl·y -o· -f p·ar t·s) -- -- - -- -------------- -----------------------------------------------------------·_-_-_-__ -__ -__ - -------- ----- --------- - . . - - - __ , _____ .._ ____ ~= -- ---'-'-- --- ------- . -. ~ -'-- . ---- _;__;_-:' __ -_ - - ---~---~-----:-=-=-·- •. ----·-"·-· ------- ------ -- - --.--- • - : _____ _:__..:,__c ____ --------,J·--~--------------'·--·-- ---·------~--- --,--·-·,-----------"'--- ' . •. -- .. - - . - - --- - -- . -- - . ' --- - -o ,- ----,--·--_ - --
' :- . ...,.,. . . . . . ·. . . ~ . ' - .. 
-- ---------- --·---------~~--
B-ILL (I, 27) The curr~'.t'i.t 1:1umber of .. parts ·of the Ith type that · 
· _ is on hand_ (ini ti.ally, . approximately a 35-day 
supply). -
- -
•••. -- _,_,.._ ;.' ~· .-, •.•• ,_ ... ,... ••. --~-: ~ •• , c---c~··'c-.·.c ... ec-,c·:"- ... -·ao.-.c.-,.~_._. ·.c -, • -•. .,, ----,-.-.. ,---cc·c ... ,.c- ., - -·, -·· -., ... • .~- ---, "''" ,, - · ----."--"-' •.,., "'·"' • - , •. , ·· _-,·-~-- ·:-'-'·-_._ ...... -._·,::.=. ·-··· · ....... • ••··• •• c ... ,'.-'·-·.:: - · ··•---· _,_-_ ----·- ·· ·---·- .---........ ,.--..:- ' --=·"''-''-=···-· ·-" ;'- ,-_-L......, ·-'--'- • 









· 0. 0 no current part:s order . -~ __ ,,_ ---~----------! 
-------------- -----~~~~--~---------- ~---~-- -_ .·-.--- ---1.0 part is on ___ o_rder - - - ------ - : · _ < · _____ 
0
_ ·~-------'-------- • I 
2. 0 order is in_ backorcre·~ -f i-le -: ·:-·---- -----~~- '.--- - --- -___ . 1 
--~- ---- -~ILk(I _,_22.}~- . -The __ cu.r.ren_t __ ·p_r_o_d1.1-c_t_i_on ___ pri_o_ri_ty-____ o_f _____ the--I-th--pa.r-t ~ -_----__ -- -_ --
-._. ·-- ~ . 
0.0 
1.0 
- - 2.0 
3.0 
stock is above the buffer level _ 
stockout; part is in demand 
stockout; no i1mn~diate demand for p_art 
stock is below the buffer level 
; ,.: 
-BILL(I,30) The sum of the interest cost and storage cost--- ------ _ ____.,....~-
·associated with_the Ith part (dollars/day).·_ 
. ·--- · ___________ ' - '_:_ . . -·----· ~' . 
. ' 
. _ . The time (in days) required by the proposed ____ ----------------- -
infonnation system to c9llect and process infor- _ 
-~~...........__..~--'--~---~~-ma_t_i_o_n __ fo.r __ _a ___ r..epo-r-t-----abou-t-------the--inven-ter-y--.------ ---- ---------'"~--
-. - •-.:;- :~ . 
--.IPROB (N) -
- . 
. . ,,_ - -·--·-- ·• 
I The number· ~-f parts of a particula--r type that 
has been estimated to beon hand. 
An array of 1,000 cells wh·ich represents the 
instrument demand distributiona Ea·ch eell 
cont·ains an instrument model ·number Q The number· 
of cells having the~ same model number is lOOO_x_ 
X(J) G 
-,----__ r ~--'--'--'-____ ~ ___ ~ _ _.-_-- _ -_ J:SEED. ____ _ __ _____ _. ___ Ran-dom--numb~~~-g~-'1:l~~~-~n-g--~~~-ed_! ___________________ -, ------------~--'------~~---.-"--~---__ --- ·~:__ __ ,_:·· 
.... - . -., .. -·::-··.····: 
- --------- -----·· . ---- • 
-
- - ~ L . 
. LOT The number- which has -~been ~ass_igne~_to_t..he _ _la.s_t __ _ lot t'hat was created.____ I,------ . r· ., .... ,,,.-.~·.,~-~-- .... , ....... ~~~ .. ·. ~- ~~ -- ' - - ·:·~ ······ ,.,_ .... -. ·~-.- •--··· . ---- -
I ,• ·t" ' 
- ' -- - - . ·-- - ... •,- -· ·>--- -
~-
... -· ._., .. ,· ..... ' 
- ·. ·. -- .. -·· - - ,•- .- --· -,-.~~ ··• ·: ' ... _. .. ," 
-
-- -
.. . ' ... · ...... '. .. · ..................... __ ... _ -
--NPROD' -- _ _ ____ : ____ .The' ___ ·cu;mu._!.~t:iv·e-·-fiurtfp~.r,-·-Qf~-~~~iris·t·rume]it=--s~::::t·haFhav.ec--:-::·~~~--~----~~-~c~~-~:~--~---·-·· -
___..,....,. _ ______._. __ -_ :.-:-=~=~~~ ~- ~-been produced • · __ -: --
-.-- -· - ---··-· 
. 




---~--· · ·. . ,'"< ;_ - / · cce NUM · • -_ , 0 -~c- - 'The total iltimDer , of· parts:: ~6ns iderea iii·- tlie--- - ---_ ·: ~ -.·.· --- .-
. · · · -- · -- · -- --- - · · ·mode 1 . - _, - · _- ·- · - · · · - -
PARAM(l ~ I)- A GASP -II· variable which specifies the parameters . 
of the function RNORM(l) 0' · RNORM(l) produces a 
random normal deviate from a distribution with -
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• ._ .I -
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.~& ... :;:~-~- .. 442 - -
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-----~-- - --- - -- .---~--
-,. 
·---·-·-··-. -----· ····· ---- -- - '-·--·o-·-·-·-~.---··"'···-·· 
89 
' .J .. 
t 
.... . - . ··--·-····· I 
. • PARAM(l,1) . The mean of the distribution. . I 
... PA]tAM (1, ~ Z) . Tb:~ :--Illj_Ilinium value Q . ·-. 
------- ----- -- .--··-c- . ---. -~---.r· -- . ~· 
-----·------ -.--PARAM(l ,_3_)____ The maximum- value o l PARAM(lj~) The standard deviation. ! 
·_· RNORM(l). is used ·to· obta-in the value of EST. · . . . , The values stored in -~ PARAM(l- I'.· . -are -changed···· .. ~--·,··,,-:, ..... ,:~cc-,.C,,a>,,a>',c.:.-.,c-·:c,,,_~_-,.-,, . . . ' -1 














.... [, . PARAM(2, I) This array is used in the s·ame manner as ___ PARAM J ________ ·· _, ... _.· .. _._ ••. _. _.·. -----~·. ·------:-·-----,---'----·-· ·_. ____ c_(l ,I) except that it is used- in-- -refe-renee -- to -- -- -- ·· ---··· [: RNORM(2) to determine the amou·nt .- of time that 
. [ · the sh~·P for~ffi4:n ~11· take in prepa:ing a part~ · · .. ·. ·. __ .· . · t 
_ __ _ _ ___ · _ _· __ _ order and get_~~!!g ___ 3:_~-----~t1_ ____ ~h-~-~p~ocluc_t1_0_t1: ____ s._c._he .. dul.1.ng ___ : ___ ....,.~.----~~...:.:...:....:.~~---···-i_:--··-·----·-·--····-· ... ------- --- -
. ·---------~c-encer~- . . . .. r: 
V The -time ·,(in days) required to make a batch of• a f 
< particul·ar part. This does· not include. the . [I 
·_pT_IME. 
setup time. . t~ 
~I REACT·· The ttm~ __ r_g_guired for the ·shop· foreman to start 
--....,-----~-~- -- ,-'-----,.------- making a parts order . after he has been no·tif ied ·· · 
that a part is below the -buffer level. .. . --·-- ·---·" ----------.- - --- - .. . ----. -:-··--· ,_' ·-· .···:···----·----,,.' '. ' 
--{· ·---- -- -- -- -










·-·--·----------·- -- ---S-IG . The fracti<;>n of the number of parts which are 
~~--,------~--_,.-~----C.Urr.en-t.l-:y.--QB---h-and-,----whi·c-h--·wt·t-1---15e ___ tis--ea as. the·- :_ · .. J 
t; 
r\ 
-------- standard deviation of the distribution o·f 
.· STORE 
. TNOW 
estimates that·, are made by the proposed informa.-tion systeme This variabl~ determines the 
accuracy of the proposed information sys·tem. 
The current carrying cost (dollars/day) of the 
entire finished parts inventory. 
The current simulated.time in days . 
- . ._ . 
. . , . 
. 
. 
' ·- ' . .;. -
tl - ... 
-
- --- ---- ---






-- ___ _; _____ : ___ _c_,--~-- -.~c-------·-TOTINV .. The current dollar value of the_ enti ..r_e ___ fin.is.hed . ~· --- - pa~s--rnvent·o-ry·:·------- ------ - ------
· · · - --· - ----,-: - · · -- · 1 ---~-~---;_----:------,------------· - - - ~---- --~-- - ---- ------- - - - --- -
Ii e): 
r,i f t 
. XINTER@ 
· The interval betwe,en successive checks of. the· 
, finished parts ___ j_ny:eI1:t.Qry __ _by ___ the .. -,_pro;posed- -inforllla~--:So _ ..... · .... ": f 
-~· .-------,----~·---·--::7'·'";::,,.,e,,.-~ .• ,~ .... ,,,,,..,..,"~"·:· .. ,~·-···•:,.""''C ,: ' ., -····'' ·.:c :.:: cc:: . ', :i~;..-.::::=:·: ::_ :::~--~---~-t-:Lort:. ··_ s-ys~t em· ~ ... -----. ----------- --··· -····· ·--- .--·- . ------- ------· -------~~ ~-- •.-· .. ___ -,, -. ''. -- t" 
... . 
-- ------ -
----- ----- - · ___ - - -
·-·------ -
. -· - . . - ( ... --_c-. ·•.·•·· . . . j'. 




----.. --···- , . ...... --·-·---··- . 
~-.,· 
·· . ~---- · Number of Model -J instruments produced annually Total number of iJ;1.struments produced annually 
O···. 
. ·:. .I •i' 
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. =-·.- . .... --re . ---·-. ,-...,.... _______ , ' .. --- ... ~-.. .' .· .-:- . _c,__, ___ . ________ .. 
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AP.PENDIX II 
SIIVlULATION -PROGRAM AND. FLOW. C1HARTS 
·---· ---·---'---'----'-'-'----- --- -,-_____ --- ,----·------· 
' ., 
-~---· -· --. -.--.------:.--:-:-
•-•-••·•··-~·-·• -•·-• -·••·••·-- •••~···'·•• ·-·---• ·---·~-•• •-~·-·U,•••, .• .. __ _,,, ____ ~-·· ·----·~--
----~ ·------ .. --------··-····· --· . . ·, _____ _,,;·~--·-·---------.. 
. -~~=--~·-====-~~=::.~--------~----- --·-. ------ ,-----~~----· -·· --..:..----·-----·~-----~,--..:_ _ _;__,_ ----·------:--~---~-----·---·-·------------------- . . .·'. 
I 
. .., This app~ndix c.entains~::the subroutines 
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subroutine. 
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·· .. ~--=====· ==~~~~~~~==============-~·==~-·---- .,__ __ _ ·- --·------~-- -~:----- . . . ------ --------- :_-~-~-~ - ._ ·. :_ .. -.:- . _·_--------:------·--·-· ---· =-------.-----·---------~---- -·-~-~-- _, -·----J-' · ... -- . ' -- .. · ' ----· --. -=----/ __ .._ ___________ ..:_ ___ ; __ ---··----,....,------ -
_":"_ .............. ,,_,. __ -b~. 
-,_,,-- .. --·-----· ··--·· 





·-_ -----:-··_ ~"~ ;-,. ·,··, .~·· .. ..-._ ··-· 
... · ---.. ·-~· - :_. , ... ~.,,.. ·- -- _.. · - -ii-~ · -·- ·.:_r~ -~!#-- ---
"="'·--=·-""<"-·' ~--_-. ~~- - ·--,---,·--:-----
·' 
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·---:..--...&-n- 7T onn :-
·:.-·-·-·~......--·~·--·---~---"'---··-· --------
.  
-··---· ~-- ·- ·, .. -:-
- •.. ------ -- -- -- ------ ---- --- - --- -----
--- ----·- ------· --- . ----~---, --~~------
·General Flow Chart ·of the Simulation Program 
. •· 
_ _: __ . --· , . .....:....--· --· ,'· . -- .-
•• 
Read input variables 





" Call GASP(NSET) 
Has the simulation ended? 
'·. 
No 
Call SUMRY(NSET) Remove the current 
~~~-----.--~~~--e-v-~n-t--e: wr· · y --.(;__ ·ro· _m -;i;1..-e--.----'---------------- -------,':""::-._:------ c, & ! L .L I. 1.l 










lX ~· ATRIB (I) 
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GOTO (1·,2,3.,4,5,6)_, IX 




--~ Call ·couNT (NSET) -IX .. , 
- Call SETUP(NSET) ... ---J IX - 2 





.------------------...... ""!!'!!!!"'.'!!' ... !"'. _'!!' ___ .. _______ ~..,.;._._;__;__......;. __
 ...,:.:..:__--'~--
------------------··~. ··- '- ·--------------------- -~--------------D{ ? -~4__ __ · ; Call FINISH {NSET} .. 
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-FIGURE ,-12. -
-Flow Chart of Subroutine- co·uNT 




_______ __;_ __ - - -------··------·- -· --------
· Subroutine_ COUNT(NSET) 
.. ·!ti 
_;Sched·ul,e next COUNT 
ATRIB l) TNOW + XINTER. 
. . 
-.........,-----,---..:.... __ · ·.· , .. - ' -... ·-_·_--.,. - _----;-~:-- .. -. -. -----,__:___·.· ,.;.......:.. .. ' .• .l_·---·~'~-. ___ --_-; 
. . 
. ' -. 
-~·'-''"·""-·-'-'---'··--"--'----~----·----- ------- ::::.______:_ ___ ______:__..,~~:..:..~~- , ? .• :· . -~ - '--------'--·-'----~---- { ) ,· ~ .. C-all FI-LEM-- --1-·N-S-E-T--- --- ------------ ---'---- -- ______ --------------------_-_.>·-· ______ ------·----:-------------------------- ·. -·~----- ----- . - . - -. - - --- - - . -- - -- - -- -- I -
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-
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. ·. ~ .. 
r 
... ___ =:ai:====11============~ 
·--··--· 
- .t: No Is NQUANT greater than O? 
. 
. ' . . 
Yes .. 
--_-,.._ .. 




I is not in o eration J __ i------~-----
· 1 
,. ~ 
- ·- >". r·: ~--------- --
RETURN-
Count the 1th part 
EST - RNORM ( 1) -
· 1 · 

















I No Is th~~_estimate greater than tha . b.uff.er? Yes I '-,"l 









IF(BILL(I, 28). _GT. 1. 0) r 
. 
-
- .,,. ., _-.. ___ --._.· 
--
. 
--- --- - .. -. . --~,..-=--r-=---~~--- - . -- -- ---
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··----------~·-·--· Are men available to do this job? No 
Call TMST -- Collect statistics 
on XMEN • - Draw men from the 
·1abor pool. 
• I 
A = the average setup time ·for 
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_ __;_ ______ ·~-
- (540 minutes per d_~.Y) 
B = The actual setup time for 
this job = RNORM (1). 
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-- -T-NOW + B + PTIM~L~_Q_~------------- -~~~--___:......,...-:;:: _-- -----'-----''-"-~-
.ATRIB (6) the end of the 
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---parts order. 
· ATRIB { 1) = TNOW -
-
--time--rne---order--wa s-------- -_ 
received . 
. ATRIB (5) = -filing 
priority e. -, . 
_ Call FILEM (3 11 NSET) 
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. Flow Chart for Subroutine ORDER. 
.. 
Subroutine ORDER(NSET) 
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'in the future. 
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rhe cell number in the array IPROB (Kl 
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.SIMULATION PROGRAM:INPUT DATA 
This appendix lists the four basic groups of input .... I 
-~--+--------- -,-'-,·--------·I_: 
••. __ --4(' . 
1''"T' - -- -- -- • -_·--·_· -·-··-'----_ .. ···----~-~- • ·-
--····· ·--- ·.·,, ,.,. ___ ._ , . ..r> .• ' ' • - -----------· - • -------· - --------~---~ --------------------~- ·--- ··-------- -- ~-- ------ ---·-- ---------- . 
~ -,---------- ---- -------~ 
data for the simulation· prpgra.m~ . __ ..:.... __ ·~-------"'--·-'~:·-·-·--·~-~-~;_·----'-
--------··-~-- -·~ ----- --'--:- ' .· ------------~- ----~·· ·-. .,... . -- - ..... -------.-- -~-~-.---~--~----_:_ ··-..:.--<- .:/· '. . -=..., _____ ... _______ ;.,. ___ . ----------
-, 
,· 
·GROUP-A DATA. System Parameters. 
Format, (6F10.2,I10) 
Number o~ cards1 1 
Variables· a 
1._ 
-~ •.: . 
·--- ' -- - . --· 
., 
----· 
.·' ,, f: 
. ·. . . . ( 
~· - ·-.·,·- ·: . ~-- ·. . . --- --.--,r-.-._: __ .: 
.. -'~- ·.. ~: 
' 1' 
. ~ :· ~ 
[.' 
I i'f :1 . . ': .:.:,. .-
.. 
. - ' 
.... '' 
.'_ ; .... ·' . 
--~~-----~:.:..____;...._._.._~-a~'r ~~~~~----------
._--'--'--~---:"-~·-----:-'---'------------------------'---'-----..,..-- - .... - ---- ·-·------------ .--·---··-·---· .. ,.,.;· ..... -..... 
Field. 1, XMEN = 19.0. 
- ' . --·· -·t .. 
,. . 
-:, . . 
. . :· --·' _. . .. 
. ·---, -.-~--~-·r-_· . . -.--- - -,---- :·-
-· ·: ·, ..... 
•; - ·. . 
'•--"·~,. '-·- -··.·-·-·· ·-·· 
I •• ·~-:-:-. • 
··;.,- ···--.--· 
- - - ~------------ --·------·-------- . --·~- ----- --------
. . 
Field 3. DELAY = See Figure 6. 
-·· ~-- -F-ield- 4.. XINTER = See Figure-6. · 
Field 5. STORE , = .22. 91 
Field .o--. --T-OTINV =- ·2-.3476~-72 
Field 7. . NQU.A~'f = See . Figµ:r~_- o~I~----
~---· 
... ,·,-, •. : .. ,;_•;····-·~-·•~··c.·.-·: ., •.. --·--C""c" ·••" 




• -> .• _,..._. ,-, 
.. ·-- ··-·""':"' .. :.· 
- -----·-~- --- ----------. -------.-- --- '· 
·- ' . 
. -.. ·, ,... •;, .. 
.. - .. - ... --··· · ... ,~.--~ ... ~. :• . . -
.. -, - -···· 
_!____~..=-:-:--~ '_ ., ------------ - - --~ -- --~ - -GROUP-B 'DATA-.~ .Instrumeii't':-=-·r,emand .. __ Parame·ters;~---=.~~-~~-~ ., 
-- ' '. -:; -• 
-, 




... , ...... ; 
............. 




Field J. X(J)-. = ··see Figure · J. · 
Notes The sum of al.l X(J) must e.qual exactly 1.000-. 
-~------------·-··-·· ____ , __ ;.------------·--
.,, ... ':'.,. 
~·· 




GROUP~C DATA. Bill of Ma·terials. 
. • " .:. - .. .. -·-·- . - . "" ... -; ·.' ~\,_' ·. : '•• ,- .,. ' -- '". ~1· - -·· . ·-·· ..• I, . 
Formata · .. (I4,19F4.1,/,6F12.5,/,4F9.2~F16.7) 
.. 
---· -··-- --- .. --
.... ; .------~- ..... _ .... ,.··-· . _________ ; ____ _ 
NQmber of cards: 
- - - -- - ~- . ---·- -----------------·--... ·------------------ -~- .. 
Tnree · cards per part, less than or · -
. . 
/;' 
. ... J 
/. 
- / 
equal to 100 parts. 
Variables, 
Field 1 •. I =··Part number 







See enolosedtable • 
Note I This -group of data. -is . fallowe-a by. three -blank: 
. . ';;"_ ·~-----·------··-· 
------·----·---~---------~-- ----·--
',· 
·earas··. - .. ·--:-- . ·. . .. ·. 
-------------------~ - -~----~------ - -----
·----·~· -------- - ' . _ . .- ·. --. -. ~:.-· ...... . 
. -~--.--. ·-. t . ---- .-_., ._ . .-,· ··--~-· .-,-- -·- - - ·_ . ·_ ·_ . ' ', .· - ·_ .·. ·-·. . ,, .. -·· ,_· --_ -·--------·-·--
,f' .' - ,·, ••• 
! 
GROlJP-D -:DATA. GASP II Type-6 ,arameters.:~ -
. --------Format·,- -~---{4_P'1 O ._:5)-.:~. 
-Number of cards 1 2 
Variables a . 
- ' . 
··,--· .--....... :_ ._ ... _-::', .. ·::-:.-... >··~ · .. -- ' . · .. . 
. . --._;, 
.. ··•· -~·.,. 
' ·.~;_...., .......... ..--,... ··.,. ·:.·,.··.·;,_.-.-· .. 
•_ -·-r••,' -·,·· •·••o 
___ __:_~-,--~-cc-:---~---:-:-~-----------·---·--'-----'---------~-------------,-----------~---,---,--,---~-
- . - '--.. . -
,· ·.;· . 
Oard 1. Blank--values ass.igned by the ··program •. 
· Card 2 •. 
:-. 
Field 1. PARAM(2, 1._) = 1. O 
Field 2 •. , -PARAM(2 ,2) .. = 0. 5 
Field J. PARAM(2,J} = 1.5 
. . . . 
----- -------- . _ ............... ··--· - ..................... -
. "1: 
. " 
- ~ . ~ ---~ - -. . . ·• . 
. . . . - ·--- '- -- · ...... ~ --- - ,;- . -- --'--...-'~:..· .. _. __ , .. _..:::___ ---- -·--. ----- ., .. :·· -. -- ' ,, '\ ......... .,. ____ - ' - -···· -·- _, 
' . . . .. __ ,, ___ . 
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